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PREF ACE. 

Tms book has been written at the suggestion of the 

present Headmaster of Merchant Taylors', a school 

where Hebrew has been taught from the outset, and 

which reckons among its old alumni more than one 

living Hebraist of distinction. 

The writer has striven to present the subject in r, 

form more accordant with the discoveries of recent 

philology than is ttsually seen in elementary treatises. 

At the same time, remembering the class of students 

for whose benefit the work is in the first place intended, 

he has aimed at stating principles in a simple and 

straightforward manner. A free, and it is hoped, a 

discriminating use has been made of the best existing 

authorities. Besides the great works of Gesenius and 

Ewald, the writer has to acknowledge a special debt 

to Mr. Driver's Use of the Tenses in Hebreu•, a book 

essential to the advanced student ; and to Professor 

A. B. Davidson's treatise on the accents, which throws 
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a wonderfully attractive light upon a subject at first 

sight so repulsive. The theory of the sounds in part I. 

rests mainly upon the researches of Bell (Principles of 

Speech, etc.). The chapters on sounds in Mr. Peile's 

work on Latin and Greek Philology have also been 

consulted. On this subject the wr~ter feels especial 

diffidence; of its importance, as the true basis of 

linguistic inquiry, he has no doubt. Of other works, 

perhaps Mr. Lane Poole's edition of Dr. Land's Gram~ 

rnar, Parts I., II., and Dr. Kalisch's well-known book 

have proved most helpful. 

The references to Arabic and Assyrian parallels are 

mostly due to Professors °V'tr right and Sayce, though 

some things have come from other sources. 

As regards the examples a good many are stock 

illustrations, to be found in Gesenius or Kalisch ; of 

these, however, not a few were noted down in the 

course of private study. 

It remains to add that this book has had the rare 

advantage of revision by PROFESSOR SA YCE, a 

scholar whose Semitic attainments have already secured 

a European reputation. 

Merchant Taylors' School. 

Micl,aelmas, 1877. 
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PART I. 

PHONOLOGY. 

OF SOUNDS AND THEIR WRITTEN 

SYMBOLS. 



ADDITIONAL NOTES. 

The sign Jin Hebrew names has the same soiind as in Latin or German, viz., Y. 

Page 56.-In Assyrian -iitu is the regular plur. ending of adjectives. Abu father 
makes abi and abiit in the plur. So that Heh. n, seems to represent two originally 
distinct terminations. 



THE ALPHABET. 

LEITERS 

INITIAL AND FINAL NAMES VAL~ES AS SOUNDS VALUES AS 

MEDIAL NUMBERS 

N 'Alef (') light breathing 

:1 Beth b, bh 2 
.., Gimel g (in go), gh 3 , Daleth d, dh ( th in that) 4 

M He h, aspirate 5 , Waw w 6 

r Zayin z 7 

n ]:Ieth ~' aspirate 8 

~ 'J.'et !, harder than n 9 

'I Yodh y 10 

.:, , Kaf k,kh 20 

~ Lamedh 30 

~ C Mem m 40 

.J 1 Nun n 50 

0 Sarnekh s GO 

l1 'Ayin n aspirate 70 

.5:) 9 Pe p, ph (f) 80 

~ y yadhe <; ( c in ice) 90 

p Qof q 100 , Resh r 200 

tV Shin sh 300 

r, Taw t, th (in thin) 400 
2 
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REMARKS. 

1. The foregoing characters are a modification of 
the Palmyrene alphabet (first century n.c.), which may 
be traced back to the " Sidonian " of the sarcophagus 
of Eshmunazer (sixth century n.c.). 

The old Hebrew writing had a different source. 
With the Samaritan it may be referred to the archaic 
alphabet of the l\foabite stone (850 n.c. ). 

2. The original Semitic alphabet seems to have been 
borrowed by the Phenicians from Egypt. To the 
symbols thus borrowed they gave the Semitic names 
'alef, beth, gimel, etc. (i.e., ox, house, camel, etc.), 
names which in writing begin with the symbols so 
designated. But the Egyptian Hieratic letter called 
'alef by the Phenicians was a rough picture of an 
eagle, the letter answering to beth represented a crane, 

and so on. The old Semitic '_alef -f::' is not unlike a 

rude outline of the hea_d of an ox ; and no doubt the 
Phenicians named the borrowed symbols according to a 
fancied resemblance to the objects from which they took 
the names. 

3. From the Phenicians the alphabet passed to the 
Greeks, and from them to other western peoples. The 
Greeks used the strictly consonantal signs, 'alef, he, 
l_ieth, 'ayin, to represent their vowel-sounds a, f, TJ, o. 
Some ancient Greek inscriptions proceed from right to 
left, as Hebrew is always written. 

4. The order of the letters may be seen in the 
Acrostich Psalms cxix., cxlv., etc., and Lament. 
1.-lV. 
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5. The letters, as numeric signs, are not found in the 

text of the Old Testament. Such use of them may 
have originated with the Greeks. 

The hundreds from 500 to 900 are denoted either by 
the five finals f!,)~~, or by pr,, in, etc. Dotted units 
stand for thousands: ~= 1000, :i 2000, etc. 

THE LETTERS CLASSIFIED. 

1. We can send out breath from the larynx with
out bar or hindrance; and we can partially check it by 
narrowing the outlet. This is effected by drawing 
together the two vocal chords, at the sides of the opening. 
When that is done, the chords vibrate as the breath 
passes through; and thus the breath becomes voice. 

2. Breath and voice, variously moulded by the organs 
of speech, viz., the soft-palate, the tongue, the teeth, the 
lips, supply the body of all sounds. Sounds are called 
hai'd or soft, according as they are formed of breath or 
voice: e.g., k, t, p, are hard, g, d, b ( and all vowels), 
are soft. 

3. If the breath or voice be quite stopped by tongue 
or lips, a momentary (explosive) consonant is heard at 
the instant of reopening the passage, but no longer : 
such are k, g, t, d, etc. If the stoppage be imperfect, 
the result is a continuous or fricative consonant. Such 
sounds are called continuous because they can be pro
longed, and fricative because there is friction between 
the breath and the organs in uttering them; h, s, I, m, 11, 

are instances. 
This much premised, the Hebrew letters (all of which 

are consonants) may be classified as follows : 
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( a) GvTTVRALS OR FAUCALS 

~ 'alef, the spiritus lenis. A momentary sound pro
duced by partially closing the throat., and then opening 
it to utter a vowel. The breathing is heard before the 
vmv-cl. It is sometimes a harder, sometimes a softer 
sound; cf. f~~, f~~-

:, he, the spiritus asper. A continuous sound, pro
duced very near the outlet of the throat, with less 
tension of the vocal chords. 

n l_ieth, l_i, a harder sound than :i, formed by closer 
contraction of the chords. "A very sharp but smooth 
guttural aspirate." 

l7 'ayin, related to ~, a~ n to :i, the throat being 
closed and opened with greater force and effort. 

NoTE.-In Arabic r, l_ieth and 31 'ayin are each 
represented by two signs denoting stronger and weaker 

sounds. These are for n 'L = l_i, a strong but smooth 

aspirate, t = eh (hard); for ~ l = a strong guttural 

related to 'L; t_ = a guttural g with rattling sound, 
like a strongly uttered r. This fact (with the further 
fact that the Septuagint Grrecizes these letters each 
in _two ways, writing 2aAd for n~;i, but 'Pax/2A 
for ?IJ7; 'Ayya£ for '~;:t, ra(d for i"l!P, but 'HM for '~V., 
2.YJELp for ,,~~) shows that in their time such a double 

J 'j\ ..,,,. 
use existed in Hebrew. 7'J :> J,) JI '.--1 / ( ,\/1 , 

' ,, ·I ~ • 

i resh, as a trilled sound, s'hares some of the 
peculiarities of this class. It seems to be formed by 
making the tongue vibrate with a strong breath against 
the fore-palate, and is therefore palatal as well as 
guttural. 
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(b) PALATALS. 

1. Back-palatals. .:, kaf, k, J gimel, g, p qof, q. 
In uttering these sounds the breath or voice is checked 
by pressing the root of the tongue against the soft 
palat~. -Kaf, qof, are hard, gimel is soft. Qof is formed 
by pressure further back than kaf, and is a stronger sound. 

If the pressure be lax, kaf, gimel, become continuous 
sounds, like eh, g, in the German bach, tage. But at an 
earlier stage they were probably pronounced k + h, 
g + h, rock-hewn, stag-horn. 

2. Mid-palatals. ' yodh, y, a continuous sound, made 
by pressing the middle of the tongue against the hard 
palate. 

(c) MIXED-PALATALS. 

zayin, z, C samekh, s (in rouse, loose, respectively), 
These are continuous sounds heard when the stream of 
air is checked by lifting the tongue so as to cover the 
whole of the middle and fore-palate. 

l 9adhe, 9, is an emphatically uttered s; a sharp 
sound like c in ice. 

A slight change of position will cause ~ shin, sh, to 
be heard. ~ in some words came to be sounded almost 
like C: the two sounds of the sign were marked by 
a dot, thus: ~ = sh, t!-' (sin) = s. 

(d) FORE-PALATALS. 

r, taw, t, , daleth, d (momentary), J nun, n (con
tinuous). In making these sounds, the tip of the tongue 
strikes against the front of the palate, just above the gums. 
- ~ tet, is a t sound, made further back, and uttered 
with greater force than M. Cf. the Sanskrit "cerebral" t. 
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S lamedh, 1, a soft continuous sound, is uttered like ri, 
i, except that breath escapes on each side of the tongue. 

-, resh, r, untrilled, a soft continuous sound, formed 
by bringing the tip of the tongue close to the palate 
without touching, so that the breath passes over it. 

ri, i, receive aspiration after a vowel, and become 
continuous, answering nearly to our th in think and tlie1·e 
respectively. But they must once have sounded t + h, 
d + h, as in ant-hill, Redhill. 

(e) LADIALS. 

E, pe, p, :i beth, b (momentary), ~ mem, m (con
tinuous), formed by shutting the lips. With aspiration 
after a vowel the two first become f, v, not exactly our 
f, v, but two similar sounds made by bringing the outer 
edges of the lips together: Earlier they were p + h, 
b + h, as in shepherd, abhor. 

~ waw, w, sounded through a slight central opening, 
when the inner edges of the lips have been united. 

K OTE 1.-The position of the organs for waw is 
nearly the same as for the vowel sound u (oo). A 
similar connexion holds between yodh and i (ee). 
Hence the related sounds are constantly exchanged for 

one another. 
2. In Hebrew, as in other languages, we often find 

a letter substituted for another of the same organ. 
The change is generally in the direction of a softer or 
more harmonious utterance: e.g., we find i:,o and i)O, 
y,l), oSv, rSv, piti1;-i for pi1r,;, (tl for r,, because of the 

preceding 1). 
tl and ~, are sometimes interchanged; i1J, itiJ. The 

guttural n sometimes replaces the back-palatals :,, p; 
cf. :i.1p, :i~n, r,r,:,, ririn. 
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The weak , is extensively displaced by '; and ~, :, 
often interchange at the end of words, where N for ii is 
a mark of Aramaic influence. 

OF VOCALIC SOUNDS. 

1. A vowel is the sound heard when the voice finds 
free and open passage through the mouth. The passage 
is most open in uttering a (ah), the chief and most 
truly vocalic of such sounds. In making a, the back 
of the tongue is drawn down, the lips are wide apart. 
The organs are in a posture more forced than for any 
other vowel; and the slightest _change in that posture 
causes a change in the resulting sound. Hence it is 
that a, especially long a, has so often been displaced 
by other vowels. 

2. By starting from the a sound, and raising the 
tongue higher and higher, medial sounds are produced 
until i (ee as in U, eel) is reached, in uttering which 
the sides of the tongue touch the palate, a narrow but 
unbroken passage being left along the centre. The 
medial sounds are numerous : among them are the a in 
man, the three varieties of e heard in men, mere (metre), 
and meme (maim), and the i of mTll. 

3. In making these sounds the lips gradually approach, 
but without change of outline. If we start again from 
a, and round the lips, at the same time rounding ( or 
narrowing) the glottis ( outlet of the larynx), another 
set of medial sounds may be formed, of which the most 
important are the o sounds heard in odd, meed, ore, 
owed, and the it ( or oo) in pull (wood). The final sound 
of this series will be it ( oo) as in pool, school. 

4. The e in mere, the i in mill, the o (l'i) in awed, 
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bl'oad, and the u in pull, are called open: the e in meme, 
the i in eel, the o in owed, the u in pool, are called close 
vowels. For the open vowels the sounding chamber at 
the back of the mouth is enlarged by lifting the soft 
palate higher than when the close vowels are uttered. 

5. The sounds thus far considered are those of 
syllables more or less accented. In unaccented or 
slurred syllables an indistinct vocalic sound occurs, 
which is called the neutral vowel: e.g., in the second 
syllables of.fatal, other, odorous. 

6. The three sounds, a, i, u, are the fundamental 
vowels in all languages. Now if we pass from a to i, 
or from a to u, without stopping between, we shall 
utter the double sounds or diphthongs, ai, au, heard in the 
German Kaiser, maus, and in English rny, how, nearly. 

7. The vowel sounds described mostly differ from 
each other in qi:.ality rather than in quantity. The i of 
mill, though short, is not the short sound of the i of eel, 
mvine. The two sounds differ in kind. In fact, a 
fixed quantity is not essential to any vowel sound; 
though in English some are always prolonged, others 
rapidly spoken. 

8. As regards strength, the sounds become pro
gressively weaker from a to i, and from a to u: that 
is to say, the farther a vowel stands from the a sound, 
the less is the exertion required to make it. 

SYLLABLES. 

1. An open syllable ends in a vowel : as ba, ga, da; 
a shut syllable en<ls in a consonant: as bad, sad. 

2. A syllable usually begins with a consonant, or at 
least the light breathing: re-late, a-bed, in-com-pa-ra-ble. 
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3. In some languages more than one consonant may 
lead off a syllable: e.g., strain, schreiben. This is not 
so in the Semitic tongues. 

4. A syllable shut by a doubled or extended con
sonant is said to be sharpened: qiHel, shibber. In 
English such consonants are carelessly sounded as if 
single: e.g., merry, matter. In Hebrew they must be 
fully pronounced, as in Italian: qittel = kit-tail. 

THE HEBREW VOvYELS. 

1. The original vowels a, i, u, long and short, and 
the diphthongs ai, au, appear to have been the only 
vocalic sounds of archaic Hebrew. The Hebrew of the 
Bible has, broadly speaking, reached about the same 
stage of phonetic decay as the modern spoken Arabic. 
Both have largely replaced the ancient vowels by the 
medial e, o, sounds. 

2. The diphthongs ai, au, have almost everywhere 
given way to close e (lay), sometimes open e (ere), and 
close 6 (low). The reason is that e, o, being single 
sounds, require but one movement of the organs of 
speech, and so are uttered with less effort than ai, au, 
which as double sounds demand at least two movements. 

In modern Arabic also ai, au, are displaced, except 
after the harder gutturals and emphatic consonants. 
The same ground of greater ease in speaking gave rise 
to the common change of a to 6. 

3. The twenty-two signs of the old Semitic alphabet 
are strictly consonantal. No symbols of vowel-sounds 
were employed in the ancient writing. But the weak 
labial (~) and the weak palatal (') came into use in 
special cases to mark the extended sounds of i, u, and 
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also the diphthongal ai, au. ,,~p qa91r, 7ibo saim'tk; 
ri1:i = bait, ,it:1 = shaur. 

4. Hence 0), ('), at a later stage, served to indicate 
C O: ri1:i bcth, ,,t shor i :,~,s~ g"lena. Jn :1':JO sobcb, 
i1~t:' shalew, :it:11rri tc'ase, Sibj"A~ 'eqtol, etc., ('), ('), are 
writtc_n according to the later fashion ( see below), and 
arc usually omitted: and such is the case with the 
much less frequent 'alef = a, as in ~Ni dag = ~,, t:lNp 
qam = op. In N~~ ma9a, 'MN~~ ma9athi, the N perhaps 
represents an original radical ('), lost in a softer pro
nunciation. 

5. At the end of words :i was used as the sign of a, o, e 
( e or e) ; :i,1t:1 shira, :iSJ gala, galo, g•Ie or gole : and, 
in fact, the want of such symbols was most felt in that 
position ; (i), ('), should never be omitted there : the 
form riSbp = 1riSbp qatalti, is very rare. Final :, 
( = a), is commonly not written in riSbJ' = :iriSbp 
qatalta. But in most forms it is essential; :ir,N 'atta. 

6. In the oldest writing probably diphthongs only 
were indicated; and then vowels naturally long. In 
the later books of the Old Testament the use of 
i ' especially, as vowel-signs, becomes more and more 
frequent ; because when they were written, Hebrew had 
begun to lose ground as the common speech, and to be 
replaced by the Aramaic. 

7. Many words are written with and without these 
signs (scriptio plena, and scriptio defectiva): e.g., .,,,N 
pl. 01,iN 'addirim, 1r,i61p:i = 1ri,bp:i = 'J'i~I,:, h"qimothi. 
They are more used in the accented and pretonic syllable 
than farther back. But old forms like t:l1' qum, ri:i, 
riMth, for c~p, rii:J'"'l should not be imitated. 

8. At last it was found needful to devise a complete 
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system of vocalic and other signs, in order to preserve 
the traditional pronunciation of the Scriptures. The 
system now in use is that which was gradually worked 
out by the Rabbis of Tiberias (the Masoretes, from 
i'1i~O~ massora tradition), probably between the fifth 
and tenth centuries A.D. ; some of the signs, indeed, may 
be older, as the system rests on the simpler method of the 
Estrangelo-Syriac, which may date from the first century. 
But whatever the age of the signs, there is little doubt 
that they faithfully embody the traditional sounds of 
Hebrew as cantillated in the synagogues. 

THE MASORETIC VOWEL SIGNS. 

1. FULL VOWELS. 

Pathal;i. (-) 
S•gh61 (·.-) 
Cere (-) , 
I;Iireq 0 

Qame9 (·) 

A TO I. 

a man. 
e men, mere. 
e main. 

mill, meal. 

A TO u. 
a all. 

o odd: qame<; so used is called 
};latuf = short. 

I;I6lem (-=--) (i) 6 ode. 
Qibbu9 (,) u pull, pool. 
Shu.reg (~) a dot written in waw, marking 

the same sounds as qibbu9 
indicates. 

All but two of these signs are written beneath their 
consonants. Wherever in the unpainted text a waw or 
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yod already marked the quality of the vowel to be 
sounded, the Masoretes did not eject those ancient signs, 
but added their own above or under them : and so in 
very many cases the vowels are doubly indicated in our 
Hebrew Bibles. 

When waw meant u, they wrote a point in it thus (~); 
and called this compound sign shureq: when waw 
meant o, they wrote the point above it (,). I;Iolem 
without waw is always written above its consonant; 
::ib = sobh. When yod marked the sound of i, they 
wrote a point under the preceding consonant, e.g., f'~ bin: 
if <;ere or segh61 were intended, O or (') were so 
written, as i'P 'en, ~;J'~~ gal-le-na. 

2. HALF VOWELS. SHEWA AND THE ij:ATEFS. 

Shewa (,) e alter. 

l;[atef pathal;i (-,) a amerce. 

l;[atef s•gh61 (-.,) e relate. 

l;[atef qame<; (T;) 0 sonorous. 

These signs stand for the indistinct sounds to which 
vowels may be reduced by loss of accent. 

Shewa, when heard at all, is a mere vestige of vocalic 
sound. It may occupy the place of a, e, or o. 

In connection with gutturals, and in a few special 
cases, the shortening of a vowel was arrested before its 
relation to a e or o was quite effaced: such a hurried 
though not wholly indistinct sound was called a 
l;iatef. 

NOTE 1 .-Sh"wa may be represented in modern writ
ing by a small e, thus 1'1''7~ berith. But it is equally 



SIIEWA AND THE HATEFS. 

related to a and o. It is like the half-vowel which is 
heard when we pronounce true, trilling the r. (In 
Hebrew a syllable cannot begin with two consonants, 
cf. p. 8, § 3; sh"wa at least must intervene, as in r,j~, 
i!)f?, contrast the Greek µv~oµat, <nrdpw, etc.) 

The Septuagint (Greek translation of Old Testament 
n.c. 250 to A.D. ( ?), often makes sh•wa a, when followed 
by ov, as S~~V7, 'Payov~i\ ; often makes its value hinge 
on that of the next vowel, as i:J7, Liaodv ; ~-9~, 
~a/3~ ; i"l~S~, ~oi\oµwv : sometimes writes 1:, as '~~iD;, 
N ETw<j)ar£. 

NoTE 2.-The sign (,) is written even when, owing 
to inflexion or composition, it is no longer to be sounded, 
as in Sb?~ lin-pol, from s!)~ (n"fol) with 7 prefixed; so 
:Jh,?, but :Jh~~ yikh-tobh. Thus it came to be written 
under every strong consonant without a vowel of its 
own, except at the end of a word: as ipip qodh-qodh; 
~~~~ mish-pat. If a word end with two vowelless 
consonants, both take sh"wa: as l;l~~ yesht. Silent 
consonants never have it: as Ntpr:, };let; 1"1N"JP~ liq-rath; 
~'l;)~O susaw, where N, ', are signs of sounds no longer 
heard in the words, cf. corps, day. Kaf final is always 
7 (to distinguish it from daleth). 

NoTE 3.-vVhen is sh"wa sounded (vocal, mobile), ancl 
when is it suppressed (silent sh"wa)? 

Sh•wa is heard at the beginning of a syllable. 
There are various cases of this: 
(1) When the syllable begins a word, as 1~ l•kha, 

:J"i~ b"r6bh. 
(2) When it occurs in the middle of a word after_ (a) 

an open syllable : ,~,~ii~i~ mo-s"ro-the-mo, cf. i"1?tl1?, 
qa-t"la; (b) after n sltut syllable: '~~tpp~ yiq-t•Ic-ni. 
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Herq the shut syllable is marked off by silent sh"wa, 
cf. :,?rpr~ hoq-t•Ia. Sh"wa afte1· anothei· sli'wa is always 
sounded. '~~f;l; y"-faq-q"dheni and i17~P qit-t•Ia arc 
similar. 

( 3) In words like S.!.l~~, '°;!~~ ( = malakai), after half
open syllables. The sound of sh"wa here must have 
been very slight indeed. Perhaps it was not really 
heard at all ; the aspiration of the :i, .:i being retained 
from the primary forms. 

!',..t the end of a word sh"wa is always suppressed: 
~'1'7: yaladht; N1~ shaw; 7~:, halakh. 

NOTE 4.-0ften the points represent a reading which 
differs from that of the unpointed text. It was a 
principle with the Masorete~ not to alter letters, even 
when they indicated an apparently false reading. They 
merely wrote the points of what they thought the true 
reading under the existing letters. Thus rJ~J, Ps. xi. 1, 
means that the l\fasoretes suggest '1~J for the ~,u of the 
text. :,~:-r, the proper name of the God of Israel, they 
always point with the vowels of 't°'T~ (lord), or 0';:iS~ 
(.god); thus :,1:,\ :,ri,:. The true pointing is probably 
:,m~, imperf. of :i);:t f~it. ( cf. pi:t~~ Isaac). "r ords like :i:~~;\ -,~'1~, etc., where the letters imply 
:,:~i.:i\ ~,,f, point to a change in pronunciation between 
the ages of text and punctuators. 

The Masoretic readings are the q"ri (read); those 
implied by the unpointed text are the k"th:ibh (written). 

CLASSIFICATION OF THE VOWELS. 

Abulwalid, a Spanish Jew of the eleventh century, 
makes pathal), l_1ireq, shureq, the fundamental vowels; 
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from pathal,l he derives seghol or "small patha}:i," from 

I:iireq, 9ere, from shureq, l,l6lem, and qame9. 
In the twelfth century the three Kiml,lis, residing at 

Narbonne in Southern France, classified the vowels ns 

five long and five short: viz., qame9, 9ere, J:i_ireq, }:iolem, 
shureq, as long ; pathal,l, seghol, little }:iireq, qamcc; 

l,iatM, qibbu9, as the corresponding short sounds. 
Against this arrangement there are objections: e.g., the 

fact that qame9 and qame9 J:i_atuf have the same sign, 
shows that they were kindred sounds; probably a, o, as 
heard in all, odd. PathaJ:i_ is not qame9 sounded short. 

Besides, a fixed duration cannot be ascribed to each of 
the sounds thus denoted : they are longer and shorter 

according to their relation to the accent, and their 
position in syllables. 

2. It is better to classify the vowels according to their 

origin. 

Pathal:i (opening, i.e., of the mouth): This sign (-) 
generally stands for an original short a in a shut 

syllable (see below). But it often marks a merely 
euphonic vowel, as in "'1JlJ from the archaic n'ar, tl~i, 
~~~, in place of rul:i, shome'; J;l~7~ for shalal_it. The 
last vowel in each of these words is unaccented, and 

was doubtless very short. But the first a in i3]~ is 
accented and therefore a longer sound. 

Seghol, a cluster, from shape of sign ('--), may represent: 
(1) The e heard in men, i.e., a close short sound, 

which often fills the place of original short a : cf. 

English many (sounded meny): especially in a short 

syllable, e.g., ~~!~ from yadkem, il;t;li~ from markabat. 

This sound may also have displaced an old short i; e.g., 
-1~ from binY (now !-~). 
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Lastly, perhaps OJ:;I~ offers an instance of the very · 
rare thinning of it to c. (Arabic 'antum.) 

(2) Seghol also signifies the long and more open e of 

el'e, mare, e.g., 17~ mclek. This vowel is also a corrup
tion of a., sometime~ of ay, when it !s marked by ' in the 
unpainted text: o;tl?.~0 susekha, ii??tt:l are cases. 

The second seghol in 17~, ri;i~, is a slight euphonic 
and secondary sound ( cf. the similar pathal,1). 

<,Jere (bursti11g forth of sound), the close long sound 
ay in pay, (--) may be: 

(1) A corruption of the old diphthong ai. In the un

painted text it is mostly represented by'; Ji'~ from bait. 
This vowel never changes. 

(2) A substitute for originat short i in an open syllable, 
especially just before the accented one, and in accented 

syllables. ii~IJ from fimat, 0~ from shimY, O'j?iJ from 
hiqu;zm, ~;i~ from shib(. This s:ere may become shwa 

or a l;i.atef on total loss of accentual support: l~, -1;, '~~-
l;Iireq (? gnashing sound) (---:-) is: 
(1) A short sound, = the i in ill. It is the sharpest 

and thinnest of the vowels, and is very common in place 

of original short a in an unaccented short syllable: 

e.g., ,5:, 1'J:li~~; ip~~ from yaf qud, 'J:l:;l from batti = 
banii. Sometimes, especially in a shmpened syllable, it 

is original; e.g., '~r?i from shinn (now JW). 
(2) A long close sound, = ee in heed, heel. Most 

usually this sound was marked by (') in the old writing: 
e.g., :l''7 (but also r,i:i·n contracted from riyb; .,,,~ = 
'addir, plur. 0''7''1~- This sound does not change, 
being due either to contraction (i + y ---: i + i), or ex
tension of pure short i. Sometimes methegh marks 

this l,1.ireq, as in ~N•t = ~Ni'~. 
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Qame9 (compression of lips) (T) very often represents, 
(1) an ancient short a, corrupted too (aw) in an open 

syllable, especially one next before the accented syllable, 
or in the a?cented syllable itself: e.g., '96~ from 
kamauka; ',~~ from qa{al, 0'1 from dam. Loss of 
accentual support causes this qame<; to vanish: S~~' 
c;~~f.?. 

(2) Sometimes, but seldom, qame9 stands for original 

long a, as in ~~f, Arabic yLl.S' kitab with 'elif, OR ( once 

written CNI?). This (T), ri°nlike the former, nei;er 
changes. 

Qame9 l).atuf (rapid compression) a short vowel (,), 
like o in odd, folly. It has mostly displaced a primitive 
short u, e.g., ,P'7R for qudqiid: ,~-m = q17clshz, -S~p~ = 
yaqtul; '~$.ry = [iunnini. 

J.Iolem (fulness ~f mouth) (....:....) a long close 6 as in 
owed, lode. It has taken the place of: 

(1) Original au; Ci' = yaum. In the unpointed 
text mostly indicated by waw. 

(2) Original long a, ij?.b = paqid. Sometirues 
marked, by waw, sometimes no~. These two kinds of 
l).olem never change. 

(3) Original short u in or near accented and in open 

syllables: S1h = gudl, S6p~ = yaqtul, i1:i = bz7rrak, 
Sj = kull. On losing the support of the accent, this 

I1olem changes, like the corresponding qame9 and c;ere. 

Qibbu9 (closing mouth) (--::-) J _ h h . 
I • z· d) ) - u, w et er as. Shureq ( whist zng soun (~ 

(1) A close sound, = oo in pool, ztooed. This souncl 
generally stands for ancient long ft: e.g., S~Dpi = qaffil. 
Sometimes it= u + w: e.g., i:l1i = rl{Wm. In 'nb~P?, 
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from oip~, it has taken the place of l)olem ( = 6 au) as 
a weaker sound. , It may or may not be marked by 
waw: e .• ff., J~~:l!, P'~i- It remains unaltered by loss of 
accent. 

(2) A shorter more open sound,·= u in pull, wood. 
(Rarely marked by , in the old writing; e.g., il;~il = 
:if::, hlikka; ,~~\ = ,~~ yiillad. Perhaps such cases 
point to older pronunciations, hu-ka, yu-lad.) Common 
in sharpened and in shut unaccented syllables: e.g., iw~~
It represents old short u. 

THE MODERN ACCENT AS AFFECTING 
vo,vELS.-SYLLABLEs. 

The Masoretic system of vocalic and accentual points 
embodies the pronunciation of an earlier period. But 
from a comparison of the kindred languages, it is clear 
that this pronunciation is not that of the ancient 
Hebrew; on the contrary, it presents phenomena such 
as characterise the phonetic decay of speech in general. 

1. The original a, i, u, as we saw, have largely given 
way to the transitional vowels. 

2. Further, _the ancient accent has disappeared, and 
the modern pronunciation throws the chief stress upon 
the last syllable of most words. The result is that 
original a, 1, 11, in the open antepenult of an oxytone 
word, become indistinct sounds, i.e., sh"wa or l,iatefs. 
i.;ii (for dabar) becomes in the plural tl17~7, not tl1'7~1 
(clabarim). So l•baboth from lebab (for llbab), b"qarim 
from boqer (for buqr). But in the accented syllable, 
or in that next before it, a, 1, u became a (aw), e, 6 (called 
iu the latter case pretonic qame<;, <;ere, etc.) : zaq'in 
became jp.J zaqen, 'arnuq pbV, 'amoq. 
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N.B.-This is true of the noun. In the verb the 
syllable next before the accent is indefinite, and the 
antepenult has the new vowel: mi.islti.ilat has become 
:,S~b. 

T : -IT 

3. These changes indicate a striving after equal 
syllables; a tendency which was doubtless encouraged 
by the practice of cantillating the sacred books in the 
synagogues. A well-balanced rhythmical pronunciation 
would lend itself most easily to musical purposes. The 
open syllable was equalized with the shut syllable by 
means of the extended vowels (,) 0 (....:....), which were 
substituted for the old a, 1, u. 

4. A syllable must begin with one consonant, or with 
two parted by an indefinite vowel: jilt = 'a-w6n; 
i1jS = 16-we; i~~ = '6-mar; 1~~ sh"me-ka. In the 
case of initial u, for 1, the light breathing is sounded 
though not written: r,,~~ =- 'u-beth. (O:b~ shtayim 
two (f.) is the one exception to the second part of the 
rule.) If audible sh"wa, or a l;iatef, follow the closing 
consonant of a shut syllable, the syllable is called half

open; e.g., s~-t~, r,i.j")~, ,b}!.~, ;S~~' 9b~\ 
5. A final syllable shut by two consonants is un

common. A double consonant cannot be sounded in 
such a position: :lj, e.g., is from a root :l:li. In 'anp 9~, 
'insh t:i1

~, the nun is assimilated to the pe and shin, and 
then the doubled letters become single. Often a slight 
vowel-sound was admitted between ( a "helping" vowel), 
so that an ancient monosyllable became nearly dissyllabic. 
This euphonic secondary vowel was a mere resonance 
of the main or stem-vowel. Thus qasht, became M.ri', 
na'r i~,, sifr i~~' qudsh ~jj'=l, bayt li~~- A final waw 
or yodh was in such cases vocalised or dropped : tuhw-

:~r* 
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~ilr-1 (waw blending with the "helping" vowel), binY-
pl. 

N.B. f?~P (qosht) il'utli (also b~p), N)~ (shaw) 
emptiness, Ntp)J sin, are survivals which illustrate the 
older mode of vocalising a large class of words (the 
segholates). The weak N is not sounded. 

\\.,. ords like ~"7\ N7~, f~\ have already lost the end• 
ing ii-:_:- (= ay or aw). Besides the weak N, only the 
sounds Ji~~,.:i and bp can occur as finals in such com
binations. 

6. The accent, that is the main stress of the voice, 
keeps a vowel sound clear and distinct. When such a 
sound loses accentual suppqrt it -tends to become in
definite. (2 supr.) But this latter statement must be 
understood to refer mainly to the long close sounds 

; J" 6 as representing original a, 'i, u; not to ~ -::- ..:... 
' ' when they stand for original long vowels pure, com-

pensative, or diphthongal. The (·) in tl~f.? from unused 
ii~~ is firm even when unaccented, because it represents 
an extended a compensating for the loss of a waw 
( mamcat) : so that in tij~ from :!i7.ip = parrash, where 
a firm qamec; compensates for omitted resh. The 0 
in S.;i'i'.:I (diphthong ai), and the (_:_) in :i~t~ (mausliab) 

are similarly unchanging. 

7. Besides vowels originally long, the following re
main uninfluenced by the movement of the accent: the 
vowels in sharpened syllables, and those which occur in 
8but syllables followed by other shut cS~~,, ii~t?~), etc). 
syllables: e.g., C;:$~, l:l~'~tj, b~~~, C);:i 1

~~~~' where the 
1,iireq is unaltered in the initial syllables. 
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8. The sounds represented by (-) (---) (~) (--;-) (-.) 
a e 1 o u 

occur in shut, and save short (-.) in accented open 
syllables. 

The sounds represented by (--~-) (--::-) (~) (ancient a, 
i, u) occur in open, and in shut accented syllables. 

The long (e} ( ~), mostly written ('--:-) (~), occur 

in open syllables: and in accented final shut syllables. 

(-) (---) sometimes stand in shut accented final syllables: 
j~~i ; i~l ( a very rare case). 

NoTE.-Short i is seen in an open syllable in Si, and 
in a half-open syllable in r'i1i~~- The former instance 
= ~? with a slight "helping-vowel," and is hardly 
more open than the latter. The l_iireq tends to become 
c;ere in such a position: e.g. ~7~ and ~i.~ from f7\ 

9. When the accent leaves their syllables, if the latter 
be shut, the sound qamec; is replaced by pathal_i, c;ere by 
seghol, l_1olem by qamec; J.iatuf: e.g., 1~1~ plur. o~$~p 
small; l~ go! N~-17 pray, go! op:, i:if?!1 and he rose. 
These sounds are pronounced shorter than the others, 
being unaccented. 

N.B. Qamcc; (T) in a shut unaccented syllable= l;iatuf 
(o) : '~~r:, l_1ofshi, tii;V,~ no'obdem. In a sharpened 
shut syllable instead of (-,) (--;) the short sharp sounds 
(--;-) (--:;-) take the place of O (~); ~~iJ, 'l'.i1~t;lt,, I put 

round: p5v, ii~~~ deep; W~;, '~Wt?~ lze feeleth me. 

10. On the other hand, if a shut syllable be opened 
in the course of inflexion, or if a syllable which ought 
to be shut be left open, pathal.1 is exchanged for qame<;, 
l_1ireq for 9ere, qibbu<; for l,10lem; sometimes a short 
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l;iireq becomes the long close sound; e.g., S~~, ,,~p, 
ip~i;i~ = ip.Qt?, ~,~ = sarra: C')p::, becomes c1p~1, and 
then ~'P::'.I; 1j:l = burrak; itl'r:t; = i~~;. 

11. The changes embodied in the above rules are 
generally summarised thus: the vowel of an open 
syllable is long, that of a shut syllable short. A long 
vowel cannot stand in a shut, nor a short vowel in an 
open syllable, unless accented. But it should be re
membered (a) that pathal), seghol, etc., are in part at 
least sounds of different quality from qame9, 9ere, etc., 
( b) that any of the sounds which these signs represent, 
might be prolonged or shortened in utterance. 

DAGHESH AND MAPPIQ. 

1. The hard sound of the six mutes .n:::i~i~:i 1s 
marked by a point ( daghesh, hardener) in the body of 
those letters; thus ::1 = b, ~ = g. They are sounded 
soft ( as bb, gh, etc.), and are therefore without the 
point, when nothing parts them from a foregoing vowel 
full or indistinct. They may be parted from such 
vowel (1) by a consonant, as in ':P~~ mal-ki (not malkhi) 
tl'~l;'I ,,f g"bhar tamim, t not th after r; (2) by a pause 
or break in the sentence, no matter how slight: i~~ 
: ~i~t$ S~ i:J".,~ ; here we have S~ not S~, because of the 
pause after i::?~~; " He bath said in his heart, I shall 
not totter." On the other hand, 1P'~ Ni;~ "I go to 
thy house,'' are closely connected, and therefore we 
have '~ not '~. Breaks are marked by distinctive, their 
absence by conjunctive accents (see below). (Dagbesh 
thus used is rather unfitly called lene.) 

N OTE.-~::l, ~~, :qi, ~f, are retained at the beginning 
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of a word, even when the foregoing word ends m a 
vowel, and has a conjunctive accent. 

2. The point (mappiq, lengthener) is also written 
in :, final, when that letter is not used to indicate the 
final vowel, but has its proper force: as :,,~ gabhah; 
but il~~ gala. In MSS. N, \ ', are so pointed when 
they do not coalesce with vowels. 

3. Daghesh also marks when a consonant is to be 
sounded twice (daghesh forte) : as ip.$ piq-qedh. This 
can only be when there is a vowel on each side of the 
pointed consonant. 

NoTES (1).-0ften the weak letters' ancl i, and some
times other consonants, are not doubled when strict rule 
requires it, if followed by shewa; and therefore dagbesh 
is omitted from them: as '0~) for 'i:1~1, S,~,1 for S~~1, ~S~~ 
for ~s~0, ,:,~~~~ for r:,~~'P~, W0 for '~~0, ti,;r constr. st. 
Ji'i~J. It was hard to sound the doubled letter, unless 
a full vowel followed. 

(2) Rafe (-=-) (soft) marks the intentional absence 
of daghesh or mappiq. 

(3) When two words are uttered in close connection, 
and the former of them ends in a vowel, the initial 
consonant of the second is often doubled: e.g., il~'~ l;l7R~ 
paqadhtalh\,yla; ~,r--il)~?- na'awaqq6desh. This daghesh 
is called euphonic or conjunctive. Another kind of 
euphonic daghesh (dagbesh dirimens) is seen in '~~~ 

instead of '.;p~, from ::q~ bunch of grapes; the J is doubled 
to save it from assimilation. Other cases are tli)p~ 
constr. of il;:iR~ submission; and even i:ll'.?~7:J san· you? 
a half-open first syllable is thus firmly closed. iJ'.~~i) 

to hide him, ~"J~~ sanctuary (if not mistakes in writing), 
indicate an aspiration of :i, i. 
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THE GUTTURALS. 

These sounds are not doubled in modern Hebrew. 
(The Arabic and probably the ancient Hebrew found no 
difficulty in their duplication.) Hence (1) where the 
laws of inflexion or composition would require repetition 

of a guttural, either the preceding vowel being left in 
an open syllable is altered, or at least the repetition is 

neglected. Thus the form of i~~ which answers to Sw~ 
(from S~~), is not j~~, but j~~, with 9ere for l;iireq. 
Before the stronger il, n, which admit of half doubling, 
the older vowel is sometimes kept, and even before V, N; 
1~1il;:J, WJM;::r, OJ:!~, Oll~, 1'~,. Daghesh is then said to be 
"implied" in those letters. 

2. The guttural vowel a is more easily sounded with 
them, than any other vowel. Hence the preservation of 

such forms as n~~:, 9~~~, answering to the common 

S~'-?:; and N7~1 = icaiyyir, from il~i~1- Hence, too, 
before a final ::i, n, i), after any long vowel save qame<;, 
a slight a sound was heard in the speech of the 
"'T estern Jews, though not in that of the school of 

Babylon. This a is usually called "furtive pathal:i," 
as if it crept in unawares. Instances are 311 den', tr~ 
si"l,1. This slight sound is lost when words lengthen 
by inflexion. So pathal;i not seghol is the euphonic 
helping vowel, in ii::-rrp, itlb1 = wattahr, from wattahare. 

3. If i or u would occur before them, according to 
the common laws of inflexion, instead of those vowels, 
e o are used, sounds less removed from a in the scale : 

thus from prry comes prr:,\ not p;r:,~, and from tl~~' tl~t:t-~ 
not OW~~; so not 7"'1~~, but 7"1~- (The same is often 
the cuse when i would fallow the guttural, as 'P,?t:;r, not 
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'P.71".1,) In the first cases, original a is softened to e. 

In like manner the a of the article becomes seghol in 
certain cases. 

4. Gutturals cannot be uttered quickly. Hence when 
sh"wa would follow them, a more distinct half vowel is 
heard; in other words, instead of sh"wa, they are sounded 

with a J:iatef vowel; e.g., i~V not i~¥, ib~ not ib~. 
This may be so, even when the sh"wa would have been 

silent, as 9~0~ (but also 9td~~); '"W~ not '")'S7,. N initial, 
and near the tone, takes -:::- ; far from the tone, it has 

J:iatef patha]:i. 

5. If a particle usually sounded with sh"wa, e.g., ~' 
f, f, be prefixed to a guttural, and the guttural have a 
l:iatef vowel, the vowel of the prefix will be determined 

by the J:iatef: thus ,~~~' '~~9, , .. !-0~, S~~~- If, on the 
other hand, the vowel of the prt~fix be essential, it will 

determine what ]:iatef shall follow: thus i~V~, i'~V'.J, 
1~V,:;J (where the a sound of prefixes ~, ;::, has become 

-:;- before guttural, according to 3 above). 

WEAK LETTERS. AssnmATION. 

1. ,~:,N, 

1. When they begin syllables, these letters are strict 
consonants: e.g., :,~"') ra'a, f,V 'a-won, t:l~i~ go-yim (de
fectively written for i::l'~i~). 

Otherwise their natural weakness is displayed: 

(a) By their ready coalescence with vowel sounds 

(cf. h, w, y, in ah! sower, payer). 
E.g., :l~'~ yi-tabh for :i~~~ yiy-tabh, :iCi~:, hu-slmbh for 

:i~i:, huw-shabh: '~~ from ~~~, with l,1ireq as euphonic - ... . .. 
(helping) vowel before the yodh. 
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\Vaw with sh•wa before a labial, or another consonant 
with sh•wa, becomes \ 1:;~ for 1:;i. A final a sound is 
lengthened by coalescence with 'alef: qara (now NjR) 
not N"'.IR he called. So S;,N; = yakel, for s~~~ (or per
haps S;,~f) he eats. 

But :, final without mappiq is itself a vowel symbol. 

:, medial is guttural, as :,~-~~ yih-yc. Sometimes it 
assimilates: ~~?~ = min-man-hu. 

N.B. The sounds w, y, being formed by almost the 
same movements as u, i, it is easier to prolong the latter 
sounds than to pronounce waw, yodh distinctly after 
them. The sounds are assimilated. 

(b) By their elision between two vocalic sounds: 
ri~~ becomes t\N~, ib~~ le'emor, ibN~ le-mar, :i)~,, 

:i)N~ na-wa, ''~p::,~ becomes S1~it yaq-til, 'J"'l~,6, 't1N7, 
ib~~' ibN~; t:l'Njp from t:l1~7p. Shimaliu becomes 
.shimaii, and then,~~ his name (OW with suff.), qawam 
( original form of Qal pf. _of t:iip) becomes qam,. now Oj~, 
g_laicat (archaic assumed form, "infin. constr." of :i~J = 
i~J) becomes first glat, and then (o for a) ri,,f. 

(c) By their disappearance in other cases, e.g., at the 
beginning or end of syllables and words: e.g., tl~j from 
tl~;, :,~~ from ,~~' OR~:, = o,l~i'.J (but perhaps the waw 
here is transposed, and then coalesces with qibbu<;), 
~Ni' from ~Ni'. 

: :· 

2. \Vhen they follow unrelated vowels \ ' are some
times consonantal. 1i] = goy, 'r:t = l;ay (rare: the 
old form was l;ayy), ,~S~ = ga-luy. 

ri~.:,iJ~ folio-wing them in such cases are hard ( da
gheshed, see below). But with preceding a they often 
contract: e.g., t11.~ (or rather the older rii~ mawt = 
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maul) becomes r,i~, i"1~W n7iu (aw = au = 6) ; r,,~ 
bayt, bait, becomes TI'~, i"1~;7~1:I, i"1??~i:1 (ay = e or e). 

N OTE.-Waw sometimes is displaced by yodh after an 
i sound· thus ~,11 = ~h~I. ' - . -, . 

N.B. The ending of the pl. of nouns with 3 sing. m. 
suffix, e.g., ~'"tt?, is difficult to explain. It was pro
bably pronounced -aw, yodh being silent, like N in ~1~; 
though perhaps this was once otherwise. Waw is a mere 
"glide " after the qame9. 

The weakness of nun is variously shown. .Before a 
consonant it usually assimilates: yingash becomes t~\ 
(Lame~h sometimes: as nm~= yilqal:i: always in the 
prefix ,;:i.) 

So l".' before a kindred sound: Cl~J:ll':I = tithtammam, 
~~!i:I = hithzakku; and similarly r,'i:,~ = 'a};l.adt = 
'al.1att='al:iat. Or before~,~, it is transposed: i~t,~;:i 
= hithshammer, j':!~1;:'I = hith9addeq. 

2. Initial nun with sh•wa (seldom lamedh with sh•wa) 
is dropped: ~, = ~~~, MR = MR?• 

Nun final has disappeared in certain verbal forms: 
~Srpp. = qat•lun, '7t9j?1:l = tiqt"lin. 

So also the primary final M of feminine forms: r-11:;,~o 
= susat, i"17tp8 = qatalat. Cf. plur. TltO~O = susat. 

The final ~ of masc. pl. nouns is dropped before 
suffixes: Cl'l;:i~O, 'l;l~O. 

ACCENTUATION 

1. Accent is a term used to mean pitch of voice or 
musical tone, and stress of voice or emphasis in utter-
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ance. The second is the more important meaning in 
Hebrew grammar. 

2. In Hebrew the main accent of a word falls either 
on the last syllable, as Sw~ (accented milra',from below), 
or on the penult, as ~;~ (mil'el, from above). This 
accent is called the tone, its syllable is called the tone
syllable, and the syllable before it the pretonic. 

ACCENTUAL SIGNS. 

Of these about thirty are found in the Old Testament. 
They serve to mark not only the tone-syllables of words, 
but also the connection between the words themselves, 
and to break up a verse int-o its clauses. They are 
therefore classed us distinctives, or accents which, like 
our stops, sunder words, clauses, and sentences; and 
conjunctives, or accents which link words together. 
The accents have also musical values, and guide the 
chanting of the synagogues. 

2. The number and variety of the accents will be 
understood if it be remembered that they embody a 
traditional mode of declamation. They were meant to 
picture to the eye the appropriate tones of voice, the 
rises and falls of, pitch, every pause, even the slightest, 
which a correct reader ought to observe. The study of 
them from the outset is most important to a true appre
hension of the Hebrew texts. They often point to a 
traditional rendering of an obscure passage, and in some 
cases serve to distinguish words which are spelt though 
not pronounced alike: e.g.: ii~~ pf. 3 sing., il~R pt. f. of 
or. 
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1. THE PROSE ACCENTS, 

DISTINCTIVES, 

Silluq-;
'Athnah --

• h 

S•gholta .::.. } 
Shalsheleth 1....!.. 

with p"siq 

Zaqef qaton ..:.. } 

Zaqef gadhol ..'.:.. 

+if}:ia ~ 

R•bhia'...:.. 

T•bhir -
~ 

Zarqa.:.. 

Pashta :... } 

Y•thibh ~ 

Pazer ~ } 
Qarnefara. ~ 

T"lisha g"dhola .....'.'. 

Geresh....:. 

Ger"shayim _::. 

CONJUNCTIVES, 

Merkha-; 

Muna};i-;

MunaJ.:i 

None 

MunaJ.:i 

None 

Merkha-;

Munal,1 

Darga -; or merkha sometimes 

Muna};i 

1\fahpakh ;-

None 

Muna};i 

Yerah ben yomo -; 

Munal,1 

Qadrna :...} in certain cases 

None muna}:i. 

T•lisha q•tanna :.. a loose conjunctive. 

Y•thib and t•lisha g"dhola are prepositives, i.e., they 
fall on initial letters; s•gholta, zarqa, pashta, t•lisha 
q•tanna are postpositives, i.e., fall on final letters. They 
do not therefore mark the place of the tone. 
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NOTE 1.-Pashta is written on the last letter of the 
:"·~rd1 but repeated on the penult of a word mil'el, 
rJP.; qadma on the initial or medial letters (but on 
endings like ~1 l;\1 etc.). Y•thibh always comes before 
the first vowel; it is used only with monosyllabic and 
mil' el words: mahpakh is written after the accented 
vowel. 

KoTE 2.-If written below, the accent follows its 
vowel, if above it rests upon the consonant. 

The list gives the distinctive accents in the order of 
their relative weight, with the conjunctives that usually 
precede them (their servants). 

We have now to see how they are used. 

1. A verse, pasuq, is marked off from other verses by 
the greatest distinctive, silluq. 

2. If the verse consist of two chief members, the break 
will be marked by athnal;i on the last word of the first 
member. 

3. The influence of silluq reaches over the whole 
verse. That of athnal;i extends backward from its word 
to the beginning. 

4. The two main clauses generally consist of smaller 
clauses. If the clause of silluq, i.e., the second member 
of the verse, fall into two halves, zaqef will rest on the 
last word of the first half: s•gholta subdivides the first 
member of the verse, i.e., the clause of athnat1. (Some 
regard s•gholta as of equal weight with athnal;i, and make 
three main divisions in the verse.) The clause between 
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athnal,1 and s"gholta may be halved by zaqef. +if]:ia 
always precedes silluq and athna]:i, and zarqa s"gholta. 
If A--B represent a verse, the pointing will be thus: 

B--,-,--~ 

An instance will make this clear: 

ii~1 J;'I'~ '~ &i,~i'J-,~ 0'~'~ :-w,, "'l~~~l 

ilj~i'J r,~lj ,~t,,~ il~tlfi'J-,~~ ;,r;,~ ,~.,~ 
: 'f~ .. !J '~;-,; ,;~h "'l~V1 1~tl -;pn_r,ll 

"And Jahwe 'Elohim said to the serpent, Because thou 
hast done this; accursed art thou above all the cattle, 
and above all the life of the plain: upon thy belly shalt 
thou go, and dust shalt thou eat all the days of thy 
life." 

R•bhia' may halve the clauses ending with tif]:ia, zaqef, 
or s"gholta. 

NOTE 1.-Zaqef gadhol (_'.'._) is used in place of zaqef 
qaton, when no conjunctive precedes: e.g., ~~~~ ~6 "'l~N;1 
: W~~ "and he said: we must not smite him mortally (as 
to life)." 

So shalsheleth p"siq (,....:..) instead of s"gholta in a clause 
of one word; and ger"shayim for geresh. 

2. If the clauses of silluq and athnal.1 contain more 
than a single word, tifl.ia must precede those accents, 
even if there be no break in the sense of the passage. 
S"gholta too must be preceded by zarqa. 

3. P•siq (1) is written after a word with conjunctive 
accent, to indicate a slight separation in utterance. 

4. It should be carefully noted that the distinctive 
accents maintain an invariable order; increasing in 
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strength towards the beginning of the verse: e.g., silluq, 
tifl,1a, zaqef, athnal,1. Athnal:i, tifl;ia, zaqef, segholta. 
Zaqef, pashta, r•bhia'. 

Hence if the same distinctive occur twice, that 
which is nearer the beginning of the verse is the 
stronger. 

5. In accenting a verse, the first thing to consider is 
where the main breaks in the sense occur: then point, 
proceeding from the end backwards, bearing in mind 
that the influence of a distinctive extends from its own 
word towards the beginning, until it meets a greater 
distinctive. 

FULL ACCENTUATION OF A VERSE. 

A verse may be thus accented, with distinctives and 
conjunctives, beginning with the last member: 

See Exod. xxxiv. 9, 10. 

2. After rebhia the consecution is thus: 

(a) 

(b) or 

geresh q adma , 

qadma 

pesiq 

• J etc. 
Cf. Jud. vii. 19. 

---~__,_, _ __,_~-~-tc., without geresh. 
Cf. J ud. vii. 31. 

T•bhir, zarqa, or pasl,ita, as well as r"bhia, may be 
preceded by this accentuation. In (b) geresh is omitted 
and its function as a small disjunctive is fulfilled by 
darga, munal;t, or mahpakh, as the case may be. 
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Beyond t"lisha q•tanna towards the beginning, pazer 
('.'......) may mark a division; beyond it munal,i will recur, 
with p"siq if need be. 

Or instead of pazer, qarnefara with servant yeral,i, 
and then munal,i, etc., as before: thus 

2. THE POETIC ACCENTUATION. 

The books of 'Iyob (Job), Psalms, Proverbs, are 
accented on a different plan from the other Old Testa
ment writings. 

The signs are these: 

DISTINCTIVES, 

Silluq-;-

'Ole weyoredh f 
Athnal;t-; 

Rebhia'..:... 

Rebhia' mugrash ~ 

Del)i-: 

Cinnor:: • 
Pazer ~ 

Shalsheleth pesiq 1..!... 

'Azla l"garmeh 1...:.. 

CONJUNCTIVES. 

-; Merkha (or munal;i.) 

-; Galgal 

-:- Munal;i. (or merkha) 

-; Merkha (or 7 mahpakh) 

" 
-; MunaJ.:i 

-and-, ' 
-; Galgal 

None 

7 Mahpakh 

Mahpakh l"garmeh 17 None. 

OTHER CONJUNCTIVES. 

, "' Merkha zarqa 

<"' Mahpakh zarqa 

:-- +arl)a 

~ 'Ilh'1y (upper munalJ) 

:____ 'Azla. 
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NOTE 1.-DelJi, or tifl,ia anterior, is written before 
the first vowel of the word; and is thus distinguished 
from tarl;a (tifl;a non-anterior) which is written on the 
accented syllable. 

2. In mahpakh-zarqa, merkha-zarqa, the zarqa is called 
9innorith. Its place is on a pretonic open syllable, or 
on an open one-syllabled word. Qiunor is always written 
on the last letter. 

3. Shalsheleth-pesiq is mostly found in the clause of 
silluq just after athnal).. 

4. Rebhia' mugrash and rebhia' differ not in logical 
but in musical value. 

The same is true of azla legarmeh and mahpakh 
legarmeh; the latter is used when no word precedes its 
word, and when the accent falls on the first syllable. 

5. 'Illuy (upper munah) has almost a distinctive 
force. 

DIVISION OF THE VERSE. 

1. A verse may consist of one, two, or three members. 
Silluq as before marks the close; 'ole-weyoredh marks 
the chief division; athnal;i. halves the clause of silluq. 
A verse of two members may be divided by atlmal;i. or 
'ole-weyoredh. 

2. The clause of 'ole-weyoredh may be cut by c;innor 
and rebhia'; the clause between silluq and athnal;i., by 
rebhia' mugrash : 

3. Rebhia' mugrash mostly stands on the third word 
from silluq: often on the second, Ps. ii. 8, v. 4; some
times on the fourth, Ps. iii. 5. 
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Athnal,i's usual position is on the fourth or fifth word, 
but it may occur with the third word from the end, 
Ps. i. 1, 4; ii. 5. 

'Ole-weyoredh, commonly on the sixth or seventh, 
sometimes on the fifth and eighth word from silluq, Ps. 
xviii. 13, 44. 

4. The clause between silluq and 'ole-weyoredh may be 
thus represented: 

B:--c-,---c---'-----,--,----,------:---,----:--:-,A 

The clause between 'ole-weyoredh and the beginning 

of the verse, thus : 

NoTE 1.-lnstead of legarmeh, mahpach-legarmeh 
must be used when no conjunctive precedes, Ps. i. 1. 

2. Silluq takes muna];i. on a one-syllabled or mil'el 
word, Ps. i. 1; ii. 3. 

If the two words next before silluq be connected, and 
slightly dissevered from the silluq word, the pointing is 
: . '" Ps. i. 3, 6. 

3. Athna];i. t~es merkha when there are only two 
words in its clause, and when an accent stronger than 
de];i.i precedes, Ps. i. 3 ; v. 9. 

If the two words next before athna];i. be connected, 
and slightly separated from the athna];i. word, the point-
ing is h Ps. ii. 4, 11, 12. 

MAQQEF (link). 

1. Maqqef (·) connects words so closely that they are 
spoken and accented as one, the stress falling on the last 
in the chain; thus C,~-:i7'.ll; c;--,~~-S;-n~. 
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N OTE.-As maqqef robs a word of its tone or strong 
accent, mutable long vowels in shut syllables give place 
to shorter sounds when maqqef follows: hence -~7 for ~7,; 
-r,~ for J"\~; -sf for s~; -s~'-?: for St?~:; S~,r,-~~::;i, by the 
number of a host, for ~,. 

2. Maqqef is often used to avoid the harshness of 
two tone-syllables concurring without a break; thus 
trS~~: for ~f S~~: ; ,~-,~,~ for '? ,~,~; ~~-~r~r;i; 
J"\Nr~li~~-

KoTE.-If a word followed by maqqef end in a 
vowel, a conjunctive daghesh may occur in the first 
consonant of the second word, making the union closer: 
,~-i1:i~ 'oyal-li. 

MARK OF THE COUNTER-TONE. 

METHEGH (bridle). 

1. On the tone-syllable of a word the voice rises in 
pitch; while it sinks on the syllable before it. On the 
second syllable from the tone, a counter rise, emphasis, 
or tone, occurs: so in the word commemoration the chief 
stress is laid on the penult, and there is a counter-stress 
on the second syllable. 

2. In Hebrew methegh (-;-) marks a counter-tone: 
e.g., O'~S~\ 17-i1\J, t!,i~tM$~. A long word may have 
more than one methegh: e.g., 'P?~~t:'- The second 
methegh here counts as a tone in regard to the one 
preceding. 

3. The following uses of methegh should be noted: 
(a) Methegh is written in an open sy liable followed 

by audible sh•wa or a l:iatef: e.g., i1~~i;?, ,~~~-
This is important for the distinction between qamei; 
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and qame9 I;atuf: thus :"1':?;t' = l).a-kh"ma; :i~~r, = 
I.tokh-ma. Similarly, ~~7~ = yi-r"u, timent; but ~~7: 
without methegh = yfr-'u, vident; ~Jtp~ = yi-sh"nu, fr. 
fW~; ~~tp: = yish-nu, fr. :,~~-

( b) Words like 'l;l~::i;:;:i, ~S7:;:i, '0;,1. In these daghesh 
is omitted from the second consonants. Methegh marks 
the fact, and warns us that the first syHable is half open, 
and the sh"wa which follows audible. 

( c) A closed syllable containing a changeless long 
vowel, and followed by maqqef, takes methegh: S~-r,'?.; 
:,;:,,-n~,. ,,~-,~:i. 

T ; - I' •y IT -

THE PAUSE. 

The accent of a word at the end of a clause or 
sentence is more forcible than elsewhere. This position 
is called the Pause. The effect of the stronger accent 
is various. 

(a) The accented syllable receives a vowel of different 
quality: pathah is changed for qame<;, as S~p for s~R, 
'"J~ for '1~. (But it is often kept, when it has displaced 
e (1), as '1:9J~!-) So the segholates with primary a: ~~} 
(nafsh) becomes ~~~, f1-~ ('ar<;) f~~- Some words, e.g., 
1~~' do not undergo this change. 

Sometimes seghol or <;ere (1) 1s replaced by the 

stronger pathaJ::t: i~-~1 from 1j~1; j7l;I for j~r;,; and vice 
versa, ~~~ for n~~-

(b) Often the accent falls upon the penult: :,~~ 
pausal :"1J;'l~. Forms which commonly have indefinite 
vowels in the penult, preserve full vowels whe_n in 
pause: e.g., ~i-t~ pausal ~i~~ ('abaru) ; :"1j~1~1, ~~rpp:, 
pausal :i,~,~,! , ~s~R: ; 17tpR, 1?t?R; 1~~' i~t?; '0;, '0: ; 
,~, pausal '~1. 
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Sometimes the penult has a full pretonic vowel, though 
not accented : i~R~7l'.' ,~~; and sometimes it is closed 
by doubling the next consonant, as in ~~ir, for ~~7r.t 
(hadrlu). 



PART II. 

ETYMOLOGY. 

OF WORDS, AND THEIR 

FLEXION. 
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ROOTS, WORDS, AND KINDS OF WORDS. 

A root is not a word. It is a set of sounds common 
to a number of words, which are akin, that is, which 
express different shades of one primary idea. The 
sounds V.,, r,p, for instance, run through the series 11ii, 
1'11'1, i11'1, S11'1, 011'1, fll'1, ~11'1, every member of 
which conveys the notion of breaking, or its effects, 
in some sense or other; and r,p, ~~i?, i1¥R, 9¥R, n~~, 
f¥i?, .,lj?, which denote various kinds of cutting off. 

2. These words, then, seem to have been formed from 
biliteral roots, by repeating old (Wi, f1J') or adding 
new sounds. But each of them, in its simplest shape, 
may itself be called the root of all derived forms. 

NOTE. - Derived forms arise by inner change of 
vowels, by repeating root-consonants, and by prefixing 
or affixing certain formative consonants, all of which 
are comprised in the phrase ~~;1 fJ;'I'~ it~~-

3. In the Semitic tongues triliteral roots are the 
rule. But many triliterals, e.g., the hollow verbs 
('">'), and the weak verbs ('"!l, J"!l, V"V, it"S), seem to 
point to a biliteral origin. The force of analogy, so 
potent in language, made them triliteral, by inserting 
waw, prefixing or postfixing yodh, nun, etc., c,p for op, 
~~, for ~tv, etc. 

4. There are a few quadriliterals and even quinque
literals in Hebrew: e.g., r,~~~i, hyacinth, ~'~~r:r flint, 
ll:!");)~ frog. They seem mostly compounded of two 
triliterals. Sometimes inserted i or S has an intensive 
force, as S+.11~ gird, (q. s~~; r-i,~v~! burnings, perhaps 
strengthened from 9~!-
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5. At the very base of speech we find mere cries 
expressive of emotion, called interjections, as being 
thrown into the sentence without affecting its con
struction. Such imperfectly significant sounds are t:1~, 
M~, t:tt,~, '~t:J~. 

6. Higher in the scale we find demonstrative words. 
These were at first mere marks of place. They pointed 
to an object as nearer to or farther from the speaker. 
Then they naturally came to be used of time also, and 
lastly of cause, and other mental modes of connecting 
things. 

Such words are called pronouns. 
7. The highest class of words includes all which ex

press ideas, or name and des.cribe things, their states, 
and actions. These are originally nouns. 

The union of noun and pronoun has produced in 
Hebrew what we call the verb: e.g., ~r,-f (act of) writing; 
~~~ I w1·ite, from ~ (in ';l~~ Assyrian anacu, I) + ~h;p. 

8. Lastly, we find in Hebrew many more or less worn 
fragments of nouns and verbs, as well as pronouns, and 
certain unaltered nominal forms, used to connect and to 
qualify words and sentences. These are called particles. 

PRONOUNS. 

A. Demonstratives. All pronouns are such originally. 
Those which in Hebrew remained strictly such, are 

(a) Sing. m. :,! (from za'; Arabic za' and zu') both 
hie and ille, f. 1'\NT (from zath, contracted from za' ath) 
rare ir, :it As plur. of both genders :,~~; rare (in 
Pentat.) S~ (always with i';I prefixed). A sing. ~T also 
occurs, corn. gen. 

K OTE.-:i~~ is compared with the so-called article 
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~::'.!, Arabic JI, S~ (Cl~p7~ once = tlie people, Arabic 
'alqaum). Cf. Aram. r~~- The C or f has fallen off, 
and the '--::- or '--:- is weakened to e (cf. verbs i111S) : a 
change due to loss of accent. But cf. Assyrian <::ft-~ 
'ullu, ille. 

(b) Sing. m. :ft7:J, f. ~T,ij, c. l~lj ille, illa, that, 
yonder. . 

These forms are probably compounds, viz., from 'i'.1 + 
(N~) or ('~) + i1! or ~T. Cf. Arabic allathi (used as 
relat.), alika, tltis. Perhaps the qamec; and <;ere are 
merely pretonic and tonic changes, the original forms 
being halaza', halizu, and hala, hali, oblique forms of 
hal. The I would then have been doubled, to keep the 
pathal;t from passing into qamec;. 

(c) S::r, usually called the article, is a weak demon
strative, prefixed to nouns and pronouns. The S in all 
cases, but the above, either assimilates to the following 
consonant as 'ii':flj (for 'ii':f7:J) tlie race, or, when that 
cannot be, vanishes, and the vowel of the prefix is 
lengthened by way of compensation, e.g., Cl7t:t~ man-
kind. . 

(When S;, is prefixed to a word beginning with S, 
there is not really assimilation: e.g., ~~7i:1.) 

That S;:i was once a strong demonstr. is clear from 
phrases like Cli'ij hodie, i.e., hoe die, i1?;~iJ to-night. Cf. 
this, the; Lat. ille, Fr. le. Before N, l.', '1, and ~' :,, 
accented, the article is ry; S~::,, r~::,, i1V-1::t; o~:,, ,~ry; 
before ~' ;:,, unac~ented, and t;T, IJ, the proper prefix is ry; 
f~~:,, Cl''11:1::;t, c;i,t,, r,i::11,:,:,; before M, and i"I, without 
qai;ne<;, ::r; oi.r,::,, S;~::r. In the last two cases daghesh 
is said to be implied in the gutturals which follow the 
prefixes ti, ry. 
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N OTE.-Somctimes :J appears before :V, e.g., 'Pi~:J; 
daghesh is "implied" in the 'ayin in such cases. Before 
M, ::, rarely occurs, as in 'I:'!:, the living; op people, -,::, 
mountain, :)'1 bad, r,~ land (originally 'arc;)' with S:i, 
become o~::,, -,:,::,, :J~ry, fj~::,. 

B. Interrogatives. '~ who ? :,~ what? how? Also 
indefinite, whoever and whatever. Both may be geni
tives, etc., ,~-if whose son? ~~jlj ,~-lit$ whom hast thou 
1·eviled? or plur. :,~~ '~ who are these? :,~ is from J~, 
which occurs once (Ex. xvi. 15). Cf. Arabic man, iclio? 
:,~ is also indirect; '~ .,~N~-:,,., :,?~~i and let me grasp 
what he saith to rne. Lastly, both these words may be 
adverbial, = how? why? 

N oTE 1.-:i~ is used before· N, .,, and in pause. 
Before ry, r:,, ~' :,~ is the correct form; J;I'~~-:,~ what 

hast thou done? ·without qamec;, these gutturals are 
preceded by :i~. 

2. :,~ is often linked to the next words, and then 
the first consonant of that word if strong may be doubled 
(probably because it is really j~ which is prefixed, the 
nun of which assimilates): e.g., ';J:Jt?IJ .,R!-:,~ how sur
passing thy kindness ! 

C. Personal pronouns. Originally demonstr. words, 
meaning here, near here, there. 

1 pers. 

2 pers. 

SING. 

'~j~, '~~ in pause '~~, I; 

Jm. :,~~ in pause :ir;,~; } 
l f. r;,~ rare '1;1~ (probably 'J:1~) 

{
m. N~:, he i 

3 pers. 
f. N':".'I she; 

thou; 
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PLUR, 

1 pers. ~jt:1~~, ~j~ (once), rare ~jry, we; 

{
m. or-iN } 

2 pers. f. :i;i~, Jl'.;I~, you; 

{
m. :,~;,, o:,} 

3 pers. • .. ·· they. 
f. :,~:::r, ttr 

NOTE 1.-In :ir;i~ a j is assimilated; cf. Arabic 'anta, 
'anti. In Assyrian we have 'atta, 'atti. OJ:;I~, :itti~, 
may be coin.pared with Aram. pr-,~, f'J':I~, Assyrian 
'attunu, 'attina, and Arabic 'antum, 'a,ntunna. So Cl:J, 
J:'.'.I, with Arabic hum, hunna, Assyrian sunu, sina. 
Hence it seems that the original plur. endings were 
itmit, ima, or ina. N~:, in the Pentateuch is also fem. 
In Assyrian the forms are s11, si; in Arabic hua, hia. 
Probably the N was once sounded in Hebrew. 

NoTE 2.-N~:i, Ctl, etc., are also used as demonstr.; 
as contrasted with :,!, N~:, means the former, something 
already known or mentioned: i1! marks a thing as 
present or near the speaker. Thus N~i1;-:t tli~~ = in that 
day; :-iJij o~~~ on this day (now passing). :,! is often 
adverbial: (1) of place = here, there; (2) of time = 
jam, now, already; (3) intensively = then, indeed, etc. 

NOTE 3.-Hebrew has no real relative. The word "1~~ 
( an old noun= place, cf. Assyrian asru, A ram. "1J:'i~ locus), 
often introduces a relative clause. In like manner ir, ~i, 

:,!, are used; e.g., ~j;t;) ~T T'I~".) (the) net which (that, lit.) 
they hid. Cf. a.- as re~ative, and in phrase ij o' o, said lie. 

Often, however, none of these words are used: W:J~ 
~~~ T'lt:l~f tl~U tlie peoples have sunk in the pit ( 1cl1ic!t) 
they made. 
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In later Hebrew chiefly we find the relative prefixes 

-~, .t;,i, ~' even ~- Cf. Assyrian W sa, who, when, 
that, etc. 

MODES OF EXPRESSING POSSESSIVE, 

OBJECTIVE, AND OTHER RELATIONS. 

The personal pronouns as given above are mostly 
used as subjects of sentences. 

The possessive and objective relations of the pronouns 
are expressed by shortened forms, called suffixes, which 
are linked to nouns, verbs, and particles. 

ExcEPTION.-The full forms of the personal pronouns 
are however sometimes used after such shortened forms 
and in apposition to them, for the sake of emphasis: 
:"11f1J c•py i~t$ their memory is lost, even theirs! 

PRONOMINAL SUFFIXES. 

(When affixed to a noun, these are genitives or 
possessives; after verbs they denote the object.) ' 

SING. 
! 

PLUR. 

1. '~ of me, my. '~ (with I ~.l of us, our, us. 

verbs and some par-
ticles) = me. 

2m. 1 of thee, thy, thee. c;, of you, your, you. 

f. 7, '_;) (rare) ,, " 
r;, ;-9~ c rarer) 

" 
3m. ~i"I, i, , of him, his, him. C;::t, C, ,~ of them, their, 

they. 

f. ;:,, M of her, her. lt', ftt, l " " 
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NoTE.-1, 1 may point to a form like 'akka; cf. 
Assyrian catu, cata, thou. i is contracted from ~ii-;= 

au = 6; i~ recalls humu, the probable original of i1~;::t. 
Various relations of the personal pronouns are ex

pressed by linking them with particles, as follows; 
1. The objective, by the prefix r,;~, n~, -r,~ (token). 

SING. 

'l'."N me. 

2 m. 1J:'IN} 
f. iJ:IN thee. 

3 m. iliN him,. 

f. ~1:'N lter. 

PLUR. 

~16N us. 

Cl~~~) 
P?;ittfYOU. 

CliN} 
j~N them. 

N OTE.-This prefix, in the forms r,~, -r,~, also marks 
the objective state of nouns substantive; but is only 
used when they are defined by the article, or a following 
genitive, whether suffix or noun; and in the case of 
proper names. 

2. Dative, possessive, etc. ~ from S~, S~ (nearness) 
towards; or more probably from iiiS join, cf. Assyrian 
li = liviti, neighbourhood. 

SING. PLUR. 

1. '~ 

2 m. 17 
f. ,, 

to, for me. ~~7 to, /01·, us. 

3 m. ~s 
f. ~7 

Cl~? 

(poet.) i~7, ciry7 
t::,? 

~' prefixed in the same way, marks locative and 
instrumental relations, in, by, u:ith, etc. It probably is 

akin to f'' between (sundering), or else to li~=;l house. 
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3. Accompaniment is expressed by r,~, r,~ (nea1·1iess ), 
perhaps from r,~~- The assimilated nun is marked by 
daghesh before suffixes. 

~j~~ 
c~r-,~ ... : . 

etc. etc. 

C~ (junction), cum, f~v, follows this, save in C~~ll, 
wry~l7, with pretonic qamec;. · 

4. Partitive, ablative, comparative, causal relations 
are signified by i~ (i~, i~, part). 

'~~~ ~~~~ 
1~~ c~~ 

,~~ if~ 
~~~~ c::;i~ . 

iv~ m~~ 
T "." • 

NOTE.-_ ~~r;,~ = ~j + i~ + i~ from us, and ~t'i + i~ + 
i~ from him. In 1~~, i~ has lost its f, and full vowel, 
which last, in a modified shape, reappears with the 

tone, as 1~~-
5. Some prefixes are in form construct plurals: e.g., 

,,~ (s~ nearness, ad, 7rpor, etc.), ,,~ (Sl' swf ace, E'lT'[), 
'"'U), (1l} progress, perpetuity). 

SING. ,,~ 
. 1'7~ 
~'~~ 

PLUR. 

~j'?~ 
o~,s~ ..... -: 

c:i,s~ ..... -: 

The others follow this example, but keeping their a 
sound, where this has e. 
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G. The above forms preceded by iw~ help to supply 
the want of a relative pronoun: e.g., iS ... it?~ (lie) to 
w!tom; and even'~ ... iw~ (I) to w!tom; '1'.1~ ·. ~ . iw~, 
ir,~ ... ,~~' MJ:'~ ... ,~~ whom. 

The genitive of the relative is expressed by iw~ and 
a noun with suffix; as 0::,1~~'1 ... iw~ u:hose u:ords. 

7. Prefix ~ ( originally ~' demonstr. cf. pers. pron.) 
i~i, as; (i~ = ilf?). • 

'~ib;i 

~ii~~ 

~ilib;, 
,:,ib; 

~Ji6;, 
(rare) CJ?i~.;,, Cl~~ 

~6~ 
rj~ 

8. There is no strictly reflexive pronoun in Hebrew. 
N~il, ii~:J, etc., occur with a reflexive meaning; ~iJ1~ 
il~:J t:!,iJ~ Cl,~iJ let the peoples know t!tat they are mortal 
men; se mortales esse. Also suffixes with, prepositions, 
iS ii~~ !te made for himself; and W~J, ~7., etc., with 
suffixes. N~il, N'0, etc., also express avTos-, ipse, self; 
N~il ~~~ Cl';:iS~-,.:;i for God himself judges; and with the 
article, o avTos-, the same, which is further denoted by 
Cl~~ (bone), as N'i:10 oi~::, Cl~~~ on t!te same day; il.l;1~1 
: ~~l:)~ NS '9'ljiJ~~ Nlil but thou art the same, and thy 
years cease not to be I cf. self= selb = body. 

The indefinite pronoun quis, any, and the distributive 
each,every,may be rendered by Sj (=whole); 01~-S~ any 
or every man; ,;,-S~ NS not any thing, ne ulla quidem 
res; i~iP'.;1 r~ tn,-t,~ there is no (not any) breath inside 
it. Sj followed by a noun with the article, means all; 

Cl~i~:::,-S;, all the peoples. But nrS;, every kind of tree, 

each tree. 
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Each, quisque, is ~•~; b.:t:t ~•~ ~"l~~ accingite p1·0 se 
qnisque gladium. i"lr;,~ t!,h~ each its ha?f = half of eac!t. 
Or the noun is repeated : Oi1 Oi1 every day. 

For the reciprocal pronoun aJ\J\~.\wv, one another, we 
find the phrase ~•~~ ... t:i•~ a man ... his b1·other, or 
~il~t! ... ~•~ a man ... his f1·iend; e.g., ~•~ ~"lf.?~ 
~il~j•S~ they said to each othe1· . . . Also ir,~ . . . ir,~, 
or~•~ ... ~•~-

Some of ... is expressed by prefixed j~; i:lVi)•j~ ~N~.~ 
went out some of the people. 1'1:'~ ii:,~p, ji•~~ a poor 
man, any one of thy b1·ethren, is a curious extension of 
the use of this prefix. 

For some one, somebody, something, ~•~, 01~, ~~1, 
and "1;1 may be used; for su~h, il9, MNT~, etc., like this, 
etc.; ii!~ ir~ 1i] = a people like tliis = such a people. 
H7wever, whateve1·, quicunque, OO"TlS', may be i~~ s~. 

FORMATION OF NOUNS. 

1. The nouns may be divided into two great classes, 
simple and augmented, according as they are formed 
( 1) from roots by insertion of vowels; (2) by addition of 
certain pronominal fragments at the beginning or end 
(outer augmentn.), or by doubling a radical, e.g., in :i~~ 
(inner augmentn.). The formative prefixes are N, ~, 11, ' 
('tl~); akin to •~~, ii~, ilJ;I~, ~ in :ibr;,~; the affixes are 
S, ~, ~, fi, ,, ' rn~ c~;:i) ; also akin to the given pro
nouns, and to the demonstr. N7, tmi. 

2. Nouns are also abstract or concrete, names of 
qualities and events, and names of beings, i.e., persons 
and things. Simple nouns may be either abstract or 
concrete; augmented nouns belong to the latter class. 

3. The base of an abstract noun is a single syllable, 
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and contains one short vowel preceding or following the 
rni<lcllc root-letter. That vowel may be a, i, or u: e.g., 
,~~ Icing, i~l;l book, ,ir~ ear. Vowel decay made these 
forms become 17~, 7~0, W~; and then, as the language 
.disliked the concurrence of two unvocalizecl consonants, 
a slight e sound (seghol) was uttered after the second 
radical, so that the forms in use are 1~~' i-9~, ft.~. The 
accent remains on the penult. In one or two words the 
harsher forms still survive; e.g., N~~ valley, 1"P ointment, 
~~p truth (as well as ~~p). The so-called "infinitive" 
of the simple stem of the verb, is an abstract noun, with 
the stem-vowel following the second root letter; e.g., 
,~? learning, S~~ 1·uling. 

4. The base of a simple concrete noun contains two 
vowels, of which at least one must be a. As types we 
may take i~~ straight, fp.! old, S~,f great, ,~,; blest, j,t-i 
prince; of which the corresponding originals are ~1, 
iP!, s,.~, 1"1.~, JrJ. The so called participles qal of the 
verb belong here; as also does the perf. 3 sing. : ip.b, 
,~p~, iR!f (pf. in pause), S1f, fbj1. 

5. Of augmented nouns one of the commonest forms 
is that with prefixed ~; e.g., ~~~~ ( originally ~~~~) 
doom (from ~EJ~), f~i~ lair, and all hif'il par~iciples. 
Many nouns spring from roots intensively augmented, 
i.e., with the second root letter doubled, as i!'1 from j'i, 
,~.V 'iw-wer, fr. ,~y. 

INFLEXION OF NOUNS. 

1. The old Semitic probably inflected nouns by 
means of the three endings um, im, am, roughly 
answering to the nomin., gen., and accusat. of Aryan 
grammar. These endings are partially found in the 

·* ~ 
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Assyrian inscriptions: e.g., qarnurn, qarnim, qarnam, hom 
= i'1P.; irc;,itu, irc;,iti, ir<;ita, eai·th = fj~. In classical 
Arabic n occurs form (nunnation instead of mimmation): 
e.g., rajoloun, rajolin, rajolan, a man; jannatoun, 
jannatin, jannatan, a garden. Traces of this kind of. 
declension in Hebrew are seen in the adverbial endings 
t:l--;-, t:i:___ ; e.g., o~,\ by, day, tiSt;t hither = accus. of 
S::, this (place). :i7;~ by night, :i11~ to the land, arc 
accusatives from S~S and fj~ (lail, 'arc;), but without 
the mimmation. This :,~ is common in a local sense, 
and is therefore called :, locale. Further, in forms like 
iri;rt, instead of the usual li~t'I, and in proper names, such 
as S~,~~, similar survivals cf case-endings appear, but 
with their special meanings obscured. 

2. In Hebrew, as we have it, the nouns undergo 
important internal changes of vowel-sounds. These 
changes are however purely euphonic, and are caused 
by the loss or gain of accent. They do not mark change 
of meaning, and are therefore not strictly flexional, as is 
the change of vowels in the English words man, men, 
woman, women. 

NOUNS. 

GENDER AND NUMBER. 

1. To primitive man all nature seemed endowed with 
life; he therefore ascribed the distinction of sex to 
every existing thing. And thus the Hebrew regards all 
names as either masculine or feminine. The numbers 
are three, singular, dual, and plural. The dual is 
almost confined to the nam..,es of things existing as 
doubles, e.g., ears, eyes, etc. 
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2. The masc. has no special ending. To mark the 
fem., the demonstrative particle at was originally a<lded 
to the stem; an ending preserved in Assyrian -atu, 
constr. -at, the old Arabic -at, and in a few Hebrew 
forms like ni~r song, n~p pelican (T'l?i~, once, as 3 sing. f. 
pf. of verb S1~, cf. verbs i111S). This ending is also seen 
in the "construct state" of fem. nouns (page below). 
In most cases, however, the t has been dropped, and the 
a in the accented open syllable modified, as i17'~ for 
shirat. 

Another fem. ending is n-:;- (after a guttural T'l-:-), 
unaccented ri;p.:i, .til.11\ writing, knowing. Here the a 
has vanished, and then an after-sounding vowel has 
been admitted between the two final consonants; katabt, 
yada't, being the primary forms. 

Lastly, there are the endings T'l'-:-, rl\ as rl'~~~ com
pleteness, n~~~~ kingdom, where also the a is thrust out 
( cf. Assyrian fem. rnalkat queen, pl. malkat, bilit mistress, 
pl. bilit, sarrut sovranty). 

3. Many nouns are known to be fem., not from their 
form, but from their meaning: t:l~ mother, S~w queen, 
and all other names, common or proper, which belong to 
females. 

4. Many nouns are used both as masc. and as fem. ; 
e.g., iR~ o.Ten, s~~ camel. And some, though of oue 
gender, are used to denote either sex (Epicenes); as 
iit::,i ox, i11i' pigeon. Perhaps this was because the 
whole class designated was regarded as strong or weak. 

5. The feminine, as weaker and more passive than 
the masc., naturally fills the place of a neuter; e.g., 
i1,i1\~ 'l:l~~~ r\t'1~ one thing I asked from Ja!twe. 

N.B. The masc. sing., and rarely masc. plur., also 
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occur: :,! it,~ post hoe, c,•·r~~ nobilia, honesta; strictly 
1wbiles. 

It is also the favourite gender for names of qualities 
( abstract nouns); e.g., :ij?j~ justice; and for collectives, 
as li:;i~' inhabitants, part. fem. sing. of :i~:; :,~~~ bank 
of clouds. But sometimes the masc. is collective, and 
the fem. individual; as '~~ fleet ( also ship), :,!~~ sliip. 

N OTE.-Metre often helps memory. The following 
should be learnt off. 

11:fonths and peoples, hills and streams, 

:Masculine the Hebrew deems; 

Feminine are local nouns, 

Lands, and tools, and limbs, and towns. 

NoTE 2.-The same word may stand sometimes for 
a people, sometimes for their country; e.g., i17~i1~ Judah 
and Judea. In the former case it is construed as masc., 
in the latter as fem. 

lVorld S.;J::1, and j!N ear, 

:lj\.], i:::1~, i:, and i'~, 
u:ell i~~, and Sll, sole, 

~":)~ bed, and Ci~ a boicl; 

it1¥, n~, i~'J::1, ii:,¥, 
:-:t~, ,;,;,, t:l~V. bone, 

These are feminine alone. 

:Mostly feminine are seen; 

f7~, p.~, ~~, !'~!, 
r:,~i, St), 1~~ vine, 

i1t:', ~~~. lii~ a sign, 
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j~ a toot!t, a ship 'J~, 
arm ll'"H, j~ll eye. 

Mostly masculine are Ory":), 

j~, )ii~, t:iip~ and oi,7; 
~~i?, :lj~, ii::i;i weight, 

,f, p~, and ii]~ gate; 

i:li:I ,;i::i i~~r-1 iiN ...... , ...... , _, ' 
':J~, and always i~~' iir-1, 

::iS:, :l-:Y Mi' iir!i. 
"." ".") ) - ••T) 

Common are i1J and N'~, 

t!i~~' l':J:l, M"1~ way; 

::iv, oiiil;I, ,n.~, ;;~r:r, 
,,i;,, SiN~, ::in7, ;;~~; 
N"'.);?, r,~~, i~~ lierd, 

S~f, jN7i:, i"I~, iiB~ bird. 
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6. The ending of the dual is i:1~-:- ayim; e.g., l!-~ eai· 
('uzn), t:l~~1~ ears. (Cf. Assyr. uzna-a, -a, and Arab. 
-ani. The original ending was a' amt.) :'1~")! side 

(yarkat), O~J:1~·? both sides. That of the plural masc. 
is i:1'-:-, fem. r,; (at) (cf. Assyr. ilatu, goddess, pl. ilatu); 
i'~ song, t:l'"J'~ songs. ii"!'~ id. pl. riii'~. 

NOTE. - The masc. pl. is sometimes j'-:-, as in 
Aramaic; and '--:-, '-:- occur, though rarely; e.g., '~;i 
locusts, '~~ chords. (Cf. Assyrian pl. in -i, sarri, 
kings.) i:l'-:- is like the old genitive sing. But it is 
likely that the i is weakened from c7, the oldest endings 
of the Assyrian plur. lreing ·amt, -cY,ni, -c7na; e.g., 
sarranu, kings. Compare the Hebrew O~~ gnats = 

C'~~-
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7. Masc. nouns in '--:-·, and feminines in ri'--:-, have 
o~~--:-, rii~--:- in the plur. ''1~~ Chaldcean; pl. O'~it;,,; 
li'~~b Moabitess, pl. lii~~~b. (So from ri~::,~~, pl. r,;~~7~.) 
But some merely add i:l, lii to sing., as C'i~~ Egyptians; 
li' ~::, spea1·, ri;r,, ~i:,. 

Many masc. nouns have plurals in r,;, and many 
feminines in 0'--:-: while many nouns, again, present 
both forms. :i~ father, pl. r,;:i~; :i,~~ brick, pl. 
0'~='~; li'~t,r spear, pl. tl'J)'~i,, .ni-. The ending -im 
was, it seems, of both genders; but -oth = awat = 

am-at (by the common Assyrian change of w for m), 
was originally feminine only. 

EFFECT OF THESE ENDINGS ON THE VOWELS OF THE 

STEM (e:NINFLECTED WORD ) . ....:...As the accent tends to
wards the final syllable, the new endings will receive it. 

(a) If the stem contain vowels long by nature, whether 
diphthongal or contracted, they remain firm; e.g., l"'1'J'~, 
and t:l'':l'?i from ,,~; 80 t:l'~7Q from t:,~. So if the 
stem contain short vowels in closed syllables, they are 
unaffected by the onward movement of the accent; as 

b9rp~ plur. i:l'~~~~, with firm l).ireq. 
(b) Stem-vowels that are merely tone long, shorten 

when the accent is no longer on or near them; thus 
Sii~ great, with pretonic qamec;, becomes :i~iif, t:l1,iif, 
niSiif; a vmvel two places from the tone becoming 
indistinct. 

THE CONSTRUCT STATE. 

A noun may be made definite not only by the so
called article, but also by another following noun, in 
which case the article is superfluous: e.g. 1 Sip voice, 
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n~::, ?ip (the) voice of the brother. A noun thus defined 
is said to be in the construct state. "'\Vhen not in con
struction, a noun is said to be in the absolute state, i.e., 
out of connection with any other noun. 

2. Jn such phrases t,he defining noun, as the more 
important, receives the greater emphasis. The speaker 
hurries over the preceding word, which therefore loses 
weight, and suffers a shortening of tone-long vowels, 
and loss of weak final consonants. S~~ a proverb ; 
:ibS~ s~~ a proverb of Solomon; C''?~ songs, i)1 '"J.'~ 
songs of David. 

Many nouns may be thus connected: e.g., i~~~ 
i"'!P, '~~ 'i.b~ r,~R i~~~ And the rest of the tale of the 
archers of the warriors of the sons of Qedar. 

3. In the constr. st. of fem. nouns in :i-;-, the 
original ending is preserved; thus :,~~ year, constr. 
n,~; plur. r,;j~, constr. r,;j~ (iii for n-;-). 

The constr. st. of the dual ends in '-::-, as c~,,~ eyes, 

'?P. i Cl~t1;7~, 'J::lf1i~-
4. The constr. st. is used in other relations ex

pressible by a Latin or Greek genitive: e.g., ,~rn~~ plot 
against (the) poor. It is common in defining the scope 
of an epithet: e.g., :,~rpr,i '~0~ covered as regards sin, 
i.e., the man iclwse sin is covered; ~.;i~ i~~ t:l\;:l~ '/?~ the 
clean-handed and pui·e-hearted; ~~ 'j~~ upright in heart, 
straig lttf oncard. 

THE NOUN WITH SUFFIXES. 

1. The suffixes of the noun are usually genitival, and 
therefore we might assume that the noun would be in 
the construct state before them. Bnt the suffixes are 
usually less emphatic than the nouns to which they are 
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added; and therefore for the most part they do not 
receive all the stress in utterance, so that thci1· nouns do 
not change so much as when in construction with other 
more important words. The only exception is that of 
the heavy (grmie) suffixes, c;, J;, cry, Jry, which always 
receive the full weight of the accent; and accordi~gly 
throw their nouns into the construct state: e.g., 0?7W~ 
youi· proverb; C~'j~".'! their itords (from i.;i-:r). 

2. The other suffixes, called light, affect their nouns 
in the same way as the fem. ending ii-:-, and the plur. 
C'~, r,1-. From S~~ comes '7t?,? my proverb, the 
pretonic qame<; being preserved, as in 0'~~~; from :iJrp, 
'l'.'1~~' with the original ri. , 

3. The part of a word mo~t capable of resisting the 
wear and tear of constant use is that which has, or is 
near to, the accent. And thus in the constr. st. some 
ancient endings are preserved by their nearness to the 
accent: e.g., the ':- in S~,,t$, the ~ in S~~~t:r. From 
these instances we see that ~~ f athei·, and 01:f heat, once 
~ad the endings \ ':--. In the same way ( especially if 
the accent favour) vowels or fragments of vowels occur 
between nouns and suffixes, which though called "con
nectin(T vowels" are really relics of old terminations: 
e.g., 1~;;~ thy proverl!, in pause ";J?t7,? (seghol being a 
rern~ant of i). In 07~~ their p1'ove1'b, for o::,~~~, the 
termination preserved is a. The case-endings a, i, had 
lost their distinct meanings, and were used pro
miscuously; and so such combinations became natural. 

Cf. i1J:'llf¥., i1J:'1¥~r!,i\ etc., as nominatives. 
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TYPES OF NOUNS. 

I. FORMS WITH ONE STEM VOWEL. 

A. I. lJ. 
i\IASC. MASC. ).fASC. 

Sing. abs. 1~i? king. i.;'[:;) book. ip:i dairn. 

constr. 
" " " 

light suff. '':p'~ 'j~r;, "~ 'jp; 
grave ,, ti:,~sb ti:,,:io o~,p~ •,•:: - ·: ;; . 

Plur. abs. t:l'.~?'-? t:l'j~Q tl'i~~ 
constr. '';}7~ ''1~t;l ''J17; 
lightsuff. ,:,Sb '1~t? '7R~ - T ; 

grave,, 0?'';}7~ ti:,'i!lO tl?''Jp.;i ... '"!. 

Dual abs. t:l:$7~ t?i~c;, ti~ip~ 
constr. ''?~ ''1~t;l ''Jp:;i 

FEM. :FEi\I. :FEl\I. 

Sing. abs. :,~~~ :i"J~c;, :i,p.;i 
constr. n~~~ n7~i;:, M'"J1'~ 

I 

'n~Sb light suff. ! 'l'.'l"J~r;, 'l'.'17p:;i • T : -

grave:, ti:,n~Sb o:,n,:io o~~rm:;i ·: : - : - ... : - : . 

Plur. abs. n;:,1,b Mii!lO ni,1?~ 
': ': 

constr. ni:,~~ ni,~r;, 1iiip:1 
light suff. 'tli:,~~ 'tlii~t;, I 't1iip~ I 

c:,,n;:,Sb O?'JJiift;, 
I • 

grave,, : t:l~ 1l'.}ii1?.;i ... .. : -

Dual abs. t:l'ri::iSb tl'Mi!lO t1:b7p.;i 
• - T : - • - T ; • 

constr. 'JJf~~ 'JJ7~r;, ,,:,,p.;i 
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REIIIARK 1.-lf the first or second radicals be guttural, 
they will have -=;-, -;-;-, fot simple sh 8 wa: ipry pl. Cl1"Jt;,~, 
i~l,' pl. t:l1'"!~¥, Initial n in p~i:, with suff. and in fem. 
t_akes e for i; 1p~ry, np~r:i. , iv,, S~b; light suff. '"'.'~,, 

''~P.; graYe suff. D?!~~, t:l?7lJP,. "\Vith a gutt. as 3rd 
rad. we find iit'IP,, '~0~, and '91=)1';1~. 

REMARK 2.-In forms like Cl?~, ip~, the stem-vowel 
foll01cs the 2nd radical. They are however inflected as 
usual: 1~~?,i, ''1~~ (the last with sh•wa slightly heard). 
i~f1, t:i~9, are similar, with 2nd rad. gutt. 

,vEAK FORMS. 

(i.) From solid roots; e.g., ppn (~"~); with 

2nd and 3rd rad. fused. 

A. 

Sing. abs. S1 
2ceak ( = dall) 

light suff. '~1 
etc. 

Plur. abs. t:l1~1 
fem. sing. n~1 

,, plur. r,f,1 

I. 0. 

Cl~ pn 
mother ( = 'imm) edict ( = l)uqq) 

'1.p~ 'r~ 
etc. 

t:i'n,ry 
nRry 

riipry 
Similar in form are MV. time, '.l:\ll ( = M"W 'adt); 9~ 

nose, '$~ (= 9~~ 'anp). 

(. · ) F 1 11 t '"11
, 

1
"

11
• 11. < rom 10 ow roo s; , )/ >1 

Sing. abs. M1~ (fr. maut) deat!t. iit:i (shaur) ox. r~ eye. 

constr. r,;~ (aw = o) plur. t:l''11t? constr. !'V. 
1.o ...-hicb other ending, attach. COllStr • l!~t:i 1.o which other endins• ottacb, 
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(iii.) From weak roots '"~ (i1"~), 3rd rad. semivowel. 

A. 

Sing. abs. and constr. ''1~ (' arY) 
lion. 

light suff. '~!~ 
grave ,, 

Plur. abs. 

I. 

'!~ (pirY) 
fruit. 

,,,~ . ;· 

Fem. i1~~i? captivity. 

u. 
'~O (l,iul1

) 

illness. 

'~~r:r 

NoTE.-~M~ (sal,iw) swimming,~:,~ emptiness (bal;w) 
belong here. 
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II. FORMS W"ITH TWO' STEM vo,vELS. 

AA. AI. AU. 
MASC. l\USC. MASC. 

Sing. abs. ,~: fj?.! pb~ 
straight. old. deep. 

constr. ,~~ 1m pbll, 
light suff. ,,~, '~m 'P~~ "T : 

grave 
" 

t:l~"1~' c;,~j?! 0~11~~ ~- : - : 

Plur. abs. 0'7~~ t:l'~P-r O'P~ll. 
constr. '!.~~ ( also-!) ')P! 'P~~ 
light suff. '"l~~ 'Jp.! '~~~ 
grave 

" 
o~,,~, 

" O~')Rr P~'r~~ ._. •·: . 

Dual abs. O'i~, o~Sj?.! • - T : 

constr ''1~~ " ')Rr 
FEM, FEM. FEM. 

Sing. abs. :,,~, :i,pr :iw~~ TT : 

constr. Ti"l~~ " ri,m riR~~ 
light su:ff. 'J:'1"1~~ 'J:'l~pr etc., 

grave 
" 

c~ri,~' c;z;,,pr the ... : -: . 

Plur. abs. rii,~' 
': 

ri,:ip.1 first two 

constr. rii,~~ rii:ipr sylls. not 

light suff. 'lji,rp~ 't1i:ipr changing. 

grave 
" 

O~'Tiii~' o;,1J:'.'i:ii77 ·: .. :1. 

Dual abs. o,Ji,~, 
• - T: 

constr. ,r,,~, 
.. : : . 
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AA. AI. At. 
lVIASC. MASC. l\IASC. 

Sing. abs. S;,JI t:l'~J;l ,~pQ 
g,·eat. perfect. uisited. 

constr. S;,~ t:l'~I;l ,~p~ 

All new endings attach to the constr. st. of these 
forms: e.g., fem. i1~iif, pl. t:l1~iif, etc. . 

N OTE.--Stems with ia, as in ~-+~ lieart, ~~?, follow 

i~:. 

Sing. abs. 

constr. 
light suff. 
grave suff. 

Plur. absol. 
constr. 
light suff. 
grave suff. 

Sing. abs. 
constr. 
light suff. 
grave ,, 

Plm·. abs. 
constr. 

AA. 
MASC. 

i:l~i31 world. 

0S;31 
'bSi)7 

o;.i~~i)7 
t:l 1b?i)1 

,bS;31 
,bS;31 

0;,J'~~i)7 

FEM. 

1'\f?l'.'.'in seal ( also i1ft-;) 

" 'J:1~t1in 
t:l;,JJ:l~J:liM 

1'\ibJ:iiM 
1'\ibZ:,iM 

AL 
J\rASC. 

,pi~ 
'Visiting. 

'"'!pi::i 
o;,7pi::i 
017pi~ 

'1.pi~ 
( suffixes 

attach to 

construct 

unchanged.) 

FE:IL 

r,7pi!;) 
(like 

r,~ryin) 
and 

;,7pi~ 
r,iipi~ 
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REMARK 1.-Participles :i"S C''S), and like forms, 
belong to an: e.g., :irin seer ( = '!iM). In sing. constr. 
:i~iM; so :i"!tp field, :i1~. The :i-:; vanishes before new 
endings; e.g., pl. i:l1!iM constr. '1in. 

AUGMENTED NOUNS. 

,Vith (i.) Inner, (ii.) Outer Augmentation. 

(i.) Forms l,ike j!'1 judge, S!~ hart (f. :,~!~ and r,~~~ 
hind), follow t:l?ilJ, the first syllable being constant. · · 

jii~7 memorial, i''~~ dithyrnmb (with both kinds of 
augmentation), in constr. sing. lose duplication of the 

. 2nd rad. ; st. c. ji,~T, ji1
~~; pl. t:l1~i,~r, r,iji\~~-

(ii.) Forms with a prefix ma or na (ma= me = mi, 
~za = ne = ni), and with a: in the final syllable,. e.g., 

'":J~ ( = magdal) tower, :l,?"1~ ( = markab) car, ,r;;~~ 
( = namshal) mled, follow t:l~ilJ; those which have e ( i) 
in the ultimate, as ip9~ ( = maspid) wailing, lj~!~ ( = 
rnazbal,1) altar, have construct forms i~t;:,~, n~r~ ( cf. tm, 
from jp!), and then follow ipio. 

Forms with postfixed 1
-;-, as 1·p~ stranger, double the 

1 before any addition; e.g., fem. l"'l!'P~, pl. t:l1~·p~. But 
sometimes these forms contract into t'\1")::l~, 0 17~~

,Lastly, forms with postfixed an foliow O~ilJ; e.g., 

i~7~ widou:er, constr. j~?~, fem.:,~~?~; pl. 01~~~~' etc. 
There are many other forms of augmented nouns; 

but enough have been given for the purpose of illustrating 
the vocalic changes in types of common occurrence. 

IRREGULAR NOUNS. 

A list of the commoner forms which embody some
thing peculiar in their flexion, may prove useful. 

:l~ father; st. constr. 1
~~, light suff. 1

~~, grave suff. 
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0?,'~~; pl. r,;~~, constr. rib~. ( Assyrian abut, also 
abi.) Cf. er, father-in-law. 

n~ brother; 'r:t~, 'r:t~, O~'r:t~; pl. 0'1'.'l~ (with "im
plied daghesh" in M), constr. 'IJ~, light suff. 'tl~ (in 
pause 'tl~), ~'1'~; grave suff. O~'IJ~. 

NoTE.-ln these two forms the ' of st. con'!,tr. sing. 
has taken the place of \ the original third radical. '1'.'l~ 
= 'aJ:iwu. But the forms with implied daghesh seem to 
point to a root nnN for themselves. 

riin~ sister (original 'a}:twat, 'a}:tat with a compen
sative), constr. riin~, to which suffixes are added; pl. 
tii'r,~ (from 'a}:tyat = 'a}:twat), constr. Mi'l;~, which 
takes the suffixes. Cf. tii~r, mother-in-law. 

r, son; -r~, rare -pi; ,,f, 1~~; 0'~;, '~f, ,,~, o;,'~f
If not biliteral, a segholate binY; cf. pirY, '"')~. 

r,~ daughter; = bant, batt, bat, from f~. '1:'I~ (= 
binti), O~J;I~; pl. tiiJ;, constr. Mi1~. 

C!i'~ man, vir; = 'insh, 'ishsh, 'ish; cf. tiJ~. Suff. 
'~'~; rare pl. C'?-1'~; comm. 0'~~~' 'W-t~- Arabic 
,. -
msan. 

:,~~ woman, conjunx; = 'inshat, as st. constr. r,~~ 
('isht) is used; suff. 'J;l~~- As plur. O'tp~, '~-t = C'tp~~; 
cf. Assyrian nisu, man. 

Oi' (yawm, Arabic yaum, Assyrian yumu) day; dual 
O~~;,; pl. 0'~~, '~~ ( = y0wamim contracted). 

tNi head ( originally ra' sh ), a noun of first form; pl. 
0'r?N1, 'WN1 (= r"ashim contr.). Ra'sh became on the 
one hand ~'j, on the other C!.iN-i. 

i'l,1 city ( originally 'ayr), a noun of first form; pl. 
O'j~, ''1~ (= 'ayarim contr.). 

N:,, N'~, '~ valley; constr. N'J, '~; pl. tii'~J, r,;,~~; 
suff. '9'ryiN~. 

6 
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i1-l? rnouth ( originally piw or piy ), constr. '.!;), suff. '$ 
( = piyy ), 0~1.!;); pl. 01$, Mi~!;), redupl. Mi~~1$. 

0'6 water · constr. 'b and 1b1b · suff. 'b'b. A form 
app~;ently d~al. But ··o:~ m~~ 

00

be like s~~, s,~; cf. 
old 0'~ (name of letter); reduplicated pl. constr. 1~ 1~, 

cf. Assyrian pl. mami. 
O~~rp heavens, is like the last word, a seeming dual. 

It may be plur. of a form 1~~; cf. '1t;. With accus. 
ending i1~;~~' ovpavO<TE, Cf. Arabic sing. sama'un, pl. 
samawatun. Assyrian samu, pls. same and samami. 

M:$ house ( originally bait), constr. M1
~, plur. 01f;i~, 'f:i#; 

prob. = battim, batte, the methegh marking qame9 
a~ = a. Others make the sound to have been bottim, 
botte, from a kindred stem biitt. 

THE NUMBERS. 

1. THE CARDINALS. 

These are abstract nouns which lost their primitive 
meaning, and came to be used as mere numerals, 

lli.ASC. FEM. 

ABS. CONST. ABS, I CONST. 

1 .,"~ "T!j~ Ml:,~ paus. Mr,~ I Ml:,~ 

2 O')t ')t 0 1.r-,w ,r-,~ 

3 il~s~ ri~S~ tdS~ tS~ 
4 i1~~7~ r,~~7~ l'~i~ - : -
5 ilrp~r;, r,t~ ·.· .. -; rt'~i:t ~~1:1 
G il~~ li?'\? id~ 
7 il~~~ li~~t? l';l~ l'~ 
8 iii~~ M~b~ mb~ ... ~ 

9 :,~tri Ml}~l:l 3'~tl 3'~l;I 
T: • 

10 iliC!'3' liiC!'3' it!'~ 
•• T 1" -; ·.-•,• -: ·•· ·,· 
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{ ii!lp ,n11 :,i~U MMN 
11 

j~~T 'J:)~; .. ; ., - -

:"li~U 'r1~U .. : ·.• .. : -

{ j~~ 0')~ :"11t!'U C'ri!!i 
12 

··: . ., .. : 

,~~ ,,~ :-i,~u ,r,~ 
··: ..... : 

13 i~U :-i~S~ 
T T T ; 

:-i,~~ ~s~ ··: ... : 

14 ,~u :-iu::i,N 
T T T T ! -

:-,-,~~ ~:liN 
··: ·.• - : -

etc. etc. 

20 C'i~u 

30 C'~s~ 
40 C'~;i,~ 

50 C'tp~t'T 

60 C'tp~ 

70 C'll~~ 

80 C')b~ 

90 C'U~r-i . ; . 

100 :-,~~ 200 C'MNb 
• • T 

1000 9~~ 
10,000 :-i;i;i7, i:::i, ., Ni.!!"'!, 

REMARK 1.-In the older writings lower numbers 
precede higher; in the later books the contrary order is 
observed. In both cases the connective waw is used. 
So in old English, "six and twenty." 

REMARK 2.-The fem. ending :"!-;- of the masc. 
numbers from 3 to 10 shows that they are abstract nouns 
like Bvds-, Tptas, etc. When a distinction had come to 
be felt necessary, the prevailing forms were appropriated 
to the masc., and the mere stems to the fem. gender. 

G* 
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REMARK 3.-Jil:t~ = 'al;-1,iadt, the 3rd radic. d being 
assimilated to the fem. ending t; and only one of the 
two t's written. 

i::l~t:\~ pronounced shtayim, a corruption of shintayim. 

'tl~ means one. It is seen in Assyrian T ►II esten, 
one. i~l1 'r-1~l1 = un-decim. 

T T " : -

2. THE ORDINALS. 

MASC. FEM. 

iry~, litvNj .r,i:,~, ,i;itvNj first 

'~W r,,~w second 
'ltv'l~!V r,,i;;,~rp third .. : 

'P'~7 .MW'~7 fourth 

'WOM 'tv'OM . . -, ' . . -: 
.M'WOM .r,,rz.;,on . . -: ' . . -: fifth 

'WW .r,,rpi;; si.xth 

'P~~~ .MW'-~fP seventh 

'~'OiV .M'?~tp eighth . : 

'P'Wl;' r, 'ljl'I rzi .n .. ; ninth 

'7WP r,,,fvp . . -: tenth 

Beyond tenth, the cardinals are used, no ordinal forms 
existing. 

NOTE 1.-'Ji~"'!, from rish or resh = ~N,. Cf. 
Assyrian risu, head, ristanu = first. 

NoTE 2.-The fem. ordinals also express fractions, 
as ri1~'~t? = ¼ C1t;r is ½ ). The numeral adverbs once, 
tu:ice, thrice, etc., are denoted by the femin. forms of 
cardinals or ordinals. r,,:,~ once, l"\'~W twice; C~;1 stroke, 
is also used = once, ~~~~;1 twice. But four times, seven 
times, are C~J:\V~7~, C~JJV;t?. Repetition of a number 
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marks distribution; as c~S~ c~~~ two bY. two; :,~~~ 
i,V~~ by sevens. (So Ci' Ci' day by day; ii~7 i1V i7µ 1l'.:l~l 
and lie put each flock by itself; :1J~,? :1J~ year by year.) 

The indefinite, numeral adjectives all, every, are ex
pressed by ~~, -~of (summa); some, by plur. of noun. 
e.g., 0'~: some days, or by 0'""!1'~ ( = a few). 

THE VERB. 

1. The verb in its simplest shape presents two stems 
which obviously coincide with those of the abstract and 
concrete nouns. The abstract stem consists of three 
radicals with one originally short vowel following the 
second; as 1~~ learning, ,s~, -,~~ reigning. This is 
called the infinitive construct, but usage as well as form 
shows that it is a noun; e.g., N':l~ r,v.~ in time of finding, 
b~~ '~'1 shouts over deliverance. 

The concrete stem has three radicals and two vowels, 

aa, ai (e), au (6). It is seen in ,~~' pausal 17~, S'J;, 
JbR, forms used as 3 sing. masc. perf. (The last two 
are also used as "participles.") 

2. To these stems certain archaic forms of the pronouns 
came to be agglutinated. Thus arose what may be called 
the two states of the verb, the imperfect, and the perfect. 

3. The imperfect state is formed from the abstract 
stem, by means of pronominal prefixes. It denotes, 
as its name implies, that the action, condition, or event 
signified by the verb is unfinished, i.e., beginning to 
be, or in process. 

The perfect state is formed from the concrete stem, 
by the addition of postfixes, and indicates that the 
action, etc., denoted by the verb, is already finished and 
complete in itself. 
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4. The abstract stem is also used as an imperative. 
In the fem. sing., and in the plur. it has the endings of 
the 2nd pers. pronoun. 

5. The concrete stem reappears in ,what is called 
the participle; e.g., 1~b (one) ruling, '".!~ great, Jb/1 
small; of which the original vowels were ai, ai, au. 
There is also a passive form, ,~s~ ruled, with vowels au. 
As a part of the verb the participle denotes the per
manence of an act or state. 

6. The pf., impf., and imperat., have plur. endings 
identical with the most ancient plural endings of the 
noun. In accordance with their origin, none of these 
forms in themselves connote time. That is always left 
to be understood from the ·context; a point in which 
Semitic differs entirely from Western Grammar. 

7. Some have called the states of the verb moods; and, 
in the absence of distinct modal formations, the imperfect 
is in fact used to express wish, that is, it supplies the want 
of a special optative mood; and further, after certain 
particles it fills the place of the subjunctive. Another 
frequent use of the imperfect is to express an imperative. 

8. The imperfect 1st pers. often keeps the old ending 
:,~. It is then called the cohortative, and denotes strong 
inclination towards an act; :,~~~~ let me 1·ule, :,;~~ let 
us go. Cf. the Assyrian aorists iscunam, iscuna, iscun. 
There is a similar form of the imperative; :,7~-9 (moshla) 
pray rule! :,~7~ grow up ! 

There is also a shortened form of the impf. called the 
jussive, used in the 2nd and 3rd pers. hif. of the strong 
verb; e.g., Swt?~- Its original force was probably that 
of the potential mood; then it came to mean wish, 
entreaty, command. 
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9. Side by side with the simple verbal stem called 
the qal (lig!tt), there are four other chief stems, one or 
more of which occur in most verbs. These have been 
formed by strengthening the root with prefixed frag
ments of pronouns, inserted waw, or doubled radicals. 
Three of them have corresponding passive voices, marked 
by difference of vowels. The old Grammars incon
veniently take S)}.ip made, as the tY,pe of all ver~s; hence 
the other stems are called the S~~~ nif'al, ~V.$ pi'el, 
s,~~':t hif'il, Sv.~r;,i'.I hithpa'el; and their passives, s)}~ 
pu'al, S)}~::, hof'al, sll~r;,::, hothpa'al (very rare). 

Besides these, other scarce formations are found, 
resembling pi'el, hif'il, hithpa'el. Like pi'el are 
Sv.,J,;) poel, with pass. pci'al; s~~:P. pa'lel with pass. 
pu'lal, S;.i~$ pilpel, pass. pulpal, ~ll?~~ pe'al'al, pass. 
po'al'al. Like hif'il S~~r:, tifel, active; like hith
pa'el S~~;'i;,~ hithpa'lel. . 

10. The qal expresses the original notion of the verb. 
Nif'al is strictly reflexive, as ~,~,j seated themsel1.:es, 
but came to be used as passive; pi'el is the intensive or 
iterative stem; e.g., ~tl~ scribbled, from ~J:lf icrote; 
hif'il is factitive or causative, as t:,i'':11~0 hallowed (made 
holy); hithpa'el is a reflexive form of the intensive; 
'1l~J;i~ girded himself. 

NOTE 1.-V erbs with e, o, in the second syllable of the 
qal perf. 3 sing., like S·:9, )b~, are mostly intransitive. 
The o verbs are few in number. Cf. Hebrew t:,i~: d1·y, 
Arabic yabisa; sharufa, noble, safula, low. In Assyrian 
the three vowels are used without difference of meaning. 

2. Verbs with three firm radicals which admit of 
doubling, and resist rejection or change, are called 
strong verbs. 
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TYPE OF THE STRONG VERB. 

Pcrf. sing. 3 rn. 

f. 

2 rn. 

f. 

1 corn. 

plur. 3 corn. 

2 rn. 

f. 

1 corn. 

Impf. sing. 3 rn. 

f. 

2 rn. 

f. 

1 corn. 

plur. 3 m. 

f. 

2 m. 

f. 

1 com. 

Imperat. sing. 2 rn. 

f. 

plur. 2 rn. 

f. 

Infin. constr. form 

absol. ,, 

Particip. act. and 
reflex. 

pass. 

'iivo ri,~;; 
r-iS00 ns;; 
,~~~~ I ,,rvo 
or-i,ivo 
11~~0~ 
1J,wo 
,'flf~: ,iv~~ 

,fVor:, 
'~wbr:, 
,ivbN 
,,w=,_;·, 

MJ,WOn 
,Sw~~ 

m,ivor-, 
T ',iv'o~ 

,00 
,,wb 
,S0b 

MJ,f!fO 
'Swb 
,;w~ 

SIMPLE STEM, 

(<lAL) ,,~ 
ri,,; 
r-iS,~ 
nSi; 
,~s;; 
,Si~ 

or-fr,~ 
i~~i~ iJ,,~ ,,~~ 
,-:,;;.; 
,~;i., 
,~;~~ 
,i~N 
,,--:ii"~ 

m,-:,~i, ,s~;r-, 
MJ,~;r-, 

T =,,~~ ,,~ 
'~1~ ,,,~ 

MJ,i~ 
·s;~ 
,;,~ 

lbR 
rt;tpR 
i:,~t6R 
r;,;toR 

'J:i;cbR 
1JtpR 

ory;~r 
1ry;t9p 

,~bR 
l~P: 

like ,-:,,, 
- : . 

REFLEXIVE, 

(NIF'AI,) 

'W'-?~ ri,woJ 
r-iSivbJ 
~~~~~ 

,f:,~w6~ 
,Sw6~ 

or-i,ivbJ 
1~~0~~ 
1J,WOJ 
~~~~ ,tii-~n 

S;i;~i., 
,,;i;~r, 
S~~N 
,~i~~ 

r-i;7~~~-
,,w~r-, 

MJ,rzi;r-, 
T :,-w~J 
,ci;i;i 
,,;i;~i, 
,Srti;n 

m,iv;i, 
·s;~,i ,;it;~n 
('iv~~-) 

,woJ 
T ; • 



INT!lNS. ACT. 

(Pi'EL) ,w~ 
:i,wo 
nS~o 
nS~b 
'~~0~ 

1Sw~ 
on,ivo 
,~~~~ 
1j?iP~ 
,·wo: 

,wor:i 
,w~r:i ,,won ~wo~ 
1?WO~ 

m,tbori 
iS0br:i 

m,0on 
'\0.~~ ,w~ 

'71P~ 
1?WO 

:,j?rtiO 
'S~b 
~tt-i~ 

INTENS, PASS, 

(Pu'AL) 

?tv~ 
:i,~,.; 
nS~,.; 
nS~b 

,r-iS~b 
·1s~b 

on,~;b 
,~s~~ 
1~Sru6 ,'r;,;, 
,cion 
,iYbn 
,,iYbn 
~~oN 
,~~-;_;~ 

m,~o-n 
,~~,.;;., 

m,iubn 
T =,-w~~ 

- ... ! 

NONE. 
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FACTITJVE. 

(H!F'IL) 

,,wo0 
:i,,tzio:i ~,~,;I, 
i,~06~ 

,f;i~cp61; 
,~,w60 

Ol1?tVOi1 
1ry~0~;:, 
ij7cpo0 

s,wo~ 
?'fPO~ 
?'W~l:' 
,,,cvbn 
~,0b~ 
1?'tp~~ 

m,cvon 
,~~~6~ 

m,cv6n 
·s~~~~ 
,w~ry 

'7'C?iotl 
,,,w6tl 

m,rz.>bn 
~~0~1~ 
?tp~1j 

FACT, PASS. 

(noF'AL) 

,cvo:i 
:i,eion 
nS~bn 
nS~b;, 
,;.,s;b1, 

·1sivon 
on,ivo;, 
,~~~~~ 
1j?rzio:i 

\rdi, 
,ttion 
,~~~ 
,,cvon 
Sivb~ ,~w,;, 

m,rdon 
~Su,;bn 

m,~6n ':~rvo~ 
- ; T 

NONE. 

?t/i~1, 
?rlio1i 

•• ; T 

REFLEX.I'STENS. 

,won:i 
:i,wori:i 
nS~on~ 
~700~~ 
,r:,,won~ 

1Swori0 
on,0ori:i 
1h7~b~~ 
1j?tpOr'l0 

·,won: 
,wonr:i 
,woAJ:i 

'7woiin 
,ivon~ 
1~-rio'n·~ 

:,j,~or,;, 
iS~b~~ 

iij?~;OJ~r, 
T 'Swo~~ 
,won,-:, 

'7tp0~ 1".l 
1,won,-:, 

m,0ori-:i 
·swb~b 
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REMARK 1.-In the perf. the stem mashal receives 
the suffixes (:i));I, J;I, OJ:;,, jl;', to form the 2nd pers. 
These are clearly fragments of the 2nd pers. pron. The 

'1:i of the 1st pers. sing. recalls the Assyrian ::~H H HT< 
ya.ti, I. But probably the real pronoun was ya, and -ti 
is merely a demonstr. suffix. There may have been an 
old '1:i~ = '~~- The stem alone is used as 3rd sing. 
masc.; and with the fem. ending :,~ (originally M:-) 
as 3rd sing. fem.; in the plur. ~ (rare j~-) is added; an 
old plur. ending of the noun; as in pr-i~, Aram. you; 
Arabic hum, hunna, they; Assyrian diliinu, buckets. 

The impf. has the prefixes ~, l:1, ~, ~, marking the 
persons. ~ C) is the nomin~l formative seen in pi:,~~ 
Isaac, iry~~ oil, etc. The 2nd fem. sing. has the ending 
(j)'--:-; cf. the rarer Assyrian aor. iscuni(m). The i was 
no doubt a phonetic corruption of a. The 2nd and 3rd 
fem. plur. have c:i)~ final. The 3rd, originally :ihw~\ 
dropped out of use, and the 2nd usurped its place. 
These forms are contracted; their old ending was -aim 

(ani, aria), = an archaic sign of the plural of nouns. 
The 2nd and 3rd masc. plur. have (j)\ a suffix already 
explained as = iinu (uni, iina), also a primitive mark of 
the plural. 

REMARK 2.-The reflexive nif'al has J:".1 or ~ prefixed, 
Arabic 'in, a demonst. = self. The nun assimilates in 
the imperat. and impf., S~::, = hinmashel; Arabic 
'inmathala. Like the Greek middle it came to be used 
in man_y forms as a passive. The original form was no 
doubt ',Wf.?,. 

The intensive pi'el, pu'al naturally double the 2nd 
radical. The root thus gains the meaning of of ten, 
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much, etc. When qal is intrans. pi'el is often trans., 
I:,~~ laetari, n~~ laetificare. The original form was 
Sw~; cf. with gutt. M1'r?, imperat. Sw~, and forms like 
,,~. · The causative or factitive hif'il prefixes :i, 
seldom .tl, in Aramaic ~- The s is original, and has 
worn down to an aspirate. Assyrian has s. The oldest 
form ,was probably samshal. That S,r?~i'.'1 is. weakened 
from ?r?~i:I may be inferred from the imper. ?W~tl, the 
irnpf. yamshil for y•hamshil, and the 2nd sing. him
shalta. 

The intensively reflexive hithpa'el prefixes T'li'.'1, Arabic 
ta, sometimes 'it; as tafarraqa, dispersed, from a rt. = 
Hebrew p"l,!;l. In roots beginning with 0, t::-i, the ii is 
transposed; i~~, i~.tl~i'.'1- If the :first radical be ~, the 
Ji is transposed and changed to ~, a letter of nearer kin 
to ~; p1.~~i'.'1 from pi.¥, 

Before i, ~, M, the T'l often assimilates; ,,,~ = 
i;;l:!J:'\~: sometimes before T, J, t::-i; :i;m = :"'T~JJ:'li'.'1, N,~i'.'1 
= N~'J:ii'.'1 ; even before .:,, i, in pi~i'.1, Cl~ii~ = Cl~ii~~ 
(c;ere because i not doubled). 

REMARK 3.-If a suffix with initial j or M be added 
to a verb witl1 3rd radical J, assimilation oc~urs; jl-:9 he 
gave, t;IN = nathanta, thou gavest, etc. ,~m we gave, 
= nathan-nu. So r,~~ he rested, ',1:1~~ I rested, not 
shabathti. 

REMARK 4.-The place of the accent in 1st and 2nd 
masc. sing., and 1st plur. perf., is on the penult; as also 
in 2nd and 3rd fem. plur. imperf. 

When waw consecutive (see Syntax) is prefixed to 
these fol'ms of the perf., the accent is thrown upon the 
last syllable; as ~~W~i and so thou rulest. In pause, 
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however, this is not so; nor when an accented syllable 
directly follows. 

In tl!: imperf. the accent !11ay recede, as in nif. t,~~~~, 
qal -,~~~; but in pause .,~~~t In pause the accent 

recedes in cases like ~Sii~\ ~Sip~, for yimsh"lu, 
mash•Iu. 

In.,$., we have e for c in pause; cf. :,~'~tJ:I (ay become 
e, not as usual e). 

In 1~Srr1:1 the qame~ is pretonic. 

In the pausal forms an original vowel, shortened to 
sh•wa out of pause, is preserved: e.g., :,~"!~, :,i6R, 3 sing. 
pf. f., and some of the above instances. 

REMARK 5.-Besides s~~. ,~~, the in:fin. sometimes 
presents the forms i1~~~ (~oshla), i1~~~, with fem. 
endings. 

The imperat. :,;,~~' :,~"P, are in pause :,?fY~, i1~if• 

THE VERB WITH OBJECT SUFFIXES. 

1. The suffixes added to the verb, to denote the 
objective state of the pers. pronouns, are mostly the 
same as the possessive suffixes of nouns. '~ me is an 
exception. 

2. They affect the verb by attracting the accent; 
and, as in the noun, they have preserved certain ancient 
endings of the words to which they attach. 

NoTE 1.-A participle may be treated as a noun, 
and take a possessive suffix: e.g., '~j? t!tey u•ho rise 
against me, lit., rny risers; ,,~?Pt.? his curst ones, i.e., 

people curst by !tirn. So may a~ infin., as 'ip~ rny 
visiting = visiting me, ns well as '~1J?~-
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Sometimes the suffixes stand in other relations 
than that of direct object: e.g., '~?i.~ he grew up 
for me = '~ S1~; W:17,?~ I have prevailed over him = 
,S 't-1~~' 

• • T• 

NoTE 2.-For emphasis we may write,;,! CJ;~ them 
he ltatli remembered, instead of C"J;r. 



3 SINO. MA.BC, 

,~swo 
• - T ; 

17*;9 
1?1P9 
i~WO 

~?~~ I 
,~Scvo 

T 1 ; 

0~7r;;o 
1~?wr;; 
i::l?tvO 

T T ; 

'~~tuO' . .. ; ; . 

171P~: 
7jtp7;;: 

1i1?.WO: 
i17tu0' 
T •: ; ; • 

1~?.CVO: 
O~?r!iO' 

•,•; T ; • 

i~7~~: 
07.tp~: 
i~t?i~: 
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QAL WITH SUFFIXES. 

PERFECT STATE. 
3 sum. FEM. 

,~r,~ivo . : - ,. : 

~p:,5o/O 
13:'71P~ 
,ri~rp~ 
i,J)~tp~ 

,~riSivo 
; - T ; 

o~.n,ivo 
••• ; - T 

P1:'~!!i9-
01:17rp7;; 
l1J71P7;; 

IMPERFECT 
3 SINO. !li.SC. 

'~~1? 

0?71? 

2 SINO, MASC. 

;r,7rp~ 
;,ri,ivo 

T : - ; 

,~f.i,ivo 
T ~ - ; 

ori,ruo 
T ; - ; 

i~7W9 

STATE. 

'.!l7tu0' . ... : : . 

J?o/9: 

i;)]tp7;;: 
i1;)7tu0' 

T '.' ; ; 

!);)7tu0' ·.·; : . 

2 SlNO, FEM, 

,,r:,~wo 
;,,n,ruo 

T • : • ' 

,~,f:i7w9 

o,ri,ivo . : - ; 

i'l:'7W9 

3 :PLU.B, MA.SC, 

'~1~1UO' . ; : . 

l17tp~: 
,,,rpr;;: 

1i117tu0' : .. 
i117tu0' 
T ; ; • 

1~17tp~: 
0~1?1UO' ... ; : . 

p1?tp~: 
01?rp~~ 
p?tuO: 
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PERFECT 
l BINO, 3 PLUR. 

,~,,ivo 
• T ; 

~P!:17W? ~P't?i'-? 
1'1:17W9 ,,,t?i~ 
,,r:,7r:J? ,m,rp9 

;:t'l:'7r:i? m,ivo 
T T ; 

,~1,rp9 
c~,.n,ivo c~i,ivo 

·: . : - . •: T : 

P'!:l~r:i~ . . . 1;1,rp9 
c,.n,ivo c1,rp9 . : - : 

r1:17w9 1i,rp9 

INFIN. CONSTR. 

,,ivo, ,~,ivo 
• : \ • •• ; T 

171PQ• 17tp'-? 
1~/P~ 
;,ipQ 

~~rp~ 
,~~tVO 

.. ; 1 

c~,ivo, c~,ivo 
".' ; ; T 'o" ; T ; 

P71PQ 
c,ivo 

T ; T 

171P~ 

,~,~ 
171~ 

STATE. 
2 PLOR, M. AND F, I I PLOll, 

,~,n~wo 
1157ivo 
,,~7w9 

,mfi~rpo ,m57wo 
mn,ivo m5,ivo 

T : - • T : - • 

,~,n,wo 
c~1~7rpo 
p,~~rpo . . . 

c,r-i7rp9 c,~7w9 
p.n7rp9 11~71?'9 

IMPERATIVE. 

i1?tVO, ~,ivo 
T ••• ; T T ; T 

,~7ip9 

o,ivo 
•• : T 

l~1P9 
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REMARK 1.-In Arabic s~~ appears as mathaln. 
The final vowel is in Hebrew preserved before the suff., 
as m"shal:ini, m"shal:ihu, contr. m"shalo (au = o); in 
m"shal"ka it is reduced to sh"wa from loss of accent; 
cf. Arabic qatalaka. In m"shalam we see this vowel 
before the suff., as also in the poetic i~7~~- In the 
same way the final vowel of the old impf. appears before 
the suffix '~, as in yimsh"leni. 

REMARK 2.-The 3 sing. fem. perf. was originally 
mash"lath, Arabic mathalat; a form preserved by the 
suffixes; as in m"shalatham. So '.1:1~~.'.?, the 2 sing. 
fem. before a suffix, is more ancient than T;I~~~- The 
Arabic has mathalti. The context will distinguish this 
form from the 1 sing. with su_ff. 

The 2 plur. masc. pf. before suffix is m"shaltu, the 
:final m being dropped; cf. Arabic mathaltum, vulg. 
mathaltu'; 'antum = you. Sometimes the older impf., 
yimsh•lun, appears before suffixes; e.g., '~~~'~.'.?~; cf. 
Arabic yamthuluna. 

REM.ARK 3.-The syll. an, with accent en, between 
the verb and suffix in the impf., is a relic .of mimmation. 
Cf. Assyrian iscunum = iscunu = iscun = J~~~. The 
forms which have it are mostly found in pause. In 
poetry, this syll. is sometimes not assimilated to the suffix; 

e.g., ~71?~"'\~t = ~~~l~~-

WEAK VERBS. 

These are such as contain weak radicals, i.e., con
sonants which do not admit of doubling, or which are 
liable to absorption, assimilation, rejection, or other 
change. 

(1) Verbs of which one radical is a guttural (but ., as 
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3rd radical causes no change): ,~~ stood, s,.~ eat, S~q 
bought baclc, n~~ sent. ~ gutt., N"tl, lJ gutt., , gutt. 

(2) Verbs with initial J, as ~~~ drew near. f"O. 
(3) Verbs with initial ' or , : :JW~ sat ( = washab ), 

:Jt?~ good. ,110, '"0. 

( 4) Verbs with , or ' as 2nd radical; o~p rising, r~ 
understanding. '"lJ, '"lJ. 

( 5) Verbs with the same consonant in 2nd and 3rd 
places: :J~Q sw'roimded. lJ"lJ. 

(6) Verbs with N as 3rd radical; ~'$~found. N11S. 
(7) Verbs with final i1 ( originally '); i17~ bared. i111S. 
NoTE 1.-From the old type 'll~, the 1st rad. of a 

verb is called its ~, the 2nd its lJ, the 3rd its S; whence 
the classes of weak verbs are called~ gutt., J":,, etc. 

2. Many verbs contain two weak consonants, and so 
combine the peculiarities of some two of the above 
classes: e.g., Nt~ gqing, is both rlJ and N''S: i1J:1~ came 
near, is N"E:l and i1"~ 



Perfect sing. 3. m. 

3. f. 

2. m. 

2. f. 

plur. 3. 

Infin. abs. 

2.m. 
i 

2. f. I 

I. I 
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VERB PE GUTTUHAL. 
QAL. 

ioJJ 
- T 

iiio.v 
T : IT 

.n,6.v 
T ; - T 

.nio..t1 
; : - T 

,;,,6j] 
• ; - T 

,,01J 
; T 

0~10.p 

NIF'AL. ll!F'IL. ' HO}''AJ,, 

,~p), ,,ppr, ,~.1/,0 
n,o.v:i :,i\6Jm nio.un 

T): 0:1•.· T ;•:;I'.' T: Tlr 

.niov :i .nio.1m .n,6.v;, 
T : - ',':I·. T : - •,•; I'.' T : - T~ IT 

r;,1~.V.) 1)1~¥\J t;i1~J/ij 
,.n,6.v :i ,.n,6Jm ,.n,6.vn 

0 
; - 'o",I',' • : - ·:: I".' • ; - T.: IT 

,,o.v:i ,,,6.tm ,,o.1m 
: ',•1·.· • •,•:I•,• : TIT 

c.n,op :i·c.nio.v:, cm,o.un 
'.' : - ',';I.- •: ; - •.•; I".' •: ; - T: IT 

l1J1?P 11J1~P.) 1-D.10PD PJi~J!v 
,:i1QJJ ,:i16P.) ,:i10.vn ,:i,6.t{w 
iioJJ iio.u:i ,,op;, ,o.v;, 

-:1- •· -; 1- •• TIT 

constr. ibJ!, io.v,p ,,PP,~ 
Imperat. sing. m. ib.p i'!l:J 1QP.O io.v,o 

r. '1i.?V. 'PI~ '1i.?WJ '"'!'~l?O 
plur. m. ,,~v ,pI~ 117?>,-!iJ ,,,9»:,, 

r. il~1b~ il~ptr;t ;,~10.v,p ;,:i10.v,o 

r>l z 
0 z 

Imperf. sing. 3. m. ibf,: PJ!7~ 1QJ!.~ i'~J!,~ if.j-1/,,; 
3. r. ib.pp P1lJP io.v,p ,,~11=.P i~.tlP 
2. rn. ibpp Prt:m i~.V,P1 ,,p_v,.p if.jl/P 
2· r. I '"1i.?.tl.P 'PP:JP '1i.?Jf..tl 1 '1'~.V,P '"19.l!~ 
1. ibp~ Pit:}~ iQ.V,~ 1'~!,~ i~V,~ 

p,ur. 3. m. [ ,,op,~ ,pn7~ ,,9~~ ,,,~p,~ ,,9v,,~ 
>. > ) I > > 

3. f. il~ibP.,P il~pmr.,1· ilt[OJ!P, ,,~10.v,,D iln~J{~ 
2. m.1 ,;9,v.p ,prryr., ,,o,, ~r.,I ,,,~.v,p ,,~.v,p 

I > > I > > 

2. r. il~7b.v,,n ;,~pm~ il)10.v.r,
1

,,r101.1=.p ;,no.vJJ 
1. ib.li'~ PJD,~ 1QJ/,~ ,,~,{{~ ,~v,,~ 

J ussiYc iQJ{,~ 
Participles act. and 

reflex. 

passive 
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REMARK 1.-In qal pf. this verb follows the strong 
type so far as the 2nd pers. pl.; there according to rule 
the gutt. has a l,1atcf vowel instead of simple sh"wa. 
The originu~ a sound of the stem is in fact preserved by 
the presence of the gutt. Cf. Arabic na9artum, with 
Hebrew Or.l'i~l ... : - ; 

So in the irnpf. · we have ibv,~, with the original a of 
the prefix; cf. yafqudu, with ip~\ The }:tatef with 
the gutt. is due to the <lifficulty of sounding it without 
a following vowel. But verbs with n often dispense 
with it, as ~~i:, thought, .:Jfjr:,~ as well as .:J~t;r,~. Before 
n the vowel is often seghol, as S,.r, ceased, ',ii;,\ 

In the first pers. the prefix ~ has softened to ~ as in 
strong verbs. The l;atef of the gutt. is a mere echo of 
the former vowel. 

REMARK 2.-In Sw'-?~ originally namshal, the a of 
the prefix has been softened from a to e, and then 
sharpened in the closed syllable to i. The gutt. of i~v; 
has maintained the e sound before it; and its J::iatef, is 
a sort of resonance from the seghol. Cf. the noun :,R.717 
with M1~t;,. The form S~r:,~ is also common. 

When new endings are given to such forms as ib~t,, 
P!'1t', e.g., the pl. \ their l.iatef becomes a full short 
vowel in the half-closed syllable which is then formed; 
thus ~,~pp, ~P!1't'- But the simple sh"wa is sometimes 
heard, as in the strong verb; e.g., ~Pit'.t as well as ~pm:. 

REMARK 3.-When the first radical should by analogy 
be doubled, the vowel preceding it is lengthened; cf. 
i~l.'M with St!,i~:,. 

" TI" " T ' 

REMARK 4.-When the tone shifts, e.g., when waw 
consec. is prefixed, -;:;--;:;- are replace<l by ., ,- , thus 

'1:1'7~~~' but 'A'7~~~1-
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REMARK 5.-Stems omitted in this and other tables 
follow those of the strong verb. 

WEAK VERBS ~"~. 

s~~ eat. 

These have ~ for -:-- before the tone. Farther off 
they have-:;-; e.g., impe.r. S~~, pf. 2 sing. O~~~~-

A few verbs of this class vocalize ~ wit~ l,iolem, in 
the impf. qal; e.g., .,~~ said, impf . .,~~,; so',~~'. This 

l;tolem is from a, which arose from a + N, the alef being • 

absorbed by the vowel of the prefix ya. 
With conjunctive accents, .,~~, with pathal;i is used. 

1Vith waw consecutive, ~nd tone drawn back, both 

patha]_i and seghol occur; '7~N;1, .,~~1; with distinctives 

.,~~;1. In impf. 1 pers . .,~N, the N of the root is omitted 

because it blends with the preceding vowel. 

2. VERB lJ GUTTURAL. 

1. In qal and nif. the gutt. has -:;- instead of audible 

sh•wa; :i;,r:;r~ she /ought. 
2. The impf. and imperat. qal have final pathal,i, not 

~1olem; s~rp ask f S~rp~ he asks. Resh however mostly 
has l_iolem; 91~~ he burns. 

3. In the intensive stems the vowel before the gutt. 

is modified; i becomes e, u becomes o. Thus .,~~ for 
.,~~, t:!,i2~ for t:-i'1~- But ;-,, n, l), and sometimes N_1 
may be virtually doubled, and then l,iireq and qibbuc; 
are firm before them: e.g., S~~ begged, -,::,~ cleansed, 
or:,~ u.:as pitied, CV,~ provoked. 
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VERB 'A YIN GUTTURAL. 

Perr. sing. 3. rn. 

3. f. 

2. rn. 

2. f. 

1. 

plur. 3. 

Infin. abs. 

2. rn. 

2. f. 

1. 

constr. 

Imper. sing. rn. 

f. 

plur. rn. 

f. 

Impf. sing. 3. rn. 

3.f. 

2.rn. 

2.f. 

1. 

QAL, 

~~~ 
n,N~ 
riS~; 
ri~N~ 
,~s~; ·,s~; 

-: IT 

Ot,~~~ 

16~~~ ,~s~; 
~i~~ 

Pl'E[,. PU'AL. NIF,AL. HITHPA'EL. 

,~~ 

i17N~ 
riS~; 
i;~~i 
'~~~~ ,s~~ 

O]J~~~ 

16~~~ 
1.)~~~ 

?iN~ 

~~j 7~~~ 7N~Iii1 
r'l~Nj i17N~J i17~;r,~ 
riS~~ riS~~~ riS~;~J., 
n~~b ~7~~~ ~~~i0~ 

,i.,S~b ,r,,~.:iJ ,r,,funri 
·,~~b1 iS~~~ ·,~~;;,~ 

ori,~bl on,~~) cm~N';r,~ 
PJ~~bl 1h7~~~ 1~7~R~~ 
iJ,Nb iJ,~.:iJ iJ~N~nri 

SNb ~N~i1 : - T : • 

- I C?iN~~-) 
~N~ ~~U ~N~1i ~Nli11"1 

~~~ ~~i ~~i~ ~N;;,~ 
'~N~ '~N~ '~N~r'l ,,~;r,~ 
,s~; ,SN; ,~~;J~I ,sN;li1'1 

m,~; m,~; m~~;~ m~~;~J~ 
~'i~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ T =~-N~·, T =~N~n, 
~~~~ 7N-;n ~~~,i ~~~~ ~N~r,r,. ,~~r:, ~N;r-i ,~~ii ~N~n ~N;nr, 

'7~~-r:i '~N;r-i '?~~~ '?~d '~N;;;i., 
~N~N S~';~ ~N~N ~~~~ S~'iri~ 
,~i~~ ,~i,i~ ,,-~~~i ,,~R: ,,i~:~-~ 

i1~7~~r:, i1~~~~1;1 ;-q~~~r;,II r,~~i~n 1.,•l7~~lF~ 
,,~~r:, ,,~~r;, ,~~~r;,1 ,,~P,n ,,~p))n 

2,f. m,N.:in m,~.:ir, m,~~;:, m,~~;:, m~N~n;:, 
T \~.:i-J T ~-N.:l~ T :~~~~=.) T =,-N~~ T \~~r,-.) 

plur. 3. rn. 

3.f. 

2.rn. 

1. 

Participles act. 
and reflex. 

passive 

-:· ""T: - . U,• ··i-:· 

?Nj ~NJO ?N.:l.) ?N~no 
·• •• T ; r ; ' ·· T : · 

~1N) 7~~9 
NoTE,-The impf. qal with suffixes has qame9 where the strong verb has YOcal sh'wa; 
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VERB LAMEDH GUTTURAL. 

Perf. sing. 3. m. 

3. f. 

2. m. 

2. f. 

1. 

plur. 3. 

2. m. 

2. f. 

1. 

Infin. e.bs. 

constr. 

Imperat. sing. m. 

f. 

plur. m. 

f. 

Imperf. sing. 3. m. 

3. f. 

2. m. 

2. f. 

1. 

plur. 3. m. 

3. f. 

2. m. 

2. f. 

1. 

Pai ticiples act.and reflex. 

pass. 

Q.U .. 

n~rp 
iin~iv 
r,~~; 

T : - T 

r,n~iv ,,.,~s; 
·,nS~ 

: IT 

ci:, i:, ~ w 
16~~~ 
,~risiv 

: - T 

n;~rz; 
j,-~~ 
i,~0 

'J'.1~tp 
,nS:v 

mnS~ 
T : • : 

n~r!}: 
n~~f:' 
n~ipr:, 

'T'.171Pf:' 
n~w~ 
,n~w": 

il~nsitin 
,nS0r:i 

mn~ttin 
T :M~iV~ 

TJ~iv 
n,~:v 
• T 

NIF'AL, 

n~~i~ 
iin~w~ 

T ; ; 

nnjw~ 
~~?tti~ 

'~T'.170~ ,n~t?,i~ 
cnnS~;~ 
,~~S0~ 
,~r:,7:v~ 

~-~t?i~ 
n~tlJii 

- T • 

n~wii 
- T 

,n~wil 
,ri~;b~ 

: IT " 

mnSivii 
T : - T • 

n~tv' n~~n 
nS~n 

,nS~ri 
• : IT 

n~iv~ ,n~tl>~ 
: IT • 

mnSivr, 
T : • T • 

,n~ivr, 
: T • 

mnSivn 
T :n~w~ 

nS~; 
T ; • 

n~rp 
iin~tv 
r,;~:r; 
~b~~. 
'~r:i,w ,n~w 
or,n~tv 
,~~~0 
,~r:,7rp 

b~w 
n~w 
n,w 

'T'.17W 
,n~w 

mn~:v 
n~~~ 

n~wr:i 
n,wr:i 

'r:t~t?·n 
n~w~ 
,n,w~ 

mn~ivri 
~n~wi:, 
mn➔ivn 

T 'niw:~ 
r:i~wo 



PU'AL, 

n,iv 
;,nStd 
rin~~ 
nn~~ 
,r,~~~ ~nS~ 
or-in~~ 
1n~S0 i~n,~ 

: - • .. 

n,w, 
n,~n 
nS~n - •.. : 

,n~wr, 
i,~~~ 
in~-~~ 

;, ~ n ,idr-, 
~nS~n 

mn~;~ 
T :n~cv~ 

un·'IL. 

ri'~w.:, 
;,n,~0;, 
r,TnS~M 
nb~0~ 
,r,n50;, 
1-~,~~~ 

i:::irin?iviT 
1n~S0~ 
i~T'.17Wi'.1 

6~0ti 
T?~Wtl 
n~w;:i 

,n,,0;, 
i~'~0b 

mn'?t!i,, 
T ~~~~~ 
l:1'71Pti 
M'?tliri 

,ri,SJJii 
b,~0~ 
iM'~IP~ 

mn~0ri 
T : - • -

,n,~wn 
,mS,ti;r, 

T ; - ~ -

!J'~tp~ 
M'?WO - . ; -

87 

HOF'AL. 

M?tliiT 
iTns~; 
r,n~~I~ 
nn~~n 
,;,~~~~ 

• ; - : T 

iM?tliiT 
or,n~~n 
16~S0,1 ,~n,ru,, 

: T 

M?:V' 
M?~'n 
nS~ri 

- ; T 

~n?wri 
i,S~N 
iM?:WT' 

; ; T 

mn~wr, 
~ns~; 

mnS~n 
, 'n~w~ 

- ; T 

HITHPA EL, 

n~nwry 
;,n\;,r,i,;;, 
r,~~ritliiT 
nb~~0i'.T 

• ·> • 

't:iri?tiW~ 
,n~n0i'.1 

CtH}~t,tdj'J 

l~~~niu~ 
i~~ilJ~iJ 

n~t,rp,:, 
n~n~;,, 

,~~n~;iJ 
iM~J:10,, 

;,~n~r,t!i,i 
T 'ri~i~: 
M7lJtlif:' 
n 7 n ii,; J:i 

'ri~nwf:' 
n~i:,0~ 
,n,tirp.: 

iT~n,iiuiri 
~n~~~;f:' 

;,~n~r,~;r, . 'n~~,~;~ 
i:i~ti~;y 



88 REDHEW GHA;1lM:Ail. 

3. VERB S GUTTURAL. 

n~rp sent. 
1. After any long vowel but qamec;, a rapid patha.l;i 

is naturapy sounded, before a guttural; e.g., infin. r:,iSt;i; 
partic. ttjt:i; hif. t'I''~~. 

2. The imperat., _infin. constr., and impf., have 
pathal), not l1olem; n'?~, M~t?~. The nif'al and pi'el 
use the forms with c;ere iri pause; e.g., : 1:1,~~rNS I let 
not go; ~M"~:? = ~M~~-

3. In the pf. 2 sing. fem. J;11J7~, a slight a sound is 
uttered between the final consonants, without however 
causing the r-, to be aspirated. 

4. With suffixes, '~6~t?, '9t;i~~' '9t;i~W~, ::ttt~W~. 

,vEAK VERBS j"E:l. 

t::-i~} app1·oached, S~? fell. 
1. After prefixes the weak nun of these verbs assimi

lates to the following consonant; e.g., impf. t::-i~\ Sb~. It 
can only maintain its ground when a full vowel follows it, 
as in pf. qal throughout, in infin. abs., and in pi'el, etc. 

2. When an audible sh0wa would follow it, the nun 
is often dropped; as t::-i~ for ~,1, 11;! for 1t;l1, The infin. 
constr. has the fem. ending r,; e.g., JN, inf. 1'ltl (for 
M~J;.I tint); with gutt. 11~? struck, r,~~. 

3. Verbs of this class which are also !.' gutt. mostly 
keep their nun ; Stt, inherited, impf. Sm~. In fact, 
they belong to the class l1 gutt. (Exe. cm nif. of Clr:q 
grieved. Mt9 went down; impf. MtT.\) 

N OTE.-The lamedh of np~ took, in qal and hof. is 
treated like nun; thus impf. MR\ imper. M~, hof. impf. 
n~~; infin. Mtt~. Jl:'.'9 gave, assimilates its final nun also; 
'.l:\J::-9 for '1:9N, etc.; impf. JJ::l~. 



Perf. sing. 3. m. 

3. f. 

2. m. 

2. f. 

1. 

plur. 3. 

2. m. 

2. f. 

1. 

Infin. abs. 

constr. 

Imperat. sing. rn. 

f. 

plur. rn. 

f. 

Imperf. sing. 3. rn. 

3. f. 

2. m. 

2. f. 

1. 

Jussive 

plur. 3. m. 

3. f. 

2. m. 

2. f. 

1. 

Participles act. and 
reflex. 

,, pass. 
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VERB PE NUN (lb). 

QAL. 

~~, 

:,~J) 
T : IT 

etc., 
like 

the 

Strong 
Verb. 

~iJ] 
J"I~~ 
~~ 

't?~ 
~~f 

m~~ 
T : -

~? 
~~r:, 
~~t:l 

'~~r-l . : . 
~~~ 
~~~' 

m~i~ 
T : - • 

~~~1:l 
il)~~r-l 

T : - • 

~~~ 
:,~~) 

T : • 

r;,~i~ 
r-l~~j 

: : -· 
'r-i~EJ 

• ! - • 

~~f, 
or-i~~J . .. : - . 

1l;1~~, 
~)~~, 

~J~;:t 
~J~;:t 
~J~i} 
'~JJ:, 

• !IT • 

~~JJi1 
: IT • 

m~5J:, 
T : ••T • 

~J? 
~~~r:, 
etc. 

~'~;:t 
:,~'~0 
r-l~~:, 

T : • • 

r:iw~;:i 
'~~i0 
~~'~0 

0~~~0 
i~~~0 
i)~j;:i 
t!,i'J:J 
~'~:J 
~~:-:r 

'~'~;-:t 
~tj'~:J 

:,~~i:-:r 
tj,~~ 

~'~J:l 
~'~J:l 

'i?')J:l 
t!,i'~~ 
~~,)~ 

:,~~~J:l 
~~'~J:l 

:,~~~J:l 
~'~~ 
t!,i? 

HOF'Ar,, 

:,~Ji1 
T : •._ 

r-i~kT 
T ; - • •• 

r;,~~;:, 
'1:1~~;:, 

~~J;"l 

or-i~~:, 
._. : - · .• 

jl:;l~~;::t 
~)~£:, 

; - ·•. 

C!-t 
C!,i~~ 
~~~ 
'~~r-l 

: ·-. 
~~~ 

- ' 
~t!,i~, 

" m~Br-i 
T; - ·-.. 

~~~r-l 
: ' 

:,~~~~ 
~~) 

- ' 



~JO 

VERB PE YODH C~). 

Perfect sing. 3. m. 

3. f. 

2. m. 

2. f. 

I. 

plur. 3. 

2. m. 

2. f. 

1. 

Infin. a.bs. 

constr. 

Imperat. sing. m. 

f. 

plur. m. 

f. 

Imperf. sing. 3. m. 

3. f. 

2. m. 

2. f. 

1. 

plur. 3. rn. 

3. f. 

2. m. 

2. f. 

1. 

Participles act. and reflex. 

" 
pass. 

(I.) Originally PE WA W (1El). 

QAL. 

::i~\ 
- T 

:i::it;, 
T : IT 

t-l:Jt!i' 
T : - T 

etc., 

like 

the 

Strong Verb. 

1'1?~ 
(ib~) 

::i~ t!ii~ 
'~!~ \~~ 

~::i~ :,~~w 
::iw~ 

::iwJ::1 
::iwJ::1 
',;l~~ 
::i~~ 
~::it• 

: r· 

;r~;i~n 
~::i~p 

:-·9~~J'.:I 
:J~~ 

~t!ii' 
mt!-i~; 

T ; -: 

t!ii;~ 
~~•J:I 
~"J'l:I 

't!ii'r-i 
• : I' 

t!i'1'~ 
~t!ii" 

: 1• 

:,~~"1'J:I 
~eii'ry 

mti•r-, 
T : .,. • ~1·, 

::iwu 
:,::i~J 

'; 

r-,::irbiJ 
T : -

r;i~w,J 
\r:i;i~,J 

~::i~,J 
ct;,~r;;;J 
i1'~t;iiJ 
~j~~i:i 

::i~~0 
'~~)0 
~::i~r, 

m::i~~il 
T : •• T' 

::i~t 
::i~~l:I 
::i~~J:I 

\:)t:!,i~r-, 
'; IT' 

::iw~~ 
~:Jt:-i~• 

! 1T' 

il~~~~J:I 
~::it~r-, 

: IT' 

m::irb~r-, 
T ; •• T ' 

::iwp 
:i~iJ 



:H 

(II.) Properly PE YODH (';), 

HIF
1
1L. JIOF

0

AL, QAT,. nrF'1L. 

::i•~ii'l ~~~:, ::ir;i: .:l'b';::1 
> •• 

i'l-t't;'1i'l :,~~~i'l :,~•6•:::, 
>. >. 

r;,:;i~·:::r r-1.:lr!'ii'l J;l:;ir?~i'l 
T : -

r;i:;i~,:, r;i:;i~~:, r:,::i~•:::i 
>. . . 

•r:,::i~•:::r •J:i~w,:i •r:i:;ie'~i'l etc., 

~::i•rpi:, ~::irp~~ like 
~::i•~•:::, 

the 
or-i::i~,:i OJ:;l:;i~~:, Strong Verb . Cl~~~'::'.' ... : -
m~~;;-, ri;,:;i~~:i jrj~~-~ 

> •• 

~),?~~i'l ~):;i~·:::i ~.l~~m 
::i~i:, :lib! ::ir;i•:::r 

( ::i•~ii'l) 
.:l't?iii'l ::i~~il ::ib~ ::i•~·:::i 

::ir?,ii:i ::i~~ ::i~•ri 
> •• •~rp~ ·~·~•;:r •.;i•~,i'l 
>. 

~::i~~ ~::i•~·:::i ~::i•~,:, 
>. :,)::i~• :,.:i::ir6•:, :,.:i::i~,:, 

T ~,~;• 

T ; • ; T; •• .. 
::i~~· ::i~•~ ::i•~·~ 

::i•~ir-i ::i~~r-1 ::ir;i. J:l ::i•~·J::I 
::i•~ir-, ::i~~r-1 .:lt;)' J:1 ::i•~·J::I 

>. 

·~~~r-1 •~rp•~ •.;i•~·J'.:1 •.;i•~,,., 
::i•t;i,~ .:lW~N ::i~•~ ::i•~·~ 

>. ~::i~~· ~:lb" ~::i•~·~ ~::i•r!!i• : ,. 
>. >: 

m:ifrr-i ilJ:;i~·J'.:1 i'l~:;i~,,., :,~;ir?~r-1 T ; • 

~::i•~,,., ~:i~~r-, ~::iti•r-i ~::i•~·J'.:1 ,. 
>. 

i'l~-t~~r-, m:ib•r:, i'lJ:;i~•r:, :,~~~,,., T ; -

::i•~i) ::i?i~) ::i~•~ :i•~·~ 
::i•~ib .:lt,?; :i•ro·~ 

:i~~b ::i~ti• 
T T 
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WEAK VERBS '"O. 

:i~: sat, :i~: good. 

In most of these verbs the yodh seems to have 
succeeded an original waw; e.g., ,~:, Arabic walada. 
In a very few the yodh appears to be primitive; as in 
i~:, Arabic yasara, t:,i~:, yabisa. After a prefix the waw 
of the first kind held its ground; thus i~: nif. impf. 1?~~. 

2. In the infin. and imperat. the weak letter is 
dropped; :Vi: knew, infin. rl~'1 ( also i1~1), imper. V1, 
:i;:i: gave, imper. :i::i; the in:fin. taking the fem. ending 
r,. Cf. verbs f"O. Sometimes the weak letter remains; 
as W? seize! 

The impf. also drops the.' (~), but de!Jects the }_i.ireq 
of the prefix to 9ere; :l~! (~) impf. :ir?,i~; 1?i: (17)) walked, 
,~~: or perhaps the prefix-vowel and ' blend in a 
diphthoug ai which becomes e. Some forms maintain 
the weak letter, which then unites with the vowel of 
the prefix; t:-''1! (t:-''1~~), t:-''1'\ A few forms, again, 
assimilate the 1st radical to the 2nd; rl~! burned, impf. 
rl¥\ hif. ·r,,~;:, ; and some waver between the two 
methods, as i~: straight, imp. i~'\ and i~~. 

3. The nif. :l~i.l = naw-shabh (aw = o); so :l'~'il 
= hawshibh, ,~~il = huwladh, :l'~'iJ = haytibh. 

4. The imperat. qal often has the cohort. ending 
ii-;-; il;i~ sit! il,?~ come ! :i;:i becomes il~~ with the 
accent d~awn back ·to the penult; pl. ~:i~. 

5. The few verbs really '''O alu:ays have the infin. 
and impf. of the stronger form :lb\ :l~'~; and their 
hif'il keeps the initial yodh. 

6. The jussive (hif.) forms are :i~i', :l~'-~; the forms 
with waw consec. :itj~l ( qal), :itji;l (hif. ). 
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WEAK VERBS rv AND ~v. 
(HOLLOW VERBS.) 

c~p rising, JI~ distinguishing. 

A few verbs fV, 111V, viz., those ending in :,, n, V, i, 
keep waw and yodh firm as consonants: i1j' rested; 

impf. :i).~~; :i::, was, :,~~~. Compare also :i~~ hated, 
9~-~ tired. But in most cases contraction takes place; 
the weak letters either blending with preceding vowels 
or suffering rejection. 

NOTE 1.-In this class also we :find verbs with a, e, o, 
as second stem-vowels: e.g., Cj? ,·ose, r,~ dead, ~t:i 
ashamed. 

NoTE 2.-Here, as elsewhere in Hebrew, waw and 
yodh are much confused. Some verbs waver between 
rg and 1"g, e.g., C1

~ and C~~ setting. The rare inten
sive of C~1' is not C)p, but c~p. Verbs i"g are by far 
the most numerous; and perhaps include many originally 
1"V. Cf. an opposite change in 111.tl (i"E!l) verbs. 

NoTE 3.-The jussive is in qal op:, i~!; in hif'il op:. 
The irnpf. with waw consec. is in qal 017!1 (pausal i:lIS:1); 
in hif. or:1. With suffixes the forms are l~~~P\ 1

~~
1p;. 



fJ-! 

YEHB 'A.YI~ \VAW (fa), AND 'A.YIN YODH CV). 
QA.L. NIF'A.L, nn·'1L. HOF1A.L, 

Perfect sing. 3. m. CR Cip~ C'Pt'I ce,n 
3. f. 

> ;,~;p~ 
> 

;,~R iir?P,'J ;,~p,~ 
> 

J:'ibip~ 
• > > 

2. m. l;'?E J:'10'2:J l;'i.?E,;, 
2. f. !;'i.?E nioip~ niO'PQ 1;17?E1i1 

> 

'l".'ib,p~ 
• > > 

1. 'I;'li.?E 'J:'10'20 't:i~E1i1 
plur. 3. 

> 

ioip~ 
> 

,o~ ,o,rtt ,op,~ 
2. rn. C~?E cryioir~ CJ:)iO'?O CJ)9~117' 
2. f. 1-t'?~ 11:)ioir~ 1ryiO'?O 1-t'?~,~ 

> ,~;o,p~ ,~;b,p::;i > 
1. ,~92 1~?E1;, 

Infin. abs. cip cipiJ OP.~ 
(C'P.,:t) 

constr. c,p cip;:, C'PC" ce,n 
Irnperat. sing. rn. c,p cip;:, op::, 

f. 
> ,~;p~ > ,~,p '~'Pv 

pllll'. m. 
> ioip1'} > ,o,p 10'Pi? 

f. 
.> ,> > 

n;9p n;9p;:, n;~P.~ 
lmperf. sing. 3. m. oip; cip~ O'P; oe,, 

3. f. o,pry oipr;,. O'P~ oe,.n 
2. rn. o,pr;, oipr:, O'P~ oe,.n 
2. f. 

> ,~;pr;, > ,~,pr;, ,~,p~ '~p,r;, 
I. o,p~ oip~ O'Ptt OR1N 

plur. 3. rn. 
> • > > ,r-,p~ ,o,p'. ,,~,p~ ,op,~ 

3. f. 
> ,> > > 

ilt9ipr;, ;,~9pr;, ;, ~ i.? P. ry n;9Eir, 
2. rn. > ,oipr:, ,o,rr;, ,r-p,r;, ,o,pry 
2. f. 

> .> > > 

i1?9,pr;, ;,~9p1:1 ;, ~ i.? P.1:' n;9~,n 
1. o,p~ oip~ O'N oe,~ 

Participles act. and 
refl~x. CR OiN O'PQ o~,o 

,, pasi;. o,p 



PILEL, 

opip 
ii~~;~ 
.1;196ip 
.r:iooip 

• • > • 

'r:i7.?01p 
,o~i? 

OJ:197.ji~ 
11:1?.?0i~ 
,~~Qip 

cpip 
opip 

'~?i~ 
,09ir 

i1;7.?qi~ 
CQiP; 

cr;;,ipr;, 
ooipr;, 

'~?i~J;i 
opip~ 
,09i~; 

il;~qipr;, 
m~i~J;i 

i1~7.?~ipJ;i 
OQip~ 

OQipf.? 

PU LAL. 

07.jip 

il99i? 
ti?oir 
.r:,~Qip 
'~7.?~ip 

,09i~ 
o,t,97.ji~ 
P)?l.ji~ 
,~9~ip 

07.jip~ 
o~ipr;, 
o~ipJ;i 

'~?iRt;i 
ooip~ 
,09i~; 

1it96ipr;, 
,09i~r;, 

i1~7.?Qipr;, 
ooip~ 

07iip9 

QAL, 

1~ 
ii~~ 
r,jj 

T : -

r;,~~ 
,r:,~~ 

l':;l 
ii~'$ 

!JiS\~ 
11ij\~ 

,i:,;S,~ 
• > 

,~~ 

CJ:'~~ 
ll'.:.'~~ 
,~~ 

1j'~ 

011ij':J 

1:i. 

> 

'?:;l 
> 

1j\~ 

l'~~ 
r~i:i 
r~i:i 

'j':lri • T 

l'~,~ 
,j,~~ 

m,S,.::::iri 
T •.· 

1j'~i:i 
i1j'~'.:::Jr1 

T ••• • : 

••• 1• 

11:'ij'~ 
1ji5'.:;i 

NIF'AL. 

1i.::::i~ 
il~i:l? 

11·,j,.::::ij 
T ; 

r,;j,.:::J~ 

'J:,i51:Jj 
1ji:l~ 

oriin:Jj 
I; 

ll)ij,:;i~ 
,~ij1.:::J~ 

1i:i,:t 

1i:i1, 
1i:ir:i 

as Oir,i 

1i:i: 
ns Oip~ 



HEBREW GRAMMAR. 

REMARK 1.-The perfect contracts by expulsion of 
waw or yodh; upon which the two short vowels of the 
stem coalesce into one long sound. C~ results from a 

primitive qawam ( qa-am, qam); .n~ from mawith (ma-ith, 
maith, mcth); t,;;l from bawush (ba-ush, baush, bosh). 
In the 2nd pers. the first vowel of the stem is also 
ejected. The curious 'l:1,~'~ is mostly regarded as a 

shortened form from hif'il. But it may be that the 
chief (second) vowel of the stem is sounded before the 
second radical, and that the two coalesce; binothi = 
bayinothi. The o is a trace of the old nominal ending of 
the stem. 

In the imperat., infin. constr., and imperfect, the a, i, 
or u, of the stem sounds before the second radical, and 
the two unite in a prolonged vowel: Ni::l go! = haw', 
j'~ discern! = biyn, c~p rise! = quwm. So in the 
impfs. Ni.l:, i'-~:, o~p~. The prefix ya, thus forming an 
open sylla~le, has its vowel lengthened. ~,::i has the 
prefix yi, like the strong verb; ~i.l~ (<;ere in open syll.). 

In the imperat. i1~~p the waw is dropped, and the 
short stem-vowel u modified as usual. So also in the 
jussive cp:; which by retraction of the accent becomes 

Oj?!j way-ya-qom. 
The participle 0~ is identical with the perf. 3 sing. 

Cf. nouns like Sr;;~. The pass. pt. O~i' = qa-wum, the 
waw and first vowel being expelled. 

REM.ARK 2.-The nif. oip1 seems to come from C)p, 
by sounding the second vowel before the waw; hence 
naqawm, naqom, naqom; qame<; being due to the open 
syll. Or the l;olem may spring from a compensative 
for u;a. 

cir0 infin. and cip~ impf. were originally hanqawam, 
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yahanqawam; becoming haqqa-am, haqqam, hiqqom; 
yanqam, yaqqam, yiqqom, successively. 

Hif. t::i'ptl = O'iPi'.'I, with the waw rejected. So Oj?~:, 
= l:l1p~. The i and u of the prefixes modify in the 
open syllable thus arising. 

REMARK 3.-In nif. and hif. perf. the sound i follows 
the stem before consonantal suffixes, as in verbs iJ"iJ (to 
which refer). It is accented, and Kalisch calls it 
euphonic. But cf. on '1:\1)'~ Rem. 1 above. The hif. 
particip. is of the form i'p~~; thus tl'i~~, mi-qim, 
meqim. 

REMARK 4.-The pf. and impf. flexions ii-;, '--:--, \ 
are unaccented. Thus ii~R she rose; ;,~p ptc. f. rising. 

REMARK 5.-The stems polel, polal, etc., formed by 
doubling the 3rd radical, 0~1p = qawmem, are found 
as intensives in these verbs. Pi'el, pu'al, etc., are rare 
and late; e.g., i~~, o~p. 

REMARK 6.-It may be that these verbs were originally 
biliterals; and that they owe what likeness they bear 
to the triliteral verb to the strong feeling for analogy, 
al ways at work in language, and ever striving to reduce 
peculiar or isolated growths to uniformity. In that 
case o~p, ,,.~ will not be vestiges of old triliterals, but 
later results of this law of language. 



98 HEBREW GRAMMAR. 

,vEAK VERBS l)"l,'. (DOUBLE 'AnN.) 

:l~~ surrounded, Ti~ plundei·ed. 

1. These verbs often present contracted forms. Thus 
perf. 3 sing. masc. :ll;l. The 1st vowel of the stem :l~Q 
is thrown out, and the 2nd takes its place. No vowel 
is left between the 2nd and 3rd radicals, which therefore 
form but one sound, and are represented by one sign. 

As soon as the word gains a new ending, the doubled 
letter is heard; as in :,~~ 3 sing. fem. 

2. Before a consonantal suffix the stem keeps the old 
nominative ending ~ (= u), thus making the doubled 
letter distinctly heard, and preventing the meeting of 
three consonants: e.g., 'J:ii~~- So a ' ( = i) follows the 
stem in the imperat. pl. f., and impf. 2 and 3 pl. fem. 
(The , may = ~; as in Arabic maddata for madadta.) 

3. The impf. is :lb: or :li:.,\ Here the stem vowel is 
uttered before the 2nd radical; and the prefix ya forms 
an open sy II., and therefore its vowel changes, as in 
the first form; or the first rad. is doubled to close the 
syll., as in the second form. In the latter case, the 
doubling is regarded as transferred from the final to 
the first radical; cf. ~:l~\ But sometimes botlt are 
doubled· cf. ~t-1.:l'. 

' t,T• .• 

4. Kif. :lP; for :l~~~, hif. :lt;!iJ for :l;;l~0, hof. :lf;l~M for 
:l~~:::r, are explained by rules 1 and 3. The 2nd vowel 
of the stem is sounded before the 2nd radical, the two 
similar radicals coalesce, and the short vowel left in the 
open 1st syll. is modified. 

5. The stems po'el, po'al, hithpo'el, are often found in 
these verbs instead of the intensive pi'el, etc. 

6. The accent remains on the stem before the 
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suffixes '-:-, M-:-, ~; as '~O. ·when i, '-:; follow the stem, 
it rests on them. But the grave OJ:), jtl are always 

accented. 
NOTE 1.-Verbs with e, o as 2nd stem vowel are 

found in this class also; e.g., o~, melted, nif. of Ot,~; 
~~, shot, from :J:l":). Sometimes the imperat. and impf. 
qul have patha]:i; e.g., S~ roll away! et~ he lays icaste; 
for l:l~t!i'. - ; . 

NOTE 2.-Such forms as ~61,! they are about devising, 

from C~!, instead of the usual ~~T~, may be compared 
with the 2nd impf. qal. The accent being withdrawn 
from the penult, that syllable lost weight. So :,7-t~ for 
:,~~;. But perhaps like ~j?.?J:1, 1 plur. pf. of l:l~J;l, they 
are relics of an older state of the lang1;1age, when these 
verbs were strictly biliteral, like i"l,', l"'t"?, etc. 

NoTE 3.-It must not however be forgotten that it 
is just as likely that all verbs were originally tri
literal; in which case l:l~p, etc., would present examples 

of phonetic decay. The Assyrian said ►::B ET + 
cavanu or camanu for p~; and ►::B ~ ea-am for 
on. Cf. pp. 96, 97, Rem. 6. 

NOTE 4.-The impf. with waw consec. is in qal .:ll?!), 
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VERB 'A YIN DOUBLED (Vl,'). 

Perfect sing. 3. m. 

3. f. 

2.m. 

2. f. 

1. 

plur. 3. 

Infin. abs. 

constr. 

2. m. 

2. f. 

1. 

Imperat. sing. m. 

f. 

plur. m. 

f. 

Imperf. sing. 3. m. 

3. f. 

2. m. 

2. f. 

1. 

plur. 3. m. 

3. f. 

2. m. 

2. f. 

1. 

Participles act. and reflex. 

pass. 

QAL. 

:io 
~~~ 

tiifa~ 
rii~r;, 

'J:-ii~O 
~~~ 

OJ:'bO 
jl)i~O 
~)i~r;, 
:ibi;:i 

:ib 
:ib 

'.~o 
~~l:i 

i"lj'~C:, 
T •.• ••• 

:ii:l~ :ib~ 

:ib~ 
:ib~ 

'.~o~ 
:ii:,~ 

~~i:5! 
i'i)'~C:,r-, 

T ~;3ry 
m 'icr-i 

T •• • •• : 

:ibJ 
:i➔;c:, 

:i~~l? 

(In Aram. 
usual.) 

~tlr:, 
:ibr:i 

'~l?J:l 
~izl~ 
~~t? ;,,~~~ 

~:ll!lt-1 m~~n 
T ; • 

~r;,~ 
;,~~~ 

ryi~P? 
rii~r,? 

'J:-ii~r;,, 
~~~~ 

tmi~C) ... - : 

p:,i~1;q 
~)i~r;,~ 
:iil!l;:, 
:i~;:, 
~~0 

'~~0 
~~~0 

ii?$~0 
:i~~ 

~~r:, 
:i~r:, 

'~~r:, 
~~~ 
~~~~ 

i'i)'~l!lt-1 
T "o" • • 

~~~r:, 
i'i)'~l!lt-1 

T •; - • 

~~~ 

~i;:i~ 
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HIF'IL. HOF'AL. PO.EL. PO'AL • 

.:JP:J .:J!;)~iT .:J;;iio .:J~io 
:i;~:::i :,f~~:, :,~~it;> :,;i~,I? 

t1i~o:, z,,~r;,~:, 
> • 

r-i.:J:iio r;,:;i~,o 
T • -: T : -

t1i~o:, tli~r;,~i1 r;,:;i;iio r-1.:J.:JiO . -: : : -
• > • > > • 

'1:1:;i~io '1'.'l,~l;l::J '1'.'l,~l;l~i1 'J:l:;i~,o 
~~~:::i ~~t5~:, ~.:J:;iio ~.:J~io 

t:mboi1 cry,~r;,~:, c~:;i;iio c~:;i;i,o ... . -: 

jryi~l;l::J jJ:)i~l;l~iT fry:;i~io rry:;i;i,o 
> • • > • > ~J~~,o ~J-?~,o ~J,~l;l::J ~J,~i;,~:, 

.:Jt;?:, :Ji;,~:, .:J.;io .:J.;iio 
:Jo:, 

•• T 

.:Jt;?;:i .:J.;io 
'.~p:, '~~ii? 
~~~iJ ~.:J.:JiO 

: ' 
i1J'~o:, 

>. 

:iJ:;i.;,o 
T ".' • -: 

.:JP: :JI;)~' .:J.:JiO' .:J;liO~ .. : 

.A.ram . .:J~~ .:J~~ 

.:JP.J;l .:J~~r-i .:J.:Jior-i .:J;liOJ;i .. : 

.:JPJ;I .:Jr;,~r-i .:J.;iOJ;l .:J;liOJ;l 

'~~l;I '~~~r-i '.:J.:Jior-i '~:;iioJ:1 . : : 

.:JP~ .:Jl;l~N .:J.;io~ .:J;liO~ 

~~P.! ~~P~' ~.:J,io~ ~.:J.:JiO~ 

i!J'~Or-1 i1J'~t:,~r-, 
>,·, • :i.'. • 

:iJ.:J.:Jior-, m.:J.:Jior-, 
T ••• • : T '." -

T; •• : T ; - : 

~~P.l;I ~~~~r-, ~.:J.:JiOl:l ~.:J.:JiOJ;l 
m.:J~ior-i 

>. 
:iJ'~Or-1 j1Jl~t:)~t-, m.:J.:Jior-, 

T; •• : T ; - : 
T '." •: T '," -

.:J~iO? .:J;liO? .:JP.~ .:Jt:,U 

.:JP.~ .:J;;liOf.? 
.:J~~~ .:J~io~ 
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VERB LAM.EDH 'ALEF (NS) 

Perfect sing. 3. m. 

3. f. 

2. m. 

2. f. 

1. 

plur. 3. 

2. 111. 

2. f. 

1. 

Infin. abs. 

constr. 

Irnperat. sing. m. 

f. 

plur. rn. 

f. 

Irnperf. sing. 3. m. 

3. f. 

Jussive 

2. m. 

2. f. 

1. 

plur. 3. m. 

3. f. 

2. m. 

2. f. 

1. 

lmperf. with suff. 

Participles act. and reflex. 

pass. 

QAL. 

N~~ 
:,~~; 
J:'N~~ 
1"\N~~ 

'J'.'N~~ 
~N~b 

; 1,-

01"\N~b 
"." T : 

jryN¥~ 
~)N¥~ 
Ni~~ 
N'.'l~ 
N~'? 
'~~~ 
~N~~ 

mN~b 
T ••• : 

N¥~~ 
N~br-1 

T ; • 

N~~J:l 
'N~br-1 . ; : 

N~bN 
T; ••• 

m~dbr-i 
T •,- : • 

~N1f?J:l 
mN~br-1 

T ••• ; • 

N¥f.?~ 

'~~¥~~ 
N~b 

N~1~ 

:,~~~~ 

J:Nif?~ 
1"\N~~~ 

'J:"N*~~ 
~N~~~ 

OJ'.;IN~f.?~ 
iZ)N¥~~ 
~)Nib) .. : . 

N~f?~ 
N~b:, 

•• T • 

N~~i'.1 
'~~~i'.1 
~N~b:, 

; IT • 

mN~b:, 
T '." T • 

N~~~ 
N~br-1 

•• T • 

'N~br-1 
' : IT 0 

N~~~ 
~N~~~ 

:,?N¥~J:1 
~N~br-1 

: IT 0 

:,?Nj~t;, 
N~~~ 

PI'EL. 

N~~ 

:,~~~ 

J:'N~~ 
1"\N~~ 

'J'.'N¥~ 
~N¥~ 

OZ::,N¥~ 
jljN~~ 
~)N¥~ 

N~~ 

N¥~ 
N~~ 

'~~~ 
~N~~ 

:,~N~~ 
N¥~; 

N~~J;i· 
N~~J;i 

'~~~J;I 
N~~~ 

~N~~~ 
mN~br-1 

T •,• - ; 

~N~br-1 

mN~b~ 
T '." - ; 

N~~~ 

'~~¥~: 
N~~~ 



N¥f.? 
:iN~b 

n~~b 
T ,. •,, 

J1N~b .. ' 
'l1N~b ...... 

~N~b 
: ... 

t:l?)N~~ 

jlJN~~ 
UN~~ 

N~b' 
T '•. : 

N~br-1 
T '•,: 

N~br-1 
T ••. : , 

'N~br-1 . : ·-.: 
N~bN 

T •._ -: 

:·m~ibr-1 
T '," ... : 

~N~br-1 
: ... : 

ilJNibr-1 
T 'o" •,: 

N~b) 
T '\: 

N'~f.?0 
:iN'~b:, 

T • : • 

J1N~b:, 
T " ! • 

J1N~f.?;:'1 
'l1N~b:, 
~-N,~~~ 

t:lJ::IN~~;:-t 

JJ::IN~f.?;:'1 
~~N¥f.?0 

N~~0 
N'~b:, . : -
N~b:, .. : -

'~'*"='0 
~N'~~0 

i"'t)N~b:, 
T '." : -

N'~b' . : -
N'¥f.?J:1 
N'~~J:1 
,~,~~JJ 
N'~b~ 

~N'¥~~ 
:,)N~br-1 

~~,~~~ 
:i,Njf.?J:1 

N'~b) . : -. 
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:iN~b:, 
T:: •., 

JiNib:, 
T •• ; •,, 

J1N~b:, .. : ... 

'l1Nib:, ... : '•, 

~N~b:, 
: : ·•, 

t:ll1N1b:i 
·.· - : • .• 

Jl)N¥~ry 
~)Nj~) 

N~b' 
T ; '• 

N1f.?r:i 
N~br-1 

T ; ••• 

'N~br-, . ; : ... 

N~bN 
T;-._ 

~N~b' 
:,)N~~r-, 

T ._. ; "• 

~N~f.?r:, 
ilJNibr-, 

T '." : • ._ 

N~~~ 

HITHPA'EL. 

N¥~S:,:, 
:iN~br,:, 

T ; - ; 

J:,N~~ry;:-t 

l'1N¥~r;,0 
't,N~~r;,0 

~N¥,.,i'.'10 

t:lJ'.'.IN~~i'.10 
p;,N~~r;,ry 
UN¥~r;,ry 

N~~i} 

N~~0 
'~1~1;1t'I 
~N1~Z:,~ 

:,)N~?.:4'1:-t 
T '." - ; • 

N~bti' - - : . 
N~~J;il:1 
N~~S:,J:1 

'~1,.,1711:1 
N~~J'.i~ 
~N~~l'? 

ilJN~br,r-, 
T '." - : • 

~N~~r;,J:1 
:i)N~bl1J':1 

T ••• - ; • 

~~"'N 
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WEAK VERBS N"S. 

N¥~found. 

In verbs of this class the chief differences are due to 
the coalescence of N with preceding vowels. The effect 
of this union is in most cases a corruption of those 
vowels: e.g., N¥~ not N~~; J:'IN~~ instead of J;l~~~
yere is the vowel of 1st and 2nd pers. perf. in all stems 
but qal; and seghol of the impf. plur. fem. throughout; 
perhaps after the analogy of verbs i"l"S. 

When a vowel directly follows it, the N maintains its 
weak consonantal force; as in i"I~¥~ ma-1;9' a. So with 
objective suffixes '9~~t?~ yim<;a-'akha. 

N OTE.-A few verbs of this class have <;ere (1) as 2nd 
vowel; N~r;' hated. 

REMARK 1.-W aw consecutive does not throw the 
accent forward in verbs N"S; thus '1:IN¥~1-

REMARK 2.-The N is sometimes omitted in writing; 
'l".'i)i? for 'J".'iN'1~- In Aramaic the N"S include Hebrew 
i"I"? verbs. Their close connection is further seen from 
the intermixture of their forms in later, and in poetic 
writings; N"S often taking the vowels, and sometimes 
the i"I and ' of il"S; and occasionally vice versa. 

N in place of i"I may be called an Aramaism. 

"WEAK VERBS i"l"S ('"S), AND ('''S). 

i"I~~ bared ('~~), i"I~~ bowed down (''~). 

The i"I of these verbs is a mere vowel-sign, standing 
for qame<; in the unpointed writing. Y odh or waw was 
the primitive 3rd radical; which was dropped. Final a 
appears in all the perfs. ; the impfs. end in i"I-:_:- = e, 
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'- becoming first '-::-, then '-~ or it-:;-. Y odh in these 
forms almost wholly supplanted waw: the latter is seen 
in ,~~, '1:11~t;; but cf. 3 pl. ~,rp as if from it~~- So 
il.,ttti~~' hithpalel from ;,,:,~ = ,r:,~. 

REMARK 1.-The pf. 3 f. ;,i,\~ is a fuller form of the 
old fern. r,~f, which occurs with th_e suffixes, e.g., 
'~J:l~f, ';JJ;'I~~- Its pausal form is ilJ:'17f, with which 
compare such nouns as ilJ:'17~, i1J:'171Y, and the Assyrian 
fem. 'ilatu, 'ilati, 'ilata, goddess. 

REMARK 2.-The constr. infin. r,;S~ = glawat, glat; 
a fem. form, like that of '"0 and f"O verbs. 

REMARK 3.-The ' of these verbs is firm in the pass. 

part. '~'~' and in the pausal forms ;,:?Ji perf. 3 sing. f.; 
~'7? impf. 3 pl. m. 

REMARK 4.-Before objective suffixes the vowel
ending disappears; pf. 1~f, ~j~f, impf. 'h?. 

REMARK 5.-Waw consecutive with qal perf. does 
not affect the place of the accent; e.g., 'J:'1'7~1- In the 
other stems, it throws the accent forward; as '1'.1".~~l 

REMARK 6.-All the stems but pu'al and hof'al _have 
jussive forms: qal St, nif. St, pi. St, hif. '~.\ hithp. ,~~:. 
The old termination is dropped, and a euphonic vowel 
sounded where needful, as in the case of segholatc 
nouns. 

The impf. with suffixes appears as qal ')~?, pi. '~~t, 
hif. '~:??-

REMARK 7 .-In Assyrian no distinction is made be-

tween verbs N"S, il"S, rS, and '"'· 
On the other hand, verbs rs are not confounded with 

'"O, as in Hebrew. 
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VERB LAMEDH HE (:iS). 

Perfect sing. 3. m. 

3. f. 

2. m. 

2. f. 

1. 

plur. 3. 

Infin. abs. 

constr. 

2. m. 

2. f. 

I. 

Impcrat. sing. m. 

f. 

plur. m. 

f. 

Imperf. sing. 3. m. 

3. f. 

2. m. 

2. f. 

1. 

plur. 3. m. 

3. f. 

2. m. 

2. f. 

]. 

Participles act. & reflex. 

,, pass. 

QA.L. 

ii?~ 
ilnSi i:,~~; 
1"1'~~ 

'1"1'?~ ·,s; 
on,,; 

·.• . : 

lD'~~ . . ~. 
lJ'7~ 

;-, ii-~; 
J"li~~ 
ii~~ 
'~~ ,,i 

il~,,i 
T ","; 

il7.? 
il~~i, 
ils~~ 
'~~r:, 
ii?,~~ ,,~~ 

il~,,.:ir, 
T •.• ; • 

,, .:ir:, 
. ) . 

m,,.:in 
T ~-i.~~ 

i17"b ,,~~ 

NIF'At. 

il?.:1~ 
ilnS~~ 

J"IT'~~~ 
T •• ; • 

1"1'~~~ 
•) . 

'l:''7.~, ,,~, 
0.i1'?~~ 1~,s~~ 

,~,7.~~ 
n;-, 1i'~~~ 

1"\i?~~ 
il?~il 
,s;~ 
,s;~ 

m,i.f~il 
T '."'T • 

ii?~' il,;n 
nS;n 

•,· T • ,,~n 
• T • 

il?.f~ ,,~, 
il~,,~r; 

T 'o" T 0 

,,~r:, 
ii~,,~;, 

T~-~~•~ 

ilj~~ 

ii?~ 
T • 

ill"\~~ n,~; 
(t,'?~) n,~~ 
\I''.''~~ ,,~ 

01"1'?~ 
l~'~~ ,~,,~ 

MS~ 
J"li?~ 
il?~ 
'~~ 
,~~ 

m,,~ 
T •: -

ii~~~ 
il?~l:' 
il~~r:, 
'~~~ 
il?~~ ,,~~ 

m,,.:in· 
T '.' - ; 

,~ ~r:, 
m,,.:ir, 

T~-~;ij 
·.· - : 

il?~i.? 



ru'AL. 

i1~] 
nMS; 
~'~~ T •• ••• 

M'~~ 
,r,,~; 

,s; 
OM'~; 

16'~~ 
1j'~] .. ·•, 

i1~.)' n,;n 
ns;;., 
,s;;., 
nS~~ ... •,. -: ,,.), 

m,,.)~ 
··,s;n 

m,,;;, 
Tn·s·.)~ 

...... : 

i1~.)i1 

nMS~n 
~,~~M 

T ••: • 

(M'-) 

M;~~·i'.'T 
•>. 

'M'7)1i . ,S~~ 
0M'~.)i1 

llJ'~~~ 
,~,~~I} 

i1?~iJ 
r,;~~iJ 

i1~~tT 

'7~t! 
,~~tT 

m,,~;, 
T '.' ; -

i1~.)' 
n,~ti 
n~~l'.:' 
'~~l'.:' 
n7~~ 

,~.)~ 
m,,.)i, 

T •,• ; -

,~.)t, 
m,,~n 

T ~i'i. ~~ 
i1~.)~ 

·,• ; -
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HOF'AL. 

i1~.)i1 

nriS~~ 
T : ; T 

r,,~.) i1 
T ••; T 

r,,~.)i1 

,r,,~~~ 
,S~J, 

OM'~~~ 

16,S~o 
,j,S.);, 
nS~~ 

MiS~~ 
; T 

ii~.)' 
•:: T 

i1~.)n 
ns;;, 
,S~n 
i1~~~ 

•: ; T 

,~.)' 
m,,.)~ 

T,S~n 
n~,,~~ 

TM,~.); 
•::T 

HITHPA'EL, 

i1~~ri1i 
nriS;ri;, 
r,T,~;r,n 

T •• - : • 

r,,7~r,iJ 
'1'.1'7 ~~i'.'T 

,~~i:,;:, 
C!J'7~~i'.'T 
iD''.?~ri 1, 

,j,~~~0 
ii~~i:,;, 

rii,)l'.11".'f 
n7~ri0 
'~~riiJ 
,~~~;:, 

;,~,,~r,;, 
T •_- - : • 

i1?.~J;i: 

i1~ ~i;it:i 
n~~Dl:I 
,7~~0 

i1?~Q~ 
,~~r,, 

m,,~~~ 
T,S~ri~ 

n~,~~nn 
T ·: - ; 

ii?~D~ 
n~~no 

•,• - ; . 
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YERBS ,vrTH TWO "WEAK RADICALS. 

These are such as Ni~ going, l)~, struck, .,"1~ cursed. 

Their special forms are determined by the peculiar 
weaknesses which as we have seen attach to certain 
radicals; and if the weak verbs already discussed be 
thoroughly mastered, no difficulty will be found in 
understanding these also. Each of them belongs, in 
fact, to two of the classes considered; Ni~ is rlJ and N"S, 
and its inflexion includes some of the peculiarities of 
both classes. N; lie u;ent, like qam, J:IN~ thou wentest, 
like ma9atha. Often a verb belongs wholly to one 
class, though it may have two weak radicals: e.g., 0~) 

fleeing, is a verb ,,,lJ, the ) being firm throughout the 
inflexion. 

LIST OF CO)fMON IRREGULAR FORMS . 

.:ltl~ paus . .:llj~ loved, suff. ;:i;iJt$; infin. :JM~~; usually 

:i;t;r~7; once i:l~::J~P; imper. ·_'.l;:t~, impf. :J::,~, ~:J~~J;l 
once; .:lt!N); .:ltl~~ (:J;:t~~), common form; .:ltl~~i-

Ni~ infin. entering; pf. N;, irnper. Ni~, :,~d twice; 

impf. Ni.:l~, N:l!i; hif. N'~tl, J:IN~:::t, and J:IN'~::J, CJ:,N'~~, 
and 01:IN~t;J; impf. N'~!, N~!i-

ti:J infin. abs. tuming pale, ashamed. Pf. ~i:J, ~:J, 
:,~i:J, 'J:it?:l, etc.; impf. ~.:l\ ~,:J~, '~bl::l, etc.; imper. 

ti:J; hif. ~ 1~i:,, ~~'~ry; also l)i~'~t' from ~'~i'.:'; hithpal. 

t~i:Jry~; part. ~:J. 
:i:~ was; pl. i::l)'.:1'~11, infin. abs. :,;;:r; constr. ni't', ni'~~' 

imperat. :,~:::,, fem. '~tJ, plur. ~',], ~'::t'; impf. :i;r,~, :i:~~' 
'0~.i, '0~), 'r:,J;li. Nif. :i~m. (Strictly rt. =/ell, so befel.) 
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1~::r walked. lnf. 7iS:,, constr. ,s:J, r,~~' suff. '1:'I~~. 
Impcr. pl. ~~/0, usually 1~, :,~~; pausal :,~7; also 1~; 
impf. 7Sr,,,~, and ,~~; also 1~i79; even 1~~~ twice; 

1~~\ pausal 17::1; 1~~.l, p. ,,~1; :,;~, p. :,;~~- (Some 

of these forms imply a rt. 1?; = 1~1-) 
:i7; (:i1n hif. speak, accost, own, praise, :i1i:,; infin. 

c . .ni1ii1; imper. ~,;:, pl.; impf. :,7_iN, suff. '97iN, once 

~~j,ilt$, like :,·p:,~; hithpa. :i11~0-
l-'1; knew. Part. ll1.i' fem. .n~'1i'; infin. abs. ~ii;, 

constr. r,~,, r,~i?, once :,~'17; suff. 'r:w,; imper. l.'1, 

:,~7 once; ~lJ7; impf. lJ1~, paus. lJ7~; :iv7~, paus. 

:,~;~; z-'j~j, once v,~.~; nif. 3-'jiJ, impf. v·w paus. l17?; 
pi. lJ1~; hif. ~'"'!iM; imper. l.'1iM, with suff. ')V.1"'!i1i, l.'1;1; 
hof. l)jiM once; hithpa. l)1j~~-

N¥; went out. Part. fem. Ti~~;,; infin. abs. Ni~;; 
constr. .nN~; imper. N~, ~N~; impf. N1~; N1\ N~~j; 

hif. N1~i1i; imper. N~ii1, suff. ')~1~ii1; hof. N¥~iT, part. 

f. t'IN~~b. 

W)~ af1·aid. Infin. constr. N,\ N,~, and 1i~7:7; 
imper. N'1~; impf. N"J'~, N"t, ~N7~ defectively; nif. N"JiJ; 

pi. pf. N'J\ inf. with suff. t:l~"1:~, part. pl. Cl'~7.:~. 
MR~ took. Infin. t!P?, rittp, imper. Mj?-, ni;:,~, pausal 

~MR; impf. Mp\ nr:,p~; pu. M~?, impf. Mp:. 
;,~~ spread, bent, bowed. Infin. constr. Mibt, impf. 

:,~\ b~,1, bl:,i, etc.; nif. pf. n~,; hif. i1~;:T; imperat. b;:t, 

~~1':T, impf. ;,~~, b~1, b~j. So n~, smitten; hif. 7:-:,, 1~1; 

M!~ sp1'inkled, l~.), and l~j. 
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N~, lifted. Infin. c. Ji~~' JiN~~; imperat. N~, ~N~; 

impf. N~\ 3 pl. ~N~~ pausal ~N~~; nif. NfP,, hif. N'~1~l. 

jN reached forth, gave, put, set. Infin. jli,, jM1; com

mon lit\ suff. 'J:'ll:I; imperat. jtl, -jl'.;I, n,J;I; impf. j~\ -jl'.;IJ:'1; 
nif. jN; hof. impf. jl:i~. Ps. 18. 41, nt,r:, = tit1r 

:,~'1 sau·. :-iN"), iNj, Is. 42. 20, Ji;Nj, JiiN7; n~7\ 
N1\ Nj~), N"Jl::\1, N7~1; nif. n~7,, n~,\ N")~.1; hif. n~7~, 
;"TN-,;, nN-,, N-,~, suff. '.)N-,'. 

T : • ' •: ;-) :--, • •• :-

~~., shouting. Hif. l1'!0, CJ:;IV'!t°J, CJ:;IV".l;:J, 3 pl. ~l1j0 

1 Sa. 17. 20; infin. l''"J;:i?, imperat. pl. ~l1'~;:t; impf. 

l}'"}:, 11":6; nif. l}i,~; pulal impf. 11ti\ hithpol. l'~"'lt:'~, 
impf. l1~"'11:'t$· 

:-iitJ grazed, Jed. In fin. Jiil,'7, imperf. ;,rr, l,''1~. 
:,~'1 bound. Pi. i"1~'1, hithpa. M~'11:'1', impf. 2 sing. 

V'J1;1J:'I. 
l1l'") broke, bruised, crushed. Infin. c. V'1, n~,; impf. 

l}1;; suff. C~,t;I; nif. l,''1~, impf. l}"'I\ hithpal. l}V,"'11:1~-
l'l}j stirred, roused, maddened; enraged, wiclced. Pf. 

l,''J, n~i; infin. l}"'I; imperat. ~l,''1; impf. l,''1\ l,''1~.1; hif. 

V"Jtl, t,il,'jtJ, ~V'JtT, part. l,''J~; infin. ll".1.1:T, V'J1'; impf. l1'1~, 
V'1:1; hithpal. l}il,i,1:1~?- A stem V"'t occurs, Is. 15. 4, 

to which l,''"1_~ might be referred. 

PARTICLES. 

These are certain subordinate forms, originally nouns 
or else demonstratives, which serve to qualify expressions 
of thought, and to manifest their mutual connection. 

The main words of the sentence receive the strongest 
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emphasis; subordinate words are liable to hasty utter
ance, as the speaker hurries on to the expression of the 
main ideas. Owing to this cause, and to their every
day use, which gives rise to the desire for 'brevity, 
subordinate words lose form, and display various stages 
of decay; some of them ceasing to exist as independent 
words, and always attaching to the words they qualify. 
In Hebrew there are three classes of particles, viz., 
adverbs, prepositions, and conjunctions. 

ADVERBS. 

1. Adverbs are particles which qualify epithets and 
descriptive words, i.e., adjectives and verbs. They also 
heighten or diminish the force of other adverbs. Their 
chief use is to modify predicates. Nouns are very com
monly used for this purpose, both with and without 
prepositional particles. The former method hardly 
needs illustration; e.g., n~~7 securely, lit. in trust. 

2. Nouns thus employed without prepositions are in 
the objective state, whether they have or have not the 
old accusative ending. 

Forms which retain the case-ending are O~r:t owpE!i.v, 
gratuitously, g1·oimdlessly, O~~~ in truth, really, from jlJ 
(l;inn), and l~~- This ending sometimes corrupted 
into om, as C~;J hither, from S;:T this, = woE, hue. 

"\Vithout the. mimmation we have such forms as i1~'.7 
by night; cf. O~i' by day. This includes all instances 
of so-called ii locale; e.g., ii~~~ northwards. 

3. All nouns used adverbially must be regarded as in 
the objective state or case, even when without the distinc
tive ending. They may be substantives, as i:l~Q step, = 
once; or adjectives as O'.~.l;I pe1fect, in 0'~0 1~~ he who 
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walks blamelessly; especially fem. forms, as riipi~ justly; 

and with the endings M'--:-, M\ as M'it,~ hereafter; 

M'~"')~ in Ammaic, like Grroce, 'EAA1]VlO'"TL, ~vpto-r[. 
Plurals masc. also occur; as l:l''"'.l~'~ uprightly. 

The so-called infinitives of verbs, especially hif'il, 
often have an adverbial force, and must be reckoned 
here; e.g., l:l~t;,i::, rising early, = early; ~'~'iJ welldoing, 
= 1cell; ;,~'10 multiplying, = greatly, much. 

N OTE.-,Vords thus used as adverbs often appear 
with their primar~r force as substantives: e.g., iN~ very 

(strength) ; 1iN~ ~~f with all thy strength; so i'1~'10 C'~~ 
many trees; l:l~,:t '~1 causeless bloodshed. 

4. Some adverbs are of demonstrative origin; e.g., 
orp there, = accus. of an old pronoun; cf. ~ relative; 
with :-t-:- of direction, i'1~t tliitlie1·. J~ thus, cf. 1, etc. 
;,j thus; :-i~b hither; Aram. it' tliis. So the interro
gative ::, ('lJ) num? 

N OTE.-This S;:i, like the article, assimilates th~ S, 
especially before a letter sounded with sh•wa; as l:lJ)'7~;:I. 
Before gutturals, as virtually doubled (implied daghesh), 

the pathali is retained, ip~~i;J; unless they have qame9, 
when seghol is used, as t!i1t:'li'.;1. In other cases 0, the 
commonest form appears; ~~~-~::i do they go? Ss~o does 

it fall? 

THE CHIEF ADVERBS. 

1. Of place. 
iin~ behind. 

i'1.~~ where? Takes suffixes. 

i1!9'~ " 
;·w~ '~ from where? 

1~~ where? 
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;9~ whither? 
r,~n outside. ";I, "7. 
oSti hither. 
i1p6 liither, here. 

l'1¥~M out, abroad, foras. 

il~~\J yonder ! ultra. 
ii! here; and ii!~-

:,~! westward (to the sea). 
!'~: to the right. 
:,j here, hither (rarely). 

l'i.:ll il~ hither and thither. 
r,~~~ indoors, ev8ov. 
f~M~ outside, foris. 
i'1~~ downzcards. 
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i:l!~ on the west. So :J~~~ on the south 
Sli~~ above. i'1~~~ upicards. 
ni:,r:,~ below. 

,~~ in front. iJ~~-
0~ there, Cl~~ from there, thence. 

M~'7P eastwai·d. 
2. Of time. Some adverbs of place transferred; e.g., 

Cl~ then. 
T~ then (past and future). Cf. olim. 

T~~ of yore. 
il~,i:,~, 11

;, "~ at last.' 
j.;, '":,.t,~ afterwards. 

r!i~~ last night. 
SibJ;'~ yeste1·day. 

ip:i early. "':J~ every morning. 
oi~;:i to-day. 

jtl, i'qi} here! lo! \Yith suffixes. 

01.t? not yet. 
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O~i' by day. 

ir:t~, ~,i:,~ together, simul. 
oi~~ at present, at that time (past or fut.). 

0'~~7 formerly. 
:,"10~ soon, speedily. 

iry~ to-nwri·ow. 

J"\jlj~Z) " 
'tl~ when? 'tl~ il} how long? 

M¥), Ml)'? alu·ays. 
. -iiV again; yet; iil,' Nt, no moi·e .. Takes 

suffixes. 

:i~b-il} hithe1·to. 
:,~-il,] how long? 

O~iV, O~iV~ always ; f 01· ever. 
:,~l' now. 

V?:1~, O~J'.'I~ suddenly. 
oid,~ three days ago. 
,,~~ perpetually. 

3. Manner. 
S;~ in tmth, profecto. 2. nay mther, 

immo vero. 
''?~N perhaps. 

O?~N howeve1·, oi µ~v a.A)\Cf. 
1'~, :,~,~ how? 

l:~, j'~ (is, ai·e) not; l~~tp almost. With 
suffixes. 

,~, l~~ certainly, in affirm. answers. 2. 
only (restrictive). 

s~ not, ne; µ~. 

i~~ in truth, verily. 
N~:)~ so, then; e.g., who, then? rt~ 1ron:; 

with intensive force. 
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ilE:l'~ !tow? 

C~t$ no more, non amplius. "t$f sine. 
~~ also, even; yea more. 

s~, '7f not, poet. 
'J:l~~ with ~ not: negatives an infin. constr.; -

so as not . .. 
''1 with genit. ':! enough. 

t:J~ also. 
~'~',j well. 
i1~7t'T muclz. 

ir:i~, ~'1~~ toget!ter, una. 
iJ:1: exceedingly. 

of as, like. Poet. iO-fl. 
;p ... ~ as ... so. 

il~, j;i so, thus. 
il~;l !tow much? how often? 

. Sil wholly. i17;. 
N', ~;Snot. 

,~~ alone, by self, with suffixes. 
,~'.' greatly, strongly. 
~ll~ little. ~31~ 110 by little and little. 

~3}~~ almost, quickly. 
t'i~":! much, enough. 

P'1 only. 'J:\~1~ 0~1;1~ pi vos solum. 
4. Of cause. 

il~~ where/ 01·e? 
j.J7, f :;i? therefo1·e. 

i1~7, ii~?, l'r'I~ w!ty? 
i1~-S31 ,, 

p-S11 there/ ore. 
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PREPOSITIONS. 

These are particles which define the relations between 
nouns. Like adverbs, they are themselves nouns or 
pronouns in the objective state. The most common 
have been worn down to mere prefixes. The nouns in 
connection with prepositions are strictly in the genitive 
(as is clear in Arabic); and many prepositions indicate 
this by their form, which is that of the construct state. 
Like the nouns, many prepositions take suffixes. 

2. To express relations with greater exactness, com
pound prepositions may be used. This follows from 
the fact that a noun in the constr. state may precede 
another in the same state: e.g., 1~ll~ = 1~1' + l~, from 
u·ith me. 

3. Many adverbs came to be used as prepositions also; 
e.g., it,~ behind; i~~ before. 

1. Prepositions denoting place. 

'iii~ behind. 
SN -~s~ towm·ds . ... , ... ·.-: 

'¥~ nem· ; beside. 
n~, ni~ (prefix marking the object of tran

sitive verb) ; as to. 

:J in i~:J. 
' ' ' . t~ between. 

? Ti':J within. 
i~V.:;i, ',;µ7 beyond. 

i~; behind, after. ita. around. 

:i7p.~ in midst of 

1in:i ,, 
'~E?~ before. 
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MWJP~ tozcards, to meet. 
, j~, '~~ from. 
~~~ 11~-s~ toicards. '· ... 7 f~M~ without 

i~?,, n~i before. 
ii,J, '1~ (so far as) to. 
s~, '~P. on. 
~ Si,J~ above (rest). 

', :J':JC:, around. 
' rin~ beneath. S rinr.i~. - - : - - . 
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Many of these forms may have j~ or 7, or both pre
fixed, as well as ~ following them: e.g., ,,~~~ from 
before; ? 1'1TJl'.:1~7 to underneath . . . Cf. oi~~~-

2. Of time. 

Prepositions of place also serve to mark relations of 
time: e.g., 

'1i:;r~ after. 
fin, on. 

''~' before. j~ from, etc. 

3. Of manner. 

ri~ (= 'int) with. n~~ from with. 

fl~:l, jl~~, '~~~, '~:I~, 'J:1~~ n·itlwut. 
· '1~~~, · '1~~~~ save, etccept. 

'1.f, ~1,? according to. 
ri~~T, 'J:'l?~T besides, save. 

j~ t•~n etvcept . 
.;) :i ,~:i as like. 
• :~~', '~~ ii/proportion to. 

j~ ,~'7 e,rcept. i~~~-
0~ with. 

Mt:11:l instead of. 
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4. Of cause. 

f by, though. i~~
''1f for. 

. . i1p on account of. 

~~~~' ,~:i~~, ill~ because of. 
ll~~, ,~~~' '~~~, '':!~i-Sll, :ipv. fo1· the sake of. 

CON JUNCTIONS. 

These are particles which join clauses and sentences. 
They are (i.) co<.irdinate, i.e., those which connect in
dependent sentences; (ii.) subordinate, those which 
connect dependent with principal sentences. 

By origin many are adverbs and prepositions, which 
become conjunctions by the addition of '~ or .,~~; e.g., 

.,~~ ill~ because (on account of the fact that ... ). 
Some are pronouns, e.g., '~ that, because, etc. 

Often the same word is used, sometimes as a pre
position or adverb, sometimes as a conjunction: e.g., 

j~~ because of, and because, since; il'~~ on account of, 
and in order that ... ; cii.~ not yet, and before. Thus 
the same terms may serve to connect parts or wholes of 
speech. 

1. COORDINATE CONJUNCTIONS. 

l and. (Also couples subordinate clauses.) Perhaps 
from ~l nail. Preserved in the pretone, : i~l Cl7~V, 
especially when words are spoken in pairs, e.g., ~i15) ~i1r-1. 

Before a letter with sh8 wa, or a labial, it becomes \ 
'")~,; commonly the vowel is indistinct, e.g., ii:1,?1, If 
the sound ', follow, the two sh"was coalesce as mual in 
l_iireq, e.g., 'i'.'1;1 becomes '0'1. Waw consecutive with 
the impf. becomes 1, and the following letter is doubled; 
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e.g., ip~Z:i). (Perhaps the second , of ,1 is here assimi
lated; wawyifqodh becoming wayyifqodh; wawtifqodh, 
wattifqodh ; cf. "1~~ for "11~\ The qamec; become8 
patha]:i in the toneless closed syll.) 

iN or. iN ... iN either ... or 
C~~N on the contrary. 

,~ but. 
9~ also. 

'~ 9~ add that ... , much more; much less. 
'~ O~~ only that, nevertheless. 

Cl~ also. Cl~ ... Cl~ both ... and. 
Cl~ \;;i but. 

2. SUBORDINATE CONJUNCTIONS 

'~~N perhaps, if not, unless. 
''11:)~ afte1·; and with "1~~

S~ so that not, lest. 
CJ~ if. 

"li?~ that, on, because, OTE, when. 
"1~~~, "~~RV.,"~ !l'~ because, since. 

iiV'.il u;hile. 
01~, C":)~~ before. 

"1~~~ just as. 
'.:;) because,Jor, on, when, if. 0~ '.:;) unless. ~s if, NS~S unless, ,,~S. 

"1~~ i~~7 in order that. 
'':!.~ as often as ... 

il?, "1~~-il), ,~-il? until. 
Cl~ ili] ,, 

i~ lest. 
Ml:tl:I, "1~~ "l:I, '~ "l:I because. 
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INTERJECTIONS. 

Besides mere emotional cries, not referable to roots, 
a few nominal and verbal forms are used as inte1:jec
tions, e.g., 

j~~ be it so! 
:i;ry, ~:l~ come! age, agite ! 

o:, silence ! 
:,~~,6 µ~ y/voLTO (= ftr TO °(3E/317Aov, per

haps like ES To /3~pa0pov). 
N~ pray! Nt',~ do not, pray ! 



PART III. 

SYNTAX. 
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OF WORDS IN SENTENCES. 

Syntax means arrangement or construction of words 
and clauses, so as to form sentences. 

2. A simple sentence is the expression of a complete 
thought or judgment. A judgment involves (i.) some
what about which one thinks, and (ii.) something thought 
about it. 

That about which one thinks is called the subject; 
that which is thought about it is called the predicate. 
The subject may be a noun (or its equivalent) or even a 
whole clause; such also may the predicate be, but most 
commonly it is a verb. Of particles some serve to show 
the connection between thought and thought (conjunc
tions), some enter into the composition of the subject or 
predicate (prepositions), and others modify the meaning 
of either, as adverbs. 

3. The verb is strictly a descriptire word; it tells 
something about some other thing (the subject); and 
therefore cannot itself be used as subject. 

4. The laws of agreement between subject and pre
dicate, and between their constituent nouns, adjectives, 
pronouns, and verbs, are the same for Hebrew as for 
other languages. For certain exceptions mostly dne to 
the sense or idea overriding the form of expression, sec 

below. 

ORDER OF THE ,voRDS IN A SENTENCE, 

NATURAL AND EMPHATIC. 

1. The natural order in Semitic, as distinct from 
Arvan speech, is first the subject, then the predicate: 
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,r:i~ :i1~~ ~~';::iS~ :i,~~ Jalnl'e oui· God, Jahwe (is) One. 
: :,~'1~ i~l,' :i::, j~J~! and Qayin became a tille1· of g1·ound. 

X OTE. - N~:i, :,!, Cl:J, etc., often serve as copula: 
:,~,~ N~:, Y'J~ .,~O avoiding evil ( is) wisdom. Cl::'.! :,~~ 
S~-,~~ '~~ these (are) the sons of Ismel. :i::, is strictly 
not a copula., but originally meant fell, then befel, 
happened, i.ylvt:.ro. 

2. If the predicate is made up of a transitive verb 
and its object, the latter comes next to the verb, and is 
followed by any adverbial extension of the predicate, if 

there be such: :,7iN~ ii):f 'J:'l;'?'-li~ ClJ;l7'1,:,1 and ye 
icill bring down my gray hair in so1·1·ow to the underworld. 

NoTE.-A pronoun with prefix is inserted between 
the verb and the object; i:;l'J;:t-li~ '9~ p~j~ may he 
fasten the plague upon thee .1 

3. This order is constantly broken from the desire to 
lay stress upon particular words. :i,;:i~ n~~ 'J:1~ me hath 
Jalw;e sent; :,~~p~~ ''"!!~ it was from my hand that 
thou requiredst it. For the most part the predicate 
is regarded as the chief member of the sentence, 
and therefore precedes; especially when it is a verb 

with the conjunction waw. ''"!i:J_;i SJr;,1 '~~ n~rp glad 
'leas my heart, and danced my g~ory. :,li?~ :~:1 :Ji~ good 
and upright (is) Jalnce. -,b~? ClJ:lN t~'.1 he charged them, 
saying. The emphatic adverbs s~, NS, are commonly 
expressed before the verb : n~"'}J:i NS thou shalt not kill! 

4. This feeling for emphasis may further cause re
petition of the subject, the verb, or the object. The 
subject may be virtually repeated by means of a pro

noun: ~r~~ :ir.lJ~ P7l~ '~~ for me, tltrough justice I be
hold tl,y face. An<l so in the case of the object, which 
may be expressed before the verb, an<l rcpeate<l after it 
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by a pronoun ; ;-:,z,~ 0'~~~ 0'"!! 0~1'.'~7~ your land, 
strangers eat it up. An emphatic verb may have its 
abs. in fin. before or after it: Ti~bl;l nib thou sltalt surely 
die I A suffix may be strengthened by the full pro
noun; il~:J OJ o·pr 1~~ even their memory is lost. 
ji~tf '~W'~ on me rests the guilt. 

PRONOMINAL 1.iVORDS AND FRAGMENTS. 

A. The particle S::r, which only appears as a prefixed 
·r,, ;:,, ~ or ;:;, (except in t:iSo, il~~O, etc., and :i~::, = 
:l?Stt, etc.) was at first a strong demonstrative, = t!tis, 
that: e.g., o~eti this time. Cf. Ges. 31. 43. It also had 
the force of a relative, as in il~~::, she ,clw came, ~~?~::;t 
(the men) who went. But its finally prevalent use was 
as a weak demonstrative, = the. 

In the last named sense it is employed as in 
English to make a noun definite, that is, to mark an 
object as already known or mentioned, or as being the 
only one of its kind. 

Nouns otherwise defined, e.g., proper names ancl 
nouns in construction, do not take the article, which 

marks things 

(a) As generally known: thus '~N-i j~~~ r;,~~'1 thou 
hast anointed my heacl icith oil. So with the name of 

a class of beings (generic use), tl'1~0 mankind, 9hn::r 
birds, '~l'.'lt' the Hiicwites. Hence the distributice use 

in il~~~ ~,~ t!,i1~ a man for each tribe. 
(/3) As already mentioned : -.l"I~ 11S~ N'l~! . . . ii~ ';:'1; 

iiN;:t be light I ... and Goel saw the light. , 
(r.) As sole of their kinds: t:l 1MS~~ the tl'ue god,~~~~ t:l~ 

"il 1'~~ there the (tn:e) god appeared to him (t:l1MS~ without 
article or following genitive is a proper name, God). 
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It may accor<lingly restrict some class-name to an 
individual, by way of distinction: i~~:J the river = 
Prath, Euphrates: i~~::, the foe = Satan. 

Proper names which were originally epithets mark 
this by taking the article: Ji:l~~:J the white = Lebanon. 

The article is used with a common noun when in the 
rocatire state, thus marking it as definite: r:ij;:i '!J~1il~ 
S;,~;:i Joshua, high priest! t:l~~tp~ ,.:;l~,iJ O thou thm 

dwellest in heaven! 

K OTE 1.-Thc article is never indefinite; wherever 
it appears to be so used a reason must be found for its 
presence: e.g., 1 Kings 20. 36, "so thou art going from 
me, ii~.]~~ 1f0l and the lion will surely smite thee! " 
(= the lion of my vision, the prophet's memory giving 
life to his words); or (as Gesen.) the well-known enemy. 
Gen. 8. 7, 8, ;-,~;,::,-r,~ ... :i-:,v;:i-r,~ n~W~) so he sends 

the mven ... the dove: i.e., the raven and dove so well 
known from their part in this story. 

NoTE 2.-The article is less usual in poetry than in . 
prose. 

In a sentence the subject if expressed, and not 
a proper name, takes the article, and is thereby kept 
distinct from the predicate : :ii~ ~,~:'J the man is good. 

If the subject is made up of two nouns in construction, 
the first cannot, the second may have the article: ,~~~ 
f7~~ = either some men of the land, or the men of the land. 

So also a noun defined by a suffix does not take the 
article; nor does a noun defined by a relative (ad
jectiYal) clause; e.g., 1r.1~ ,~~ Cl,~~~ the men that were 

v;ith him = sui, his men .. 
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If a noun be defined by the article or a suffix, 
its adjective or demonstrative will have the article: 
~~p;-:t i;:ti;l the high liill; i,V:t oi~;:, this clay. 01::, ''WI my 
high roclc (0~ 'i~~ my rock is high). 

N OTE.-Sometimes the predicate must be defined by 
the article, especially when the subject is a pronoun: 
i'li'~;:'I '~~ I am the youngest. 

B. The personal pronouns, as already stated, sometimes 
link subje~t with predicate: O'MS~:, ~•mi-:iJ;l~ thou art 
the (true) _god. ;,~~ :itp;::i-:,~ u:lzat are these? 

If the subject is itself a pronoun, no link is needed : 
i~hti rn;,,~ we (are) t!te clay. r~, :i~;:t, ~\ iii.', with suffixes 
often make up the subject of a sentence with a participle 
for predicate : t:l'~i 0~?'~ :,?~~r;, a form ye beheld not! 

2. They are omitted unless emphatic, or unless the 
subject is compound, in which cases they must be ex
pressed: for the latter, cf. -;j'~.;,.~ :ir;,~ ib~r:, tlwu and thy 
sons must give heed. So if the object of a verb be 
emphasized, the personal pronoun may be used as well 

as the suffix: '~~-o~ '~~,~ bless me, me also! 
3. The demonstrative before a genitive is not ex

pressed, any more than in Latin : riiS:~~ ;~.;i'1 otp:) so 
he liath set my feet like (those of) hinds. 

4. When a verb takes two accusatives, the nearer 
object is expressed by the suffix, the farther, by 'l'.'li~, 
etc. : ,l:'I~ '~~'101 and he may show me it. 

5. In Hebrew relative clauses are treated as co
ordinate; and although often introduced by ,~~' are 
often without that connective particle. (i~~' like 6',, 

was demonstr. before it became relative.) 
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6. To 1chom, by whom, etc., are expressed by ~' f, 
j~, Ji~, with suffixes, and in prose usually preceded by 
.,~~ : :i::i t-'i:J~1 

.,~~ .,,~;, the town in which thou livest. 

-,~~~' -,W~~: -,~~~:, "~~n~, etc., mean something quite 
different: to them antecedents must be supplied, to him, 

or those 1rho ... , etc. Thus, ~r-i~~ ~;,~R .,w~~ ;,":!~iJ :i~ti! 
the .field must go back to the man from, iclwm he bought it. 

1;i~1p0 .,t?~ Ji~ -,ji remember liirn whom thou hast p1·0-
voked. Sometimes oip~ place, r,µ, time, etc., are implied: 
1
")~~~ .,~~~ 1

")~~ sojourn in the place where thou mayest. 
-,:;i~ .,t;-i~;, t:!-'~~;:t iS-nit~1 and the sun rose on him when 
lte passed. 

7. The relative clause is very often merely put side 
by side with the principal ciause, 'i~~ not being used. 

(1) \\1hen the relative is the subject of its clause, and 
the antecedent an undefined noun: 9j~~ 9b.;,~ .,,~~~ 
like a ichelp (which) is eager for the prey. If the ante
cedent has the article, .,~~ is commonly used, except in 
poetry. . . 

(2) V{hen the relative is objective: ?~~~ lilj~~ ?b~1 
and he ltath fallen into the pit he rnaketh I (Here the 
English use coincides.) 

(3) "'\Yhen the antecedent is an omitted pronoun: 
t'lj-NS~ l;l1r~-;,~ how hast thou helped him to ( whom there 

is) no strength ? 

SYNTAX OF THE NOUN. 

1. Kouns are (i.) substantive, i.e., names of existiug 
things (substantia); (ii.) attributive or adjectival, i.e., 

words expressing attributes or qualities of substances. 
The two kinds were not of old so sharply distinguished 
as in later times, and they do not in Hebrew differ in 
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form from each other. Words which were once names 
of beings possessing certain qualities came in time to be 
employed as mere epithets of other nouns. Thus in 
Latin bonus identical in form with dominus was originally 
a concrete noun ; and so bona. 

2. A noun expressing quality is (i.) put in apposition, 
i.e., spoken or written side by side with the noun which 
it qualifies, the latter as the main word taking the first 
place: e.g., ~;~ t&1

~ vir bonus. In the case of nouns 
by use adjectival, the two will be of the. same number 
and gender; ;,_;ii~ il~~ mulier bona. Otherwise, this need 
not be so; as r,~~ 0'"1~~ true words, lit., words truth; 
O'~R~-9~,!> silver .slieqels; ·i1!~'7 fi~? guileful tongue, lit., 
tongue (that is) guile; 0'~~~~ 11i1fl~~ secure abodes. 

(ii.) The qualifying noun may be in the genitive after 
the other; and this construction is very common, as not 
many Hebrew nouns came to be regarded as strictly 
adjectival; e.g., N~1 riiN-t grassy meaclmcs, lit., meadows 
of grass; '~"'!R iij rny holy hill, lit., hill of my holiness; 
'J:i'~~ '].'~31 my proud leapers; ~'J:;lbh ~~~~ i~~~ thy walled 
and lofty stronghold, the fastness of the height of thy walls; 
Mim~~ '~ calm waters, waters of repose; i~~~ '~~ a few 
years, years of number; O"J~::,-S~ all mankind (whole 
of ... ). So we IJ?.RY express material adjectives 
especially: e.g., St:~ L;,y yoke of iron; b;:ti ,~,~~ !tis 

golden idols. Sometimes the qualifying word precedes: 
'~7T1 p•p my flashing su·ord (lit., lightning of my sword). 
So probably ir,~ip :;I~~ his lofty stature (gaboah = altum, 

a noun). , 
Very often the words ,~~ owner, f. il~~~, P son, 

r,:;;i daughter, t!i'~ man, are used in constrnc,tion with 

other nouns as descriptive epithets: i:l:nr::i ~~;i S:~::i 
10 
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the horned ram; 9J~ ~~~-S;i eve1·y winged thing ( owner 
of wing); :i.,~ li~~; lit?~ a divining woman (mistress of 
a demon speaking from the stomach, :ii~); M~~ j~ ~•~ 
:,~~ a man a hund1·ed yem·s old. i~~-l~ f~R a fer tile 
hill. Instead of a negative epithet, NS or l~~ with a noun 
may be used: ,·r:rNS ~:,M a waste, no path, i.e, a path
less waste; i~l?~ !'~1 t'~j 1·eptiles without' number, i.e., 
countless. 

NoTE. 1.-Nouns which are of common gender, e.g., 
S~?, will have masc. or fem. adjectives, according to 
their meaning. But those which like :i~i• dove, ::i~f dog, 

are of one gender though used of either !ilex (epicenes), 
will have adjectives of their own gender only. 

NOTE 2.-The feminine as. the weaker gender is mostly 
used of things without life; and so in place of a neuter: 
:,~i? :,~\1 ace1·bum responsum dedit. So Mtl~, :i;'11' M~'1, 
etc., as adverbs, semel, multum, etc. 

NUMBER. 

1. The plural is used to express greatness and kindred 
notions (plur. excellentire, or intensive pl.): c•nS~ God, 

C'i"T~ lord, ruler; Sit~, with su:ff. ~,~~~ his master. So 
kings, etc., say we. The predicates and epithets of such 
nouns may be singular, according to the meaning, or 
plural, according to the form of the expression. 

The dual is sometimes so used: ilj~ light, C~'1t'~ in
tense light, noonday. 

2. Dual names of bodily members have plurals, which 
however are used of natural or artificial objects resem
bling them: tl:'1~ hands, liii~ axles, arms (of a chair), 
etc. tl:?µ eyes, r,i_j;~ wells. 

3. Material substances regarded as wholes, such as 
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wood, wine, metals, are mostly singular only. Their 
plurals denote portions of them: Cl'~;:t!, Cl'~V., Cl''JV~, 
Cl'~r:,, = pieces of gold, logs, grains of barley, of wheat. 

4. The plural form also marks extension in space and 
time: Cl~~~ heaven; C''1N~1 the neck: O'~lj life: 0''1~31,t 
youth: Cl'~~pf age: it is also used of habits, states, etc., 
conceived as lasting: Cl'~~~~ faithfulness. 

5. When an idea expressed by two closely connected 
nouns has to be made plural, (1) the :first noun only may 
be plur.: S:IJ 'i.:!~ heroes of war; '?~:-r~ Benjamite, 
,~,~~ ')~ Benjamites. (2) Both may be plur. : Cl'~:tJ '".'!:!~; 
Cl'~;~ riimS tablets of stone; (3) the second only may be 
plur. : ~~ r,,~ a family, rib~ r,,~ families. 

STATES OF THE NOUN. 

SUBJECTIVE, OBJECTIVE, POSSESSIVE, ETC. 

1. The apparent subject of the sentence is sometimes 
preceded by 1!~, usually the mark of the object : -r,~ 
c~~;:i-S~ s~~ i,!,~;:t the iron fell into the water. r,~ in 
such cases is thought by Kalisch to be a demonstr. = 
that. 

Cases like ;S-,~~-s~-r,~1 iMN 9-:#'~ he shall be burnt 
with all that he has, look different. The passive verb is 
impersonal, and the object of the act which it denotes 
is marked by the accusative. 

But even the :first named instance may perhaps be 
explained in like manner, much as rd (wa rplxEL = 
there is mnning as regards the animals, so 'Eth habbarzel 
nafal, etc., may be, there was falling as to the iron: the 
accusative marking the scope of the action represented 
impersonally. Cf. Cic. veretm· me = ego vereor. 

Some cases may be assumed to involve a change of 
111" 
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construction, the writer beginning with the object upper
most in his mind, but adding a verb in the passive. 

2. The nearer object of a transitive verb is marked by 
the particle ti~, if it be a noun defined by the article, 
by a following genitive, or by a clause. Otherwise the 
object is known only from the sense. 

X OTE. - Many exceptions to this rule occur. In 
poetry ti~ is not much used. 

As to its origin, it is probably a noun in the accusa
tive, = Assyrian 'attu, and meaning existence. 

3. The accusative is used very freely to mark 
adverbial limitations of place, time, manner, etc.; thus 
defining the scope of preceding verbs and nouns. 

(a) Of place: answering the questions whither? 

,(rarely) where? :,1~.J N~1 and go forth into the field. 

'vN;:t Mt\~ till~~ :ii~ and Sara was -listening at the 
door of the tent. 

So of measurement, length, breadth, etc. . f~ tt~]~,J 
i:T~~ tii~~ ~Srp the alta1·, a block tlwee cubits high. 

Hence nouns expressing number, quality, and the 
like, may be limited by accusatives following : :,~;1~ 
-,~~~ four in number: so TO 1r>-...~Bor 1revTaKtOXLAtOL: 

l:l'~: t:l~tl~r? tu:o years in time; ti?b :,~~ a sea in flour. 
(b) Of time: answering when? how long? t::l~',j hodie, 

to-day; l:l'~: tiWS~ ':J~M '0;1 and tltere was darkness for 
three days. 

( c) Of manner: e.g., M~~ confidence = confidently; 
Vn a wink = suddenly. This use is very extensive, 
and includes many instances where the noun in the 
accusative marks the instrument; as 1f/0 :,~~;) rescue 
with thy sword! ~sf~J;\ :ijr, by the sword shall ye be 
devoured! 
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N OTE.-In some of these cases it might seem more 
natural to employ a preposition; e.g., ,? to express the 
instrument: but it must not be forgotten that pre
positions are themselves nouns in the accusative, used 
adverbially to mark the relations of nouns in sentences. 

The accusative is, in fact, broadly used to express 
any limitation whatever of the action denoted by the 
verb. Hence it is emphatically the adverbial case. 

The following verbs take a local accusative. 
(a) Verbs of rest, as ~~! sat, dwelt, 1.;l~ dwelt, it'I 

sojourned, ~;,~ lay down : as S:,~~-nlj~ ~W' sitting in 
tlie doorway of the tent. But prepositions are usual in 
plain prose, except with a few words like rr~, l'1.1:,~, i~~, 

~~ . 
( b) Verbs of motion, as N; came, N~; went out, ,,::i 

walked, i'J; went down, l'1~i,] went up; i'~:J-li~ ~~~,; 
they went f ort!t from the city. 

The following have an accusative of the material. 
(a) Verbs of covering, clothing, surrounding, as ;,~~' 

;,~~ covered, t!i~~ be clothed, ~~~ put off clothes, :'17¥ 
adorned with, i~~ crowned, i~tl, iJ~ be girded, ~i;)~ sur-
1·ounded (nif. ). t!i~~ Ji~~~ u;ith splendour clad. 

( b) Verbs of fulness and want, as N~~ full, ll'~ gla_ttecl, 
swfeited, f"J~ teemed, f"J~ over.floiced, ir;;,r, lacked, ?:I~ 
bereft. 0'~~ ~V_;i~~ they are surfeited with sons. 

Many verbs take a cognate accusative, i.e., an accusa
tive of a noun akin to the verb in form or meaning; 
e.g., :,~-9 ilR~~ p3l~~1 and he Cl'ied a loud cry. ii~'"!~ 
il~f?~ il~~r:, the ground is wasted u;ith ravage. 

So too verbs of flowing, pouring, dropping, etc. 
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:J~,:t 11;1! r~~ a land flowing milk. S!1 flowed, ~~~ 
dropped, stillavit, ~~~ gushed with, ij: streamed down. 

The following take a double accusative. 
The causative and factitive stems of verbs which in 

the. simple stem have one accusative: e.g., N~~ filled, 
~,:;i?::i clothed, i:T~ gfrded,. etc. ( a, above); and verbs of 
making, giving, planting. l;i~IJ 'n1~"?~ he who girds me 
with strength. p;~ 1~f)~ i~?.?-n~ jl'.:I~ he will make the rain 
of thy land dust. nimi ~';~?~ i'T~V he maketh winds his 
niessengers. p1~ ~i'TV.~~l and he planted it with a soreq-vine. 

Lastly, to the direct object may be added an accusa
tive of the part affected : ~,~~ Cl~~~~ Ytt~ crush his 
assailants in the loins ! 'MS ':l'N-S ;;,-nN n,;;,;, thou hast 

• I\"." - : T ".' T • • 

s_mitten all my foes on the cheek. Perhaps ,-,~f '~~E:l'p~ 
'?~'J1 '1~ they beset me, like a lion, my hands and my feet. 
Cf. m:J;r;, ~J-,_~w~. 

N OTE.-A verbal substantive, in which the idea of 
action is prominent, may take an accusative of the 
object: as ci,r;,-nt$ Cl';:i',~ n;,~ry~f like God's overthrow
ing Sodom. Cf. Latin quid tibi meam tactio est? 

The possessive state of a word is marked by the 
construct state preceding: S~,rp~ ''-fl the sons of Yisra' el. 

Instead of making two possessives depend on a single 
construct state, the word in st. constr. may be repeated; 
as :,'1~:J~~ i'T1~ tr~i iT?~~ i'T~;i, ,:t~i a spirit of wisdom and 
understanding, and of counsel and might. Cf. Is. 36. 17. 
But cf. also i'T~~~~ :i,:t.~i111 il.,V Ci' a day of distress, and 
reproach, and insult. And instead of allowing two con
struct states to precede the same possessive, the second 
of two nouns preceding another in the possessive is 
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spoken with a suffix: ,,t'l~j~~ ~'~;:i '~;i t!te sons and 

daughte1·s of the man. 

The possessive may also be expressed by the prefix 
7; ,,,7 j~ a son of David; and by 7 i~~; ;-,7rp::, rip~ry 
T~.:17 part of the field of Bo'az. 

The idea of part is suggested by prefixed j~: Ot,I~ iry~ 
one of them. 

The construct state followed by a genitive also covers 
most meanings included under the genitive in other 
languages: thus it may mark an objective genitive: 
;"'l)~~ r,~!~ fear of Jahwe, i.e., felt towards Jahwe; 
0~ n~~j? anger at the people. So 'l;l~J:J wrong to me, as 
well as wrong by me. ''l;"~~7 for my wounding = for 
wounding me. Or a genitive of reference; ji~ '~Of covered, 
i.e., pardoned, in respect of guilt ( cf. reAEto,; rij,; apETij,; ). 

9~ 11~ long of ange1·, i.e., long-suffering: 0~$.;, 'Pt clean 
of hands, i.e., innocent, integer vitae: ;-i~i,~~ '1~~'-? 
artis bellicae periti ( cf. a:1mpot ypaµµl,,rwv) : 0'~'~ Sit;r 
abandoned of men ( av0pcJ1rwv a1roAEAELµµevo<; ). Or of 
ablation, origin, cause, etc., O'~~~ry riin~~ the tablets of 
stone (material: cf. OlKT}µa 11.{0ov) : ;-,~~ ,~s; born of a 

woman (yvvatKOS' EKYEYEVT}µivos-) : 9~7 '~~n~ devoured of 
plague, :J1_ry '~71J slain by the sword: r~ '~~Stt smitten of 
wine, o'lvov vtKwµEvot. Of partition, i:l'~~~ 'j?.'$J~ the strong 
(of) shields. 

The construct state may precede 
(i.) A noun with a preposition: i'~R~ nr:,~~ J°~y rtt 

harvest; i'~~ ji!:l¥~ on the north of ttie town; .:,.7r:,~ '?~b~ 
weaned from milk. (Prepositions being nouns in constr. 
st., this presents no difficulty.) So ;.:,.-,c,i, trusters in 

him, ::i~-,;i~i' dwellers therein; even r~~ NS1 ri,~~ c J eru

salem) dmnken but not with icinc ! 
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(ii.) Helative clauses with or without 'i~~: t:iipf.? 
~~ i~b~ irp~ the place where he was bound; NS Oip~ 
~~ l11: the place of him who knows not God; ''1''1~ 
D~ '~~~-S;i the noble in whom is all my love. A temporal 
clause is very commonly added in this way as a genitival 
phrase: il~:-1' S1~0 Oi'.~l in the day when ( of) Jahwe 

rescued ... ; ,~,~~~ tiS~ '~'.;, as in days when God used 

to guard me. 

As marking any sort of close connection, the con
struct state may also precede 

(1) An adverb used like a noun: t:l~t:I '~1 blood shed 

causelessly. 

(2) A noun with waw of union: r'lllil ri~~r, wisdom 

and knowledge; P-11 r'I~'~ rejoicing and shouting. 
(3) Anothe1· construct state, with which it is in ap

position: ji~~-ri~ n,~r,~ the maiden, the daugliter of 

Zion. (Cf. :liN T'l~P,; T'IW~ supr.) 
Here 11~~ T'\~ = virgo Syon, is like T'I").!? i::q the 

river Euphrates, and TiV;, 'it~ a rock, stronghold, which 
present appositive or explanatory genitives. 

NoTE !.-Expressions like s~j rrt¥ a faded flower, 

differ from the above. The second word here denotes 
the class to which the thing named by the first 
word belongs. ('~j fading is used as a neut. collect. 
noun.) 

K OTE 2. -To the above add cases like 'i1l1) NS inN iv 
till not one u:as left behind; ir:,~ ii:t~7 one ·b; one. - - -

NOTE 3 .-Apposition is sometii;nes preferred to the state 
of construction: as in T'liN~~ t:l';j',~. This is probably a 
shortened expression for God (the God of) hosts. Cf. 
r'l'"')~ij ji'i~::i the ark ( the ark of) the covenant. i~~ t:l'~'~ 
rams with u;ool. l"'1")~ :,~r;iNry into the tent (of) Sara. 
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MEANS OF EXPRESSING COMPARISON. 

1. There are traces of a special form of comparison, 
e.g., ::ip~ deceptive, cf. :JT:l; ip~ cruel. In Arabic this 
is regular: e.g., hasani:in, beautiful, 'ahsanu, more beauti
ful, kabirun, great, 'akbari:'t, greater. 

But in Hebrew the prep. 1~ precedes the second 
noun: e.g., ~~7z, pin~ sweeter than honey. 

Sometimes the adjective is omitted, and sometimes 
a pronoun also : u~~~~i'~ ulj'~'t;)~ their idols uere more 
numerous than those of Jerusalem. 

JZ, is also used after verbs whether stative or active; 
~~j? 1:J'j~~Z, they uere swifter than eagles ; 9~;,-r,~ ::i;:i~ 
,,~;-S-fz, he loved Joseph more than all his sons; ~~;~~ '"WP 
thou shalt be too strait for the dwellers; l'btp~ 'J:i'W~ I am 
too toi·tui·ed to listen. 

2. The superlative is marked by prefixing the article, 
which implies that the subject is preeminently the owner 
of the quality ascribed by the adjective. Si,~;:i ,,r:,~ his 
eldest brother. The article is of course omitted before 
a genitive: e.g., ,,~~ Ji~p liis youngest son. 

The superlative may also be thus expressed: :-t~!0 
0'~~~ the fairest of women; or the word may be repeated 
in the genitive; u'"')tp;:i i'i? the choicest song. Cf. also 
phrases like S~ '!7~ cedars of God; ":-t' '~~~ i:~-;i;;i~ a 
hero of the chase before J.; u'MS~ ,s~r-i~, mighty wrestlings. 
Cf. Jon. iii. 3, nnd see Cheyne's Notes on Is. xxxiii. 7. 

THE NUMBERS. 

The cardinals ( except one) being all nouns, may be 
connected with other nouns as follows: 

1. They may precede them (a) in the st. constr.; e.g., 

0'~~ n~W, six of days. 
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(b) In the absolute state: 1'\l,'~~ i'1~~~ seven (in) 
weeks, where the second noun is an accusative of limita
tion, like TO 7rA~0or, or api0µov TptaKO<TlOl in Greek. 

2. In later Hebrew the number sometimes follou:s 
as an appositive; ~S~ C''jl! cities a triad. 

NOTE.-itr~ generally follows its noun as an adjective; 
but sometimes precedes in st. constr. asif itselfasubstantivc. 

3. :,~~ a hundred, is used in the above three ways: 
the remaining hundreds and thousands in the first two 
of them; and when these numbers precede them the 
nouns given under the next rule remain singular. 

4. The compound numbers from 11 to 19 precede the 
noun, though they sometimes, and especially in later 
books, follow it. il~tp i'11t;'~-.>'~i~ fourteen years. 

After these numerals 
il~~, tj,~, 9~~, tj~,, 

:,~~' Ci', 91?~, Sp~, 
remain in the singular. 

5. The tens from 20 to 90 often follow the noun which 
then must be plural: C'~;i~ 1'\i"'I~ forty kine. 

So also when they precede, except in the cases given 
under the last head, and a few others like them; e.g., 
:,?;~ C'~;!~ forty nights. 

6. Compounds of tens and units follow the noun, l:l'it;' 
C1~tp~ C'"J~~ tu:enty-two princes; or precede it, as l:l~J:!tp 
il~~ 01

~~, sixty-two years. Sometimes the noun is 
repeated thus: il~tp 0'~~, C'~~ tj~r, sixty-five years. 

7. Beyond ten, cardinals may be used in the sense of 
ordinal numbers. The noun may precede in the con
struct state, or follow in the absolute. 

In expressing dates, cardinals may be used without 
exception : cj7h~ ir:,~9 on t!te first of the mont!t. • 
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NOTE !.-Sometimes nouns like i"l~'~, Sp~, etc., which 
are names of weights and measures, are omitted, though the 
numeral follows their gender: e.g., C'"jl,'~ ~~ si.x (' efas) 

of barley. C'~!? 9t:?f M1~31, ten (sheqels) of silver a year. 
NOTE 2.-The article is used with the numerals when 

they stand alone, if they refer to subjects already known 
or mentioned. It may also be prefixed to the noun 
when the numeral in st. constr. precedes. 

THE VERB. 
The states of the verb do not directly fix the time of 

an act or affection. What they mark is its kind or 
character, as regards completeness or the contrary. The 
time is gathered from the general sense. 

USES OF THE PERFECT, 
The perfect marks an act or state as complete. 
1. In the past, remote, recent, or indefinite (Greek 

aorist of narrative). i:l~~~::,-r,~ t:l'::,°'~ N"J; God formed 

the heavens. H~ 'l:W~~ ";J~ip-r,~ thy voice I heard in the 
garden. C~rp~l ,,~~ i"l:;1p::,-,~ who (ever) hardened him

self against him, and remained whole? 
N.B. Sometimes (as in the case of the Greek a~rist) 

we may render by a pluperfect : ~ C'~"l~::,-r,~ ;,r:,p~ ~t1~1 
now Ra!iel had taken the house-gods. 

2. In the present: t''~~-i"l~ what hast thou done? 

";J'~~ ~,~, i"l~~ why is thy countenance fall en? 'J'."iiJ~.:l~ 
I am benumbed. r,ijt;i~ '~rp, 'l'."i'~;:t i1~~1 and now I wn 
become two armies. Cf. 011.w11.a, r/01117Ka, laya, etc. 
The act attained to completion in the past, but this is 
known only from the sense. Its results reach into the 

* The plupf. is commonly expressed in Hebrew by inserting the subject between 
the conjunction and the verb, as in the given instance. Cf. Gen. 1. 2. 
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present, and on them lies the chief stress. This will 
account for 'l:1¥1~ I know (novi, oi8a), '1:l!;l! I remem
ber (rnemini), :lij~ he loves, N~~ he hates (odit), and many 
other perfects marking a permanent condition (statives). 

Hence it is used in putting general truths, customary 
conduct, etc. t:l'l:\# 7~n~ iljl') he breaks into houses in 

the dai·k. The act is regarded as a perfected trait in 
the unjust man's character. 

Cf. the Greek aorist of wont, KaL T~ 801<.1J0evr' OVK f.TE• 
>../cr01J; and the pf. in a similar sense. 

3. In the future; the act being regarded as certain 

to happen: 
(a) In stating promises, resolves, decrees, etc. '9fH7 

1i~-r;:t f~~;:,-ri~ 'J:lJ:9 to thy s.eed will I give this land. 

(b) In prophecy (the prophetic pf.): i~ 1J7 i~: '~ for 
there is bo1·n to us a son. 

N.B. Sometimes we may render by the future-perfect 
tense, i.e., when the perfect is used of a future act com
pleted before another act also future: -,~~ ';JJ;l1?i~i 
1'::,~ 17 t:lt'.)"JtJ~ l;1"'!~ii'1 and thy offspring which thou shalt 
have begotten after them, shall be tliine own. 

In suppositions the perfect is used in both clauses to 
mark that neither the condition nor its result was realised. 
: t:l~J;'I~ 'J:1~"}:, NS t:l~N t:ll'.:i'~tr~ is if you had spm·ed them, 
I had not killed you. Cf. Et n lcrxEv l8wKEV o.v. 

An unrealised wish may be expressed by 1S with the 
protasis alone: 1JJ:)~ 1S O that u·e had died! lit. if we 

had died (sc. all had been well). So Et y;,,p l0avEr. 

THE IMPERFECT. 

A. This form essentially marks incompleteness. 

Hence it is used of acts or states which are beginning 
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tv be realised, just upon happening, or in process and on 
tlie road to completion. 

It shows the act as it were in movement, and going on 
before our eyes, whereas the perfect represents the act as 
achieved, ended, perfected, and so in a state of rest. 

Clearly an act may be regarded in this light, ~hat
ever its date, past, present, or future. 

1. A past act may be viewed as incomplete, whether 
(a) as beginning or incipient: ftp~ NS1f~ r,~~t11 and the 
house began to fill with smolce. 

(b) As in process of happening: 0~"1¥r.p~ O;)~~ :,~~~ 
I brought you up from Egypt. This impf. calls up a 
picture of the action while in course of performance. 

NOTE.-· These picturesque uses of the imperfect be
long chiefly to poetry and declamation. 

2. And so a present act: (a) ~l-~-1~7~ ~~? the evening 
shadows are beg-inning to lengthen. 

(b) 1~~?tl i1J~1 riN:;t i1!~ whence hast thou come, and 
whither art thou going? 

B. The impf. often bears a frequentative or iterative 
sense. An event that is beginning or just about to take 
place is likely to recur: il:::i.~~ N~il il:;:,w-ilt; what hath 
been is what will be. 

(a) Impf. of repetition or frequency ii1 the past: 
~;,~ il~V.~ il~~ so used 'Iyob to act. ii~~~~ 0'~~7~ 
momently I watetecl it. 

( b) In the present: r,~p l~:l"17~ 01~t?i1t't the wicked keep 
bending the bow. 

(c) Hence in the statement of truths which ho~<l at 
anY, and every time, proverbs, etc. :i~i~::,-j~ n~-:,7v,,'.0 
ib~1 NS ii:l~1 does a trap spring up from t!te ground 
without surely catching? 
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N OTE.-Such an impf. expressing a general attribute 
may follow a noun as a sort of descriptive epithet: 

1\,~ ::i~~~-NS M'1N1 and I go a Joit1'ney without return. 
Cf. irremeabilis unda. 

C. The idea of beginning, going to be, is wide enough 
to cover (a) that of must, or is destined to be, To µe>..>..ov, 

( b) that of m~y b~} or possibility, permission, etc. 
(a) c:; ~::i~i;:, N.,1 Ct)'~fl 1i'J~ 'J::l# houses of hewn stone 

ye have built, but ye shall not dwell in them,! Of the past: 
i.):J,N 1'1~~' S::i.) 1ii~~:, had Abner to die a craven' s 

'' ; - T llo,T T : -

death? 

Hence the impf. often expresses a simple future; 
:,~~r, 1'\~~ c,~371 and with you will wisdom die. 

( b) J'3J~Jj ''1fi · it:I~ after. I have spoken thou mayest 
scoff. :,~~.~ NS 1.;,,1 and such deeds are unmeet. 

Hence in commands, positive and negative: :,~~~ 
7~-,~~l:I tiV~~ seven weeks shalt thou reckon. And in 
wishes (for which two derived forms are commonly used, 

see below). 
The impf. as marking possibility is naturally used 

where we might employ the subjunctive, i.e., the mood 

expressive of contingency, uncertainty, etc. i~~ 1'1~ 
1"!:l~ 1"J~ whomever thou blessest is blest: 011 av £VAO· 
y~<T'[J'> £v>..oyei'Tai. 

Especially after particles denoting purpose, conse
quence, etc. iJ:iN~ c;,-n~ iil]l:I ll'~5 that thou mayest 
remember the day of thy going forth. Ni::i~ l~ lest I come. 
~Jj.~~~ '~ ,,r;;-:,~ u;lzat is Shadday (so) that we should 

serve Him? 
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1. The jussive strictly marks possibility, contingency, 
and so permission; but came to be used mainly in com
mands, wishes, petitions : -,;N '0~ fiat lux ! :ij:-:i~ ti".)~~ 
~'~~ Jahwe cut off the man I S~ negatives the jussive: 
Nj~_-S~ ~,~ let not a man be seen I 

2. The cohortatiye emphasizes a wish, request, or 
intention: 1'1:'iN~~~-I;,~ :"l1~l;l~ I would fain recount all 
thy wonders! Cl'~~~ :"lt~~ ~ i1~;:t come, make we brick! 
1~m7 i1,?7~ let me go on before thee! 

NoTE 1.-The imperfect includes these meanings, 
and is used when a voluntative form is wanting, and 
sometimes when such a form exists. 

Verbs N11S, i111S, hardly ever have the cohortative end
ing; while the jussive form is almost confined to the 
hif'il of strong verbs, and to verbs r'V, :i11S. Neither 
form appears before suffixes. 

NoTE 2.-ln poetry the jussive often occurs, where 
a mere impf. might seem more natural: "Jahwe trieth 
(impf.) the just; but the wicked and the,lover of wrong 
his soul hath ever hated. Cl'l'.1$ Cl'~~i-'?lJ .,~~~ may he 
min forked lightnings on the wicked!" A turn expressive 
of personal interest is thus given to narrative. Some
times the impf. with strong waw precedes or follows: 
iil}t;:, l~M ti~! : m,-,~~~-t,31 N"'J~~) and he floated on the 
u;ings of the wind. He made darkness his covert! 
r,~ n~~J:11 '~rl 1"1~~ .,~~ tlte 1·ock ( that) begot thee, thou 
didst forget: and wast unmindful of God. Perhaps such 

cases involve omitted ('l). 
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3. The voluntative with prefixed waw 0) marks pur

pose or consequence : :,~n~, n:i! r b~JJ ~6 thou cravest not 
sacnfice, so that I should give it. So the common impf. : 
:"'llj~~, :,~1

;:, bring, that n·e may drink! 

To mark a negative result NS, not s~ must be used, 
but with the ordinary impf. 

NoTE 1.--An imperative emphasizes the purpose: 
:i~i:;i ~~~l . . . S1,~ 1iJ~ '9~~~1 I will make thee a g1·eat 
people, tliat thou mayest become a blessing. 

NoTE 2.-This waw (weak waw) is pointed thus: 
'~'r\ ';:-tl;'I~ (to be carefully distinguished from '0~\ 'i'.'11;1)), 
St,~1, n~~~.l, sfj~~1, sw~,,. 

IMPERFECT WITH .STRONG WAW ('l, l), 

OR WA W CONVERSIVE. 

1. In relating a series of past .events, the Hebrew 
prefers to use impfs. with waw conversive, rather than 
perfects with weak waw (1) prefixed. This is because 
each event of the series is regarded, not as an isolated 
whole, but as springing out of its antecedent. The 
point emphasized is not that the event is past, but that 
it is nascent from its forerunner. Thus the idea of 
£ncipience, beginning to be, in consequence of something 
that preceded, is what this mode of expression originally 
denotes. 

NOTE.-" W aw conversive" must be understood to 
mean conversive of the aspect under which the action is 
conceived; i.e., as impe1fect and nascent, rather than as 
perfect and mature. Waw consecutive is another, and in 
many respects a better name. 

2. An event connected by this construction may have 
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followed another (1) in time, as :,p•tS~ 1~-~j :,~;, t:iR:1 
so Jona rises and goes to Nineve: or (2) as its effect; 
( causal connection), 9~'P~~j :,~;, ~~i-S~ ~~~tr 11:11 and 
the sun strikes on Jona' s head, so that he becomes faint: 

(3) or it may be thus coupled by way of contrast: 
't?'~' S~~J:lj o•;il;,~ '1)'~1 I have seen God, and yet my 
life escapes. 

( 4) Or an event may be so connected with what pre
cedes, merely because the writer thinks of it next. 

i~Nf.\j :i~b ib~ Nlvt:11 
: 1:iti't?'~ 0~~::i-1~ '-¥ 

And she called his name Moshe (Drawer), and said, 

From the water I drew him. Cf. Is. 37. 2, 3, 5; 38. 9, 
21, 22. 

USES OF WAW CONVERSIVE OF IMPF. 

1. Of purely past events: this is the general usage. 
Cf. the given examples. 

'i'.'I;) often heads a clause marking date: and the 
narrative then proceeds by · l with impf. 

:i;J::l::t p~r:i-r,~ ljj Mt,~~j tli! t:l'17;7~ f p~ '0;) and it 
happened at the end of forty days that Noa~ opened the 

window of the ark. So · l ... iW~:i 'i'.'I:), · l ... r,~~ 'i'.'I;), 
etc. Or a bare specification of time may precede the 
impf. with strong waw, as "U, :i~")~,l 1~~:J l"lib·r,~~~ 
in the year of the king's death I saw . . . 

Sometimes the narrative proceeds by the perfect 
without waw, as Is. 36. 1, :,~~ ... 'i'.'l'.l; or the ,~aw is 
used, but separated from the verb, as in l"l!.1.'.;li?? 'i'.'l',1 
Y".J~i;l-SY ~';:i S1:J~tl \~1 t:l'?~;-:t and it happened on the 
seventh day that the waters of the flood came to be upon 

the em·th. 
11 
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2. Of events with results reaching to the present, and 
ending there, as 

,S,n ')"1N :·n:,, 
r,;S~N; ,s ~~ c~~, 

T-T -:- '.'T-

.Jahu·e the Lord is my strength, 
And hath made my feet like the hinds. 

Or going beyond it; as 
::i~, s~::i~s n,il, 

hT T - -: 

: c~,11~ 7~~ m:,, ::i~~l 

Jahwe sate at the flood, 
And Ja/nee sitteth on ... a king for eve1·. 

3. Of general truths: whether a pf., impf., or par-
ticiP,., precede: . 

''~) ~t>J,~J_ t:l!:J l,'~-i who stilleth the sea, when its waves 
roar. Cf. Ps. 29. 6. 

4. Of, an action which begins in the present: i1l;13? '~ 
N~,!:11 '9'7~ N::tt;, for now it cometh to thee, and thou 
faintest. 

5. Of an act or event still future. Like the perfect 
so us~d, it represents th~ future fact as certain: ,~~ j;;l 
i~~rp-,~ :i-,~;:i '0J;ll ~)'7 a son is born (i.e., will be) to 
us, and the sovranty shall be upon his shoulder. 

K OTE 1.-In the prophetic and poetic styles the imp f. 
with weak waw (1) or without waw is sometimes found 
where waw conversive (·1) might have been expected: 
□'-i::, ~s1~! '9~N'1 the mountains saw thee, they writhe ! 
( and u;rithed). 

NoTE 2.-If in this construction the impf. be of the 
cohortative form, it further expresses the interest felt by 
the speaker or writer in the facts mentioned, the ending 
:i--;- being intensive. Cf. Job 19. 20. 
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NOTE 3.-0ften the impf. with waw conversive looks 
like a jussive, and often its tone is drawn back: e.g., 
'i'.'1~,l, tlR!l, 9~~~1- The cause of both these effects may 
be seen in the heavy prefix ·1, which lightens the end of 
the word by attracting the tone, or by rejection of a 

weak final consonant. 

THE PERFECT WITH WA W CONVERSIVE. 

This construction, the exact opposite of the last, re
gards an event still incomplete as conditionally complete. 

The waw links the new event to another preceding it 
which is also incomplete; and the perfect calls attention 
to the fact that if the antecedent be realised, in that 
case (1 = then, so) the following event, which is viewed 
as its necessary consequence, will inevitably attain to 
completeness. 

c:::,,,~ .,rn ,,;,:p ''1;1 '1:11:91 o::,~ ti'p~ N'~~ 
A prophet will I raise up for them, 
And I will put my words in liis mouth, 
And he shall speak to them ( or, that he may, etc.). 

Here the two contingent events expressed by 'MM.)\ 
.,~,\ are regarded as having actually achieved com
pletion, seeing that they will surely occur in due 
sequence to the event expressed by tl'PN N'~.), The 
accent or tone is thrown forward in this construction, 
just as in the impf. with waw conv. it is sometimes 

drawn backwards. 

USES OF THE PERFECT WITH WA w· 
CONVERSIVE. 

1. After an imperfect. 
(a) As a future. Cf. the example just given. 

n" 
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(b) As a jussive or cohortative. rihN7 w:ii ... l"\-iN~ 'ii' 
be the1·e lights ... and be they /01· signs. 

cc) As a frequentative. "m il~~i'.'11 r,~::,-i~ M~t ,~, 
and a mist used to rise f1·om the ea·rth, and wate1· . . . 

( d) In connection with an impf. introduced by various 
causal, temporal, final, hypothetical, and interrogative 
particles. ~i~~, j~~~~~ i~~ that they may hear and 
say ... 

2. After a form equivalent to an impf., e.g., a pro
phetic pf., an imperative, or an infinitival clause. An 

imperat., e.g., Clll~ ~")~~11~ go and say to the people! 

An infinitival clause: o;r;it$ 'l':lr;tR71 '~!l-i3? until I come 
and take you. 

3. When a participle or an infinitive expresses some
thing quite general or indefinite, it may be succeeded 
by the perfect with waw. (When they express single 
facts, they are followed by ·) with impf.) li~) t'~ ii~~ 
whoso smiteth a man that he die. 'r,b~) ~,~ ii~~ would 
be he who smote a man so that he died, referring to an 
individual case. 

4. Waw with the perfec~ may introduce the apodosis: 

t"-~~1 ~~m ... i=t':J '9~~ N7.~~ '~ if a case be too hard for 
thee . . . then thou shalt rise and go up . . . ( A very 
common use.) 

5. Lastly, waw with the perfect naturally came to be 
used by itself as equivalent to an imperfect: r1''11)~~ il:1:11 
r::i-~:0 it shall happen in the after times. Cf. Ps. 25. 11. 

NOTE 1.-It has been said that the accent is thrown 
forward (milra') in this construction. 

But (1) to avoid the meeting of two accented syllables, 

the tone may be drawn back, e.g., t~ 'J:lr;i,~1 and I will 
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send fire; or maqqef may throw the accent on a follow
ing word. 

(2) The accent recedes in the pause: J:111;~1 satia
beris. 

(3) The 1 pers. plur. of all stems, and the ~if. 3 f. 
sing. 3 plur. in all verbs; the 2 f. sing. of v.erbs 'i gutt.; 
and the qal and nif'al of Y"V, ry forms in \ ;,~ ( often 
otherwise), are accented mil'el. 

NOTE 2.-The remarkable construction of waw con
versive is peculiar to Hebrew. In the older books 
sometimes, and more often in later books, the perfect 
occurs with weak waw, attached to another perfect. 
This growing disuse of waw conversive may be traced 
to the influence of Aramaism. 

THE IMPERATIVE. 

The imperative may imply not only command, but 
also entreaty, advice, wish, promise, permission, and 
kindred ideas. In most cases an impf. might be used 
instead. Two imperatives connected by waw sometimes 
express a conditional ·sentence : thus ~~~1 ~~~ MNT this do 

and live = si hoe faciatis, vivetis. Cf. Am. 5. 4; Is. 
36. 17. The second imperative promises a certain 
result, if the preceding command be obeyed. 

THE PARTICIPLE. 

1. Like the pf. and impf. this form regards not the 
time, but the state of an action. It implies permanence, 

or unbroken continuity, whereas the impf. marks in

cipience or reiteration. An act may be regarded as 

continuing, 
(a) In the past: or,7~7 o~µ 1~;;, o::,·p~1 and 
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Abmlia~n was walking with them to esc01·t them. i~V ~~iiU 
;,~;,• •~~'? lie 1cas still standing bff ore Jahwe. (Like iiu 
here, j~~, ~\ m::,, are common with suffixes before 
participles.) . 

(b) In the present: ~J:,N o•'?~~ 0'"')! o~ry~i~ youdand, 
stmngers are devouring it. Cf. Is. 38. 1. Especially of 
a habitual act (for which also, under a different aspect, 
the pf. and impf. are used): O\~J;I 7~ii"1 lie who walketh 
perfect. Cf. Is. 57. 1. 

( c) In the future: r,~;:i r,~~• let the doomed man be 

executed. (l'i~ is commonly mortuus, dead, but some
times moriturus, going to die, sometimes moriens, dying.) 

N;i·•~~ i"1,~ •~~.1 and I, wliithe1· am I to go? 
2. The participle may be ·treated as a noun, and its 

object may follow it as a genitive; or it may be fol
lowed by an accusative or a preposition. :1?~-;,~u the 

doer of these things; ·~~ my assailants = prosaic ·~v O'~R; 
'~~ he who made me, as well as 'r?U rny maker; in i:i 't;;,h 
the constructions are united. 

THE INFINITIVE ABSOLUTE. 

The infin. abs. presents the verbal idea stripped of 
all marks of number, person, etc., i.e., as an abstract 
noun. It sometimes occurs as the object of a transitive 
verb : :l?p'tl ~,~~ learn well-doing. It may also be used 
to throw stress on the notion of the verb apart from the 
agent and other circumstances. 

(a) In hurried or earnest speech : " The king of 
Israel said to J ehoshafat," i"1~t"~~:, N:l) ~~IJJ;10 ( I will) 
disguise myself and enter the battle! And to state what 
causes astonishment, indignation, etc. (Of. mene incepto 
desistere victam ?) 
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: r,.~; o'M~~ ri1t,-p~ 
~1,s . . . ~j~~ n~,~ ~n~~ iiS~ 

T f T: - T; •• - : T 

There is no heed of God in the land. Cursing and 

lying I murdering and thieving I . . . They do violence, 
etc. Cf. historic infin., and see Is. 21. 5; 59. 
4, 13. 

(b) In commands: ~':;i~:, ~,n-r,~ ii~t? keep the 
month of Abib. 

(c) Without special stress, in close connection with a 
finite verb, whose number, person, etc., it implies: 
iitl1 ~jj"J~ we have revolted and swerved. 

Hence this infin. is further used to strengthen, or 
otherwise modify a statement; and then stands ad
verbially. 

(a) B~fore a finite form of the same stem: '1'.'i'~"'J :,~7 
'~'Sl '~V,-r,~ I have surely seen my people's oppression! 
l;l7~i'.'1 NS S~tq and thou hast not delivered at all. 

(b) After such a form: mostly to express prolonged 

or repeated action: ~b~ ~3Jf.?~ hem· ye, hear I i.e., con
ticually. But also with intensive force; e.g., this phrase 
might mean, listen earnestly I 

Sometimes another infin. follows: ~~l N~~ ~~~1 and 
he went forth and back 1·epeatedly. 

( c) After a different stem : i:l".l~l':I ~~~1 and they smote 

utterly (destroying). i~"11 O~~;:t i~"1~l and I spoke 
assiduously (lit., rising eal'ly). ~".lil::i1 c:::~::r ~?l and 
he came near, morning and evening. 

THE INFINITIVE CONSTRUCT. 

This is the form of the verbal noun which is used in 
connection with other words. It may stand as subject, 
or object, of the verb; or as a genitive, especially after 
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a preposition and before a suffix; and further as pos• 
sessing verbal force it may be followed by an object. 
Instances will make this clear. ' 

(a) :,?~ ~j~ -,~c, to depart from evil (is) understand
ing. 

( b) Nt:i) riN~ v,~ NS I know not (how) to go out and 
come in. 

( s) ~,;) 't) shouts of delivei-ance. r,~~, faciendo, 
-,bN; dicendo (very often). .,$~~ ~~'¥~ they are too many 
to sount (numerous beyond or away from counting). 
1!;1~?f in thy walking, i.e., when thou walkest. Cl~i#i'.'lf 
in their being,Jashioned, i.e., when they were fashioned. 

(a') '~tl'~t:''i for putting me to death. iriN '~iPf when 
I call him. tl'i'.'l·S~m t!,i,~ -,;i,-r,~ 17~:J 31b~~ as (when) 
the king heard the word of the man of God. 

(Notice here how the subject comes next to the 
infin., and the object last. Sometimes the order is like 
Cl'J:1~7~ iMN TM~t as the Philistines seized him.) 

Temporal clauses thus expressed may be followed by 
a change of construction : '9~ 'J:l~jii11 '~~-i'l,' until I come 

and make known to thee . . . N"lP~l '~ip '~'":it:';, when I 
lifted my voice, and cried. Cf. p. 148, 3 to end. 

N.B. By this simple device of prefixing a suitable 
particle to the construct infin., the Hebrew very often 
expresses causal, and final, as well as temporal 
clauses. 

Lastly, this form of the infin. with ~ prefixed, and 
with the verb :i:ry expressed or implied, furnishes an 
equivalent for phrases like amaturus, amandus est: e.g., 
~,~~ t!,i~W;:t '0;1 and the sun was at the point of setting. 
:-:,7 nit~~ :,~~ and what is one to do for her? Also to 
express possibility, and kindred notions: t!,i1"}ii1~ NS '~ 
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p~V,;:, '~~~i-r,~ for they could not expel the dwellers in the 

valley. (The simple impf. covers these uses.) 

THE VERB USED WITHOUT A DEFINITE 

SUBJECT, I.E., IMPERSONALLY. 

(a) The 3 sing. m. C,~~ ;,~~ N1R people called its 

name Babel. fV,11 N~$ 1~~ N")j'?~1 and men will call his 
name wonder of a cou~~ello;, 1S" i¥ and 1

, i1~1 I was 

straitened; 1
~ i~ I am distressed; 1

~ r:m: T~ then were I 

resting. '?V.~ i1~p~ I think it har_d. Sometimes the 

fem. f, 'i~J:)1; ,S M1¥; 'i1~~l:I it mins. Is. 35. 9. 

(b) A passive 3 sing. m. :,~:,1 Cl~~ N-ip? Sr:t~i1 T~ then 

was it beg_un (i.e. men began) to invoke by the name 
Jahwe. ,C, Cll.l'.!l:-t-1'\N ,~1 the sons were born to him. A 

• T - "." - ••• 

passive ptc. i;7_t? r,1i;;~ they tell glories. 

So Cl"'}~~ ':Jf;t?i-Ji~ ,,~ WlR~ NS no longer shalt thou be 

called Abram; where an accusative follows the passive 
verb. ~'91~ Cl1~1i~ r,i~-ir the arms of orphans were broken 
by thee (as to the arms there was breaking). The actual 
object is expressed as such, although the verb is 

passive. 

(c) The 3 plur. masc., like ferunt, they say. il:T~i 
T'\NT-~~7~ 'i1~ and after my skin, which they have thus 
destroyed (i.e. which is thus destroyed). 

(d) The 2nd sing. in poetry or declamation: cf. the 
phrases 1~~, "~ i~ on the icay to ... so far as to ... 

. (e) Sometimes a participle is used: ~~?~ s.@~0 Sb'.-1
~ 

if somebody fall from it (the roof). 
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COMPLEMENTARY VERBS. 

Instead of a formal adverb the language often prefers 
to employ a secondary verb to modify the idea con
veyed by the main verb. In that ca~e the latter 
may be: 

(a) An infin., mostly with the prefix ~; :,~~,;-NS 
?~~ ::m:~ she 1·etU1·ned not again to him (added not return). 
'~=\l N~?.?? ti'")::'.I~ :ir:i~ how then didst thou quickly find, 
my son (hasten to find)? 

(b) Or a finite form precisely like the other verb, 
coupled with it by waw, or merely spoken next to it: 
:,~~ n~~1 9ii1 he again took a wife (added and took). 
mJ~' ~~ (O~~:J) the water~ were quite cut off (were 
finished, cut off). The second of these two modes is 
used when the persons of the two verbs differ (a rare 
construction) ; 1~ ~N")p~ '~'PM NS thou shalt no mo1·e be 
called ... (shalt not add, men shall call thee ... ) . 

N OTE.-Besides ~~ti, and 9'Pii1, the most useful of 
these secondary verbs are :i;")~ multiplied, = much; 
~'~'ij made good, = well. 

APP ARENT BREACHES OF THE LAWS 

OF AGREEMENT. 

Deviations from the general rules of agreement are 
mainly due, as before stated, to the writer's feeling 
for the sense prevailing over strictly grammatical form. 

1. For instance, a collective noun though sing. in 
form is in sense plural, denoting as it does a number of 
individuals. Such a noun may therefore have a plural 
verb, e.g., r,~t1r:, ~';:i -i~~l':I the herd (oxen) were plough
ing. Cl~, Cl~;:i people, is a common case in point. If a 
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noun has verbs before and after it, the former may be 

sing., the latter plural: ~!li7~1 ... '")b~v N1.~l and the 
Amorite went out, sing .... and pursued, pl. 

Adjectives seldom take the plural form as epithets of 
a sing. noun. A fem. sing. may have a masc. plur. pre

dicate: ~•~~ 17 ... ';Jl;li~b thine offspring •.. shall be 
thine own. 

2. Besides words which are strictly such, Hebrew 
often uses as collectives attributive words like P''1~ just, 

V~1 wicked, and class names (common nouns) like 9i:i1 
bird, f~ tree, l"'l~iJ~ beast, Cl"!~, t;:h~, ~J~ man, ~~j chariot, 
:l~i• inhabitant; Ci' day, l"'9~ year, etc., with numbers: 

e.g., i~•~;i ~TtJ.: "'I~~ the upright see his face. 9_em,1~ 9ii, let 
birds fly I In such cases an individual suggests all 
others which share the same qualities. 

3. But, again, collective nouns are specially marked 
by the fem. sing. ending, cf. :,:~~ captivity = captives, 
l"'l~h, n~S? exiles; and therefore such nouns are some
times linked with fem. sing. verbs, even when they 

happen to be plur. or masc.; e.g., 1•~~ J-i~J:l l"'l'J~ r,;~~; 
the beasts of the field look unto thee; ll17~~0 'l1tl1 m~cl the 

frogs came up ; cf. Cl'lt!"'i;l~\J ~sV.~- ,•-:,~;~ 1'11~1'.1 ~6 his 
steps totter not. 

4. As the whole mass of similar individuals may 
be regarded as one, and construed with a sing. verb, 
we even find subjects of plural form with sing. predi
cates; the thought of the collective unity of the in
dividuals included being uppermost in the writer's mind, 
or his intention being to affirm or deny something of 
each and every individual denoted by the class name. 
9Sr;,.~ s,,~ c,,,s~m the idols must utterly pass. NS ~J'~: 
ci;:i-n~ i9~W ow· hands did not shecl the blood. ;iv., 
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i''J~~ jN~ thy se1·vants ( m·e) shepherds. .,~.,~ i'j'7N every 
one who curseth thee is accursed I 

5. The predicate may agree with the chief word of a 

compound subject; '~~ O'j?P,~ i't:T~ '~':J Sip the voice of 
the blood-streams of thy b1·other are crying to me I So 
especially with ',j all. ~~,~ li1~i::t ~N; the chief of nations 
will come! .,r:i;i~ choice = best, .,~;,~ number, :i, mul
titude, are so construed. 

6. If the predicate of a plural subject come first, it is 
often sing. (A second verb following the subject must 
be plural). 0'~1 ~r~~ i1:i'J1 and blood-stains be on 
thee. 

QUESTIONS. 

1. The single direct question: with prefix t) = an? 
ne? ip~~ tiiS~;::, is the young man u:ell? Sometimes 
the answer no is expected : ~,i:Jl:I p1:1~-o~ ,;~::, even a just 

p~ople wilt thou slay? num justam gentem interimes? 
N~;:J nonne? expects the answer yes (O~i:I also occurs): 
:,,'?Jf '~ t'~¥~-t,t',::;r hast not thou set aside for me a 
blessing? or tJ alone: as : ,,~ 01::iS~ nr:m::r am I in 

God's stead? '.~;:) an quod ... ? :ipv.~ ib~ N'1R '~t) 
is it because he is called Jacob? also numquid? '~::, 
-,J:1iJ iw~ ii1rrj: is there indeed still (one) who is left? 

nurnquid etiam nunc est qui supersit? 
Sometimes, though rarely, no particle is used, the 

tone of the voice marking the nature of the sentence : 
,r;,iJ 1~~ i1! ill;\~ art thou really my son 'Esau? 

Mostly when the q~estion is coupled by 1 to some
thing before: S~p,t t6 i1~"'!iTr,~1 and what is evil 8hall 

we not receive ? 
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2. The single indirect question: 
(a) ;:J, as l:l'.~;:1 ~~RiJ t1N.·{7 to see whether the waters 

were lessened. 

(b) O~, as ri:.~WO~ ~~71 inquire whether I shall live 
3. Alternative questions: 

.. (a) Direct: l:l~1 . .. tr; also 0~ . .. tr; and iN ... tr. 
',7r:q 0~1 ... 1~~0 shall we go, or give up? ,~; '?~\'.J 
i1~7J:1 ~,)~ riiN7~-o~ 1?. hast thou eyes of flesh, or as man 
seeth seest thou? here, as often, the two members are 
not opposed, but identical in meaning; and in such 
cases 1 ... tr are also found. 

( b) Indirect: l:l~ ... tr, like the direct question; 
also tr ... ;:i. 

ri~i:, N~i1 P!r:tt! o~::i-ri~ oi,1w1~ 
: :J'rc:i~ N~ri ti~?.?o 

That you may see whether the people be strong or weak, 
Whether it be few or many. 

SUPPOSITIONS. 

The main types are these: 
1. If I shall have anything, I will give it. Si quid 

habeam (habebo) dabo. Here both events belong to the 
future. ~;;i-cjt'~1 ~~ip~~ ~~~~,;-o~ if ( God) cast him from 
his place, it will disown him. n-,_~, '1~0 N~:·1

~ if the 
Levite come, he shall minister. So Is. 36. 6. Or impf. 
in both clauses : 01~S~ 0~ N~~~fC:l~ i1~~~ ~S I will not 
do ( it), if I fin cl there thirty. 

[The impfs. may be frequentative, and refer to the 
past: ~~t;,~ ~s, l~~t) ri~v,~ NS·o~ if the cloud rose not, 

then they moved not.] 
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N.B. 1.-If we wish to lay stress on the certainty 
and immediacy with which the result follows upon the 
fulfilment of the condition, we may say, If I shall have 
anything, I give it. 

In Hebrew this will be expressed by the pf. in the 
2nd clause: :-imi:i; 'J:ir;,~? jl'.:11:' NS-o~ if thou wilt not 
give, I take it forcibly. 

N.B. 2.-An oath is often led off by c~, NS-c~: 
e.g., "I have sworn ~l;l~ i1j7-c~ I will not lie to 
David!" The result of a breach of oath is suppressed; 
"If I do so (may I perish)!" 

2. If I (shall) have had anything, I will give it. Si 
quid habuero, dabo. 9j~1 0~~1 i~~-c~ if he have passed, 
he will trample and rend. 

The impf. may occur in tbe.2nd clause: nNT 'J:'l'~~-c~ 
'~~, ~~N:;:t 9-:Y'J~ if I have done this, may the foe hunt my 
life! 

3. If I icere to have anytliiny, I would give it. Si 
quid haberem darem. This way of speaking expresses 
unlikelihood. N.:l~ NS '9~'~ '~1:1-r,~ ,,-rJ:;11:1-c~ if thou 
u;ouldest give rne half of thy house, I would not go. 

4. If 1 had had anything, I would have given it. Si 
quid habuissem, dedissem. The condition was not ful
filled, and so the result did not follow. OJ:'IN ClJ:1'~0~ ~s 
tl~~t$ 'l:lt1;:t NS if you had spared thern, I had not killed 

' ' ' 'r. ' ' • ' ' ' Cf I you; H avTovs- E~wypTJ<ras-, ovK av a1rEKTEtva <TE. • s. 
48. 18. 

Non-fulfilment of both clauses is implied in the fol
lowing forms also, which are however of less common 
occurrence. 

If I !tad anything (now), I would give it. Si quid 
haberem, darem. Er Tt EiXOV lof.oovv av. A negative is 
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intended. ll'~~~ tl,:t'~;N ~31'-?~ '~ ll~~ '~l1 ~s if my peo
ple were now listening to me, soon u-ould I bow their 

foes. 
If I had had anything, I would now give it. Si quid 

habuissem darem. Ei' n laxov i8t8ovv av. ~~~ry ~s 
.nNT ~s,~~~ if they had been wise, they would understand 

this. 
5. Lastly, a conditional particle need not be used. 
(1) Two perfects with waw: M~l ,,~~-r,~ .:J.!~1 if he 

leave his father, he (his father) will die. 

(2) Two imperatives: ~'~1 ~t:!-'~ .nNT this do and live = 
if ye do, ye shall . . . So Is. 29. 9. 

(3) Two jussives: i"'l~;~ 'i'.1'1 ,~n-riwr;, make thou 
darkness, and be it niglit ! = if thou make darkness, 
night becometh. 

Or two impfs. ~~,~~.~ NS c::;,~~ pi:,rp~ ( if) I smiled on 
them, they did not credit it. 

WISHES. 

tl~, ~s, may introduce a wish; which is then treated 
as a supposition with a suppressed consequence (apodosis). 

'~~~ Sprp~ S~p~ ~s O that my grief icere iceighed ! 
~>'~~;l':I iSip~-c~ 0 if ye 1could hearken to his voice ! 

The imperative also occurs: '~V.~~ '~"'T~ f, 0 that my 

Lord would !tear me ! 
A wish felt to be past fulfilment, or to be at present 

unlikely or impossible, is expressed by the perfect : 
tl~"'.l~~ fj~f ~~~zr~S O that we had died in the land of 
Egypt! C~~~ J;l~"Jj!~S O that thou wouldest rend the 

heavens! 
N .B. The phrase jl'.:I~ '~ who will gmnt? is common: 
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11'.'i~~~ ~,:ii, lti:·1
~ 0 that rny wish m(qht come to pass. 

•~z, jtJ?~\?:1 i~~ ll::\: 1
~ 0 that my words might be written I 

o::;,~ il! t;;~ il:::,1 "1 
"~ 0 that thefr hea1·t rnight be 

thus! 

The perfect, and the constr. infin. (or an accusative) 
may also follow: ~i1~¥"?~1 11:1~1! ltl~-,~ 0 that I knew, 
that I might find him! ( = how I rnight ... ) ltl~-1~ 

11S~ i;.i"=! 0 that God would speak ! :i·w )l'.:1~-1~ 0 that it 
were evening! 

NEGATIONS. 

f:~ constr. f'~ nihil, negatives nouns; i.e., it is used 
with personal suffixes, and with participles, etc. ,~!~ 
~;?~ the boy is not (i.e., is dead). So ~;?~1 and he was 

not; i.e., he vanished. 11~p-r,~ tt~W~ 1t~rc~ if thou 
wilt not .send my people away. 111.;i~, l~~ r~ j;l'.;I straw 
is not given to thy servants. ,r:,~. Cl~ r~ :ii~-i1W31 r~ 
there is none who does good, not even one. t:i1ti·S~ r~ 
there is nothing new. (The word is demonstr., connected 
with 1

~ where? "Man dies, ,~~1 and where is he?" = 
almost ~;?~-) 

t,t', negatives an assertion, and is strictly objective, 
answering to the Greek ov, Latin non. Either state 
of the verb may follow it. '1:li~, t-tS ·I guarded not; 
ib~ t-tS I u:ill not guard. 

~Smay be omitted in the second member of a distich: 
,~~r-1 c•,~~ r,~p.1:1 Ji•~~ n~~: NS the needy shall not be 
forgotten, (nor) the hope of the humble perish. 

But with the impf. an emphatic denial may amount 
to a strong prohibition: ~~~o NS you are not going to do 
= you must not, shall not do; external restraint being 
implied. Different from this is 
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S~, µ~, ne, which is subjective, like µ~, ne, and always 
takes the impf.: '~~71:1-S~ look not at me I 

l~ ne, lest, that not: r~n~r;i-1~ rn~~ ~s~Nh NS ye must 
not eat thereof, lest ye d·ie I f~~tl~ '1'll ~J~-:,~:;i, build we 
ourselves a city, that we be not scattered I , 

Common after verbs of fear, precaution, swearing, 
etc. Sometimes the first clause is not expressed : 
fic~-~~~1P~ !~ '1~~ '~ for he had said, Lest mischief be/ all 
him. Hence nearly = s~; ~'1f.?Nh l~ (beware) lest ye 

' 
Cf 

<I \ \ , ~ ef 

say = say not. . 07T'(J)f µ17 <TaVTOV OlKTlELf 7T'OTE, SC. opa. 

With pf. of something thought as already done: ~tip~'1 
"ii' tni iN~tl~ 1'~-r~-r,~ and let them seek thy lord, lest 
the spirit of Jahwe have caught him ... 

0'1.~ not yet. This particle implies incompletion, and 
is therefore mostly connected with an impf. ~~~-S~ 
M~'f tlj~ i1jrpij all the herbage of the plain had not yet 
shot up. lJjJ::1 tlj~t'J knowest thou not yet? 

'J:l~~ ( a construct form, from hilt, rt. i1S~ = waste, 
and so lack, want) with prefi~ 7, is used to negative the 
gerundial construction. i~;7-c~, 'l:17~~ that his heart 
be not high. ~~~~-S;~ ,,~s ';l'z:1~¥ I charged thee not to eat 
thereof. 

After verbs of hindering, _resisting, etc. = so as not 

to . . . ~'jpt:1 '1:1~~7 Vi~~ i1~7 why are we hindered from 
,-11', • ? oJJ~nng . ... 

S~, '~~ not (akin to the last), are mainly poetic. 
The former expresses both NS, and s~, and is similarly 

employed: bi~~ S:;i I shall not totter; = ov µ~ <r<paAw, 
an intensive denial. ci:,~wS~ let me not eat I cS~ in 
foregoing member.) M'.$~~ :i~j S~ he will never see! 
'~f = NS in Ni~~ '~~ ~l;)N harvest cometh not. Is. 
32. 10. 

12 
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In prose '~~~, '~f-Sll, express because not (lit. from, 
upon lack of . .. ) ; the former with infin. or particip., 
the latter with pf. 

NS, '~f, '~, etc., joined with nouns form negative 
terms: o;;H~~ infamy; .,~, N', a nonentity; 'Pr~ non
pw·e = guilty; 01~ NS not-man, i.e., superhuman. 

DEPENDENT SENTENCES. 

1. Hebrew does not possess any special forms· of 
oblique narration. The terms of a speech are usually 
given directly, word for word as they were spoken. In 
this case the gerundial phrase "'lbN7., lv rip XlyELv, dicendo, 
very often precedes. See Ge. 40. 7; 41. 9; Is. 36. 21 
( a good instance). 

2. The want of distinct moods and tenses is hardly 
felt so far as dependent clauses are concerned. A 
dependent clause is put directly, being merely in
troduced by the particles '~, "'I~~ that. Whether the 
impf., or the perf., or a participle, be used, will depend 
on the speaker or writer's point of view. 

~ 7.~-1 ~N•t jSl~'? 
liNt i1lit!-'l1 i1ii1'-i' '~ 

T ! IT - • 

In order that they may see and know that the hand of J. 
hath done this. 

~,~~~ ~~ '~ :V~~ he had heard that he had departed 
from Lakhish. 

~::i~ ~S-,~ ln~,l and I knew that I should not be 
ashamed. 

N; ~~~lj '~ 'J;'.1'~"1 I saw that the sun was setting 
(participle). 

3. If the dependent clause be an oblique question, the 
same remark holds good. 
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:,t:Jpl:I -,~~ r,~ U~ ~,,~~ let them tell U8 1chat will happen. 
'1:li~tiJ;\i".I -,~~ r,~ Ni ,;! remember, I pray, how I have 

walked. 
NoTE.-Logically in all these cases the dependent 

clause is the object of the main verb, as is very clear in 
the last two instances. 

4. Here as everywhere else we must bear in mind 
the radical distinctions between pf., impf., and ptc. 
The Hebrew had not to discriminate between moods 
and tenses; he had merely to decide whether the act 
should be viewed as complete, incomplete, or continuous. 




